
   Nonfiction

 100 Days Of Real Food
How We Did It, What We Learned, and 100 Easy, Wholesome Recipes Your Family Will
Love
by  Lisa Leake

ISBN: 9780062252555
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 288
Price: $38.99

The activist mom and creator of the 100 Days of Real Food blog draws from her hugely popular website to offer simple, affordable, family-friendly recipes
and practical advice for eliminating processed foods from your family's diet
Inspired by Michael Pollan's In Defense of Food, Lisa Leake decided her family's eating habits needed an overhaul. She, her husband, and their two small
girls pledged to go 100 days without eating highly processed or refined foods-a challenge she opened to readers on her blog. Now, she shares their story,
offering insights and cost-conscious recipes everyone can use to enjoy wholesome natural food-whole grains, fruits and vegetables, seafood, locally raised
meats, natural juices, dried fruit, seeds, popcorn, natural honey, and more.
Illustrated with 125 photographs and filled with step-by-step instructions, this hands-on cookbook and guide includes:
o Advice for navigating the grocery store and making smart purchases
o Tips for reading ingredient labels
o 100 quick and easy recipes for such favorites as Homemade Chicken Nuggets, Whole Wheat Pasta with Kale Pesto Cream Sauce, and Cinnamon Glazed
Popcorn
o Meal plans and suggestions for kid-pleasing school lunches, parties, and snacks
o "Real Food" anecdotes from the Leakes' own experiences
o A 10-day mini starter-program, and much more.

 100 Places You Will Never Visit
The World's Most Secret Locations
by  Daniel Smith

ISBN: 9781623651534
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 272
Price: $22.95

No Description

 1000 Football Shirts
The Colours of the Beautiful Game
by  Bernard Lions,  Carlo Ancelotti

ISBN: 9780789327307
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 1001 Bicycles to Dream of Riding

by  Guy Kesteven

ISBN: 9780789327246
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 960
Price: $36.95

No Description

 Abraham Lincoln in the Kitchen
A Culinary View of Lincoln's Life and Times
by  Rae Katherine Eighmey

ISBN: 9781588344557
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Smithsonian
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 224
Price: $24.95

No Description

 The Actor's Guide to Creating a Character
William Esper Teaches the Meisner Technique
by  William Esper,  Damon Dimarco

ISBN: 9780345805683
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 304
Price: $19.00

William Esper, one of the most celebrated acting teachers of our time, takes us through his step-by-step approach to the central challenge of advanced acting
work: creating and playing a character. 

Esper's first book, The Actor's Art and Craft, earned praise for describing the basics taught in his famous first-year acting class. The Actor's Guide to
Creating a Character continues the journey. In these pages, co-author Damon DiMarco vividly re-creates Esper's second-year course, again through the
experiences of a fictional class. Esper's training builds on Sanford Meisner's legendary exercises, a world-renowned technique that Esper further developed
through his long association with Meisner and the decades he has spent training a host of distinguished actors. His approach is flexible enough to apply to
any role, helping actors to create characters with truthful and compelling inner lives.
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 Adhd Does Not Exist

by  Richard Saul

ISBN: 9780062266736
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-07
Pages: 208
Price: $31.99

A radical new response to a widely misunderstood condition
We are witnessing a global epidemic of attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder. Millions are suffering from attention issues, while millions more are
reliant on stimulant medication to perform at school and at work. Despite decades of advancements in neuroscience, the definition of ADHD has remained
essentially unchanged since its introduction in 1980, and its prevalence in the population has skyrocketed.
In this controversial and landmark work, Dr. Richard Saul draws from five decades as a practicing physician and researcher in the field to contend that the
definition of ADHD as we know it is completely wrong. Instead, he argues that the "disorder" is a cluster of symptoms stemming from more than twenty
other conditions, each requiring separate treatment. The detailed list ranges from mild problems like poor eyesight, sleep deprivation, and even boredom in
the classroom, to more severe conditions like depression and bipolar disorder.
Through the lens of history and into the present day, Dr. Saul examines "ADHD," exploring the rising cultural and medical trends that have birthed the
stimulant epidemic. Both comprehensive and illuminative, ADHD Does Not Exist is essential reading for doctors, practitioners, educators, and individuals
who are seeking an honest approach to understanding and treating this complex condition.

 The Age of Radiance
The Epic Rise and Dramatic Fall of the Atomic Era
by  Craig Nelson

ISBN: 9781451660432
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 448
Price: $34.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of Rocket Men and the award-winning biographer of Thomas Paine comes the first complete history of the
Atomic Age, a brilliant, magisterial account of the men and women who uncovered the secrets of the nucleus, brought its power to America, and ignited the
twentieth century. When Marie Curie, Enrico Fermi, and Edward Teller forged the science of radioactivity, they created a revolution that arced from the end
of the nineteenth century, through the course of World War II and the Cold War of superpower brinksmanship, to our own twenty-first-century confrontation
with the dangers of nuclear power and proliferation--a history of paradox, miracle, and nightmare. While nuclear science improves our everyday lives--from
medicine to microwave technology--radiation's invisible powers can trigger cancer and cellular mayhem. Writing with a biographer's passion, Craig Nelson
unlocks one of the great mysteries of the universe in a work that is tragic, triumphant, and above all, fascinating. From the discovery of X-rays in the 1890s,
through the birth of nuclear power in an abandoned Chicago football stadium, to the bomb builders of Los Alamos and the apocalyptic Dr. Strangelove era,
Nelson illuminates a pageant of fascinating historical figures: Marie and Pierre Curie, Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, Franklin Roosevelt, J. Robert
Oppenheimer, Harry Truman, Curtis LeMay, John F. Kennedy, Robert McNamara, Ronald Reagan, and Mikhail Gorbachev, among others. He reveals how
brilliant Jewish scientists fleeing Hitler transformed America from a nation that created lightbulbs and telephones into one that split atoms; how the most
grotesque weapon ever invented could realize Alfred Nobel's lifelong dream of global peace; and how, in our time, emergency workers and low-level utility
employees fought to contain run-amok nuclear reactors while wondering if they would live or die.  Radiance defies our common-sense views of nature, with
its staggering amounts of energy flowing from seemingly inert rock and matter pulsing in half-lives that transforms into other states over the course of
decades or in the blink of an eye. Radiation is as scary a word as cancer, bu ...
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 The Agent

My 40-Year Career Making Deals and Changing the Game
by  Leigh Steinberg,  Michael Arkush

ISBN: 9781250030429
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-01-21
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

Leigh Steinberg is&nbsprenowned as&nbspone of&nbspthe greatest sports agents in history, representing such All-Pro clients&nbspas Troy Aikman, Bruce
Smith, and Ben Roethlisberger. Over one particular seven-year stretch, Steinberg represented the top NFL Draft pick an unheard of six times. Director
Cameron Crowe credits Steinberg as a primary inspiration&nbspfor the titular character in  Jerry Maguire, even hiring Steinberg as a consultant on the film.
Lightyears ahead of his contemporaries, he expanded his players' reach into entertainment. Already the bestselling author of a business book on
negotiation,&nbspthe original superagent&nbspis now taking readers behind the closed doors of professional sports, recounting priceless stories, like how he
negotiated a $26.5 million package for&nbspSteve Young-the biggest ever at the time-and how he passed on the chance to represent Peyton
Manning.Beginning with his early days as a student leader at Berkeley, Steinberg details his&nbspillustrious rise into pro sports fame, his decades of
industry dominance, and how he overcame a series of high-profile struggles to regain his sobriety and launch his comeback. This riveting story takes readers
inside the inner circle of top-notch agents and players through the visionary career of Leigh Steinberg, the pre-eminent superagent of our time.

 Among Chimpanzees
Field Notes from the Race to Save Our Endangered Relatives
by  Nancy Merrick,  Jane Goodall

ISBN: 9780807084908
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 288
Price: $32.95

No Description

 Angel Detox
Taking Your Life to a Higher Level Through Releasing Emotional, Physical, and Energetic
Toxins
by  Doreen Virtue,  Robert Reeves

ISBN: 9781401944315
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-01-06
Pages: 254
Price: $24.95

    Work with the Angels to Detox Your Body and Energy           Detoxing with the help of your angels is a gentle way to release impurities from your body,
fatigue, and addictions. Doreen Virtue  and naturopath Robert Reeves teach yousimple steps to increase your energy and mental focus, banish bloating, feel
and look more youthful, and regain your sense of personal power. Rid your life of physical toxins, as well as negative emotions and energies.        Angel
Detox  guides you step-by-step on how to detox your diet, lifestyle, and relationships. You'll learn how to reduce or eliminate cravings for unhealthful food
and substances, feel motivated, and enjoy wellness in all areas of your life. This book also includes 7-Day Detox Plans for those wanting to quit smoking or
drinking, or to flush out environmental pollution.
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 Angels of Love

How to Find and Keep the Perfect Relationship
by  Doreen Virtue,  Grant Virtue

ISBN: 9781401943844
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2015-01-14
Pages: 
Price: $12.95

Gain confidence, clarity, and courage with the help of the angels. In this practical reference guide, you'll learn how to heal your heart and open it to all forms
of love: self-love, spiritual love, healing love, friendship love, and romantic love.  You'll discover how to develop a healthy relationship with yourself and
others, built upon mutual respect and support. For those looking to manifest a romantic relationship, Angels of Love gives practical tips for how and where
to find the right partner.

 Animal Wisdom
Learning from the Spiritual Lives of Animals
by  Linda Bender,  Linda Tucker

ISBN: 9781583947739
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sacred Activism
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 216
Price: $22.50

How is it that pets are able to travel thousands of miles through unknown territory to reunite with their beloved humans? How can dogs detect cancer with up
to a 98 percent accuracy rate, and foresee epileptic or diabetic seizures in their owners? How do animals seem to know an earthquake is coming long before
the world's best seismologists?
 In Animal Wisdom, veterinarian and animal advocate Linda Bender offers a wealth of amazing stories and research-based evidence indicating animals have
deeply perceptive--even extrasensory--abilities. She shows us that animals are extremely perceptive, intuitive, and psychic and provides step-by-step
practices for honing your natural ability to communicate with them, so that you too can learn to understand their urgent messages about peace, happiness,
and the future of the planet. Animal  ...

 Another Great Day at Sea
Life Aboard the USS George H.W. Bush
by  Geoff Dyer

ISBN: 9780307911582
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 208
Price: $27.50

No Description

 The Ansel Adams Wilderness
by  Peter Essick,  Jamie Williams

ISBN: 9781426213298
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 112
Price: $24.95

No Description
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 The Antidote

Inside the World of New Pharma
by  Barry Werth

ISBN: 9781451655667
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 448
Price: $34.99

IN THE ANTIDOTE, Barry Werth draws upon unprecedented inside reporting spanning more than two decades to provide a groundbreaking closeup of the
upstart pharmaceutical company Vertex and the ferocious but indispensable world of Big Pharma that it inhabits. In 1989, the charismatic Joshua Boger left
Merck, then America's most admired business, to found a drug company that would challenge industry giants and transform health care. Werth described the
company's tumultuous early days during the AIDS crisis in The Billion-Dollar Molecule, a celebrated classic of science and business journalism. Now he
returns to tell a riveting story of Vertex's bold endurance and eventual success. The $325 billion-a-year pharmaceutical business is America's toughest and
one of its most profitable. It's riskier and more rigorous at just about every stage than any other business, from the towering biological uncertainties inherent
in its mission to treat disease; to the 30-to-1 failure rate in bringing out a successful medicine even after a molecule clears all the hurdles to get to human
testing; to the multibillion-dollar cost of ramping up a successful product; to operating in the world's most regulated industry, matched only by nuclear
power. Werth captures the full scope of Vertex's twentyfive- year drive to deliver breakthrough medicines. At a time when America struggles to maintain its
innovative edge, The Antidote is a powerful inside look at one of the most intriguing and important business stories of recent decades.

 The Art of John Harris
by  John Harris

ISBN: 9781781168424
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Titan
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 160
Price: $39.95

No Description
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 Astoria

Astor and Jefferson's Lost Pacific Empire: A Story of Wealth, Ambition, and Survival
by  Peter Stark

ISBN: 9780062218292
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-21
Pages: 256
Price: $34.99

In 1810, John Jacob Astor sent out two advance parties to settle the wild, unclaimed western coast of North America. More than half of his men died violent
deaths. The others survived starvation, madness, and greed to shape the destiny of a continent.
At a time when the edge of American settlement barely reached beyond the Appalachian Mountains, two visionaries, President Thomas Jefferson and
millionaire John Jacob Astor, foresaw that one day the Pacific would dominate world trade as much as the Atlantic did in their day. Just two years after the
Lewis and Clark expedition concluded in 1806, Jefferson and Astor turned their sights westward once again. Thus began one of history's dramatic but largely
forgotten turning points in the conquest of the North American continent.
Astoria is the harrowing tale of the quest to settle a Jamestown-like colony on the Pacific coast. Astor set out to establish a global trade network based at the
mouth of the Columbia River in what is now Oregon, while Jefferson envisioned a separate democracy on the western coast that would spread eastward to
meet the young United States.
Astor backed this ambitious enterprise with the vast for-tune he'd made in the fur trade and in New York real estate since arriving in the United States as a
near-penniless immigrant soon after the Revolutionary War. He dispatched two groups of men west: one by sea around the southern tip of South America
and one by land over the Rockies. The Overland Party, led by the gentlemanly American businessman Wilson Price Hunt, combined French-Canadian
voyageurs, Scottish fur traders, American woodsmen, and an extraordinary Native American woman with two toddlers. The Seagoing Party, sailing aboard
the ship Tonquin, likewise was a volatile microcosm of contemporary North America. Under the bitter eye of Captain Jonathan Thorn, a young U.S. naval
hero whose unyielding, belligerent nature was better suited to battle than  ...

 The Awesome Guide To Life
Get Fit, Get Laid, Get Your Sh*t Togeth
by  Jason Ellis

ISBN: 9780062270153
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-07
Pages: 256
Price: $21.00

In the same inimitable, uncensored, and hilarious style that has made him one of the most popular voices on satellite radio, Jason Ellis unleashes his no-holds-
barred words of advice on diet and exercise, cultivating your signature look, partying, getting laid, maintaining a relationship--and more!
Maybe--like Jason Ellis--you want to have sex with multiple partners and then talk about it on the radio while wearing cheetah pants . . .
Or maybe you have some goals of your own. Whatever the case may be, Jason believes it's all about getting off your ass and maximizing the opportunities
that life has to offer. It's about remembering that you are alive, right now, and that won't always be the case. So do something. Anything. Enjoy the ride. Go
outside and get naked.
Jason can tell you how to handle every situation life throws at you and play it like a champ: how to look, how to act, how to pick up a stripper--you name it.
But that's just for starters. Jason believes that to get what you really want out of life, you have to have confidence. And true confidence is something you
have to earn, by deciding what you want from life and then pursuing your passion until you make your dreams a reality.
This book will show you how to develop the positive attitude that will allow you to truly make things happen.
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 Baby Makers

How Knowing That Sex Leads to Babies Changed Human Evolutionary History
by  Holly Dunsworth

ISBN: 9781616149178
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 300
Price: $26.50

A single idea radically changed our species' biology and culture--reproductive consciousness (i.e., understanding that sex leads to babies) was the real "big
bang" in our evolutionary past.

No other species knowingly has sex for procreation except for humans and our prehistoric hominin predecessors. Reproductive consciousness truly sets
human sex apart and had perhaps a bigger impact on human culture than any other idea or discovery.    

That is the theme of this lively, entertainingly written examination of how our understanding of sex and its consequences has profoundly shaped nearly every
aspect of civilization. Examining evidence from both primatology and paleolithic anthropology, anthropologist Holly Dunsworth convincingly argues that
humans are the only species with the insight that sex leads to children. In terms of human culture, she shows that the byproducts of knowing about the birds
and the bees are myriad: marriage rites, adultery laws, inheritance, engagement rings, chaperones, and our flair for flirting, just to name a few. Human
reproductive consciousness has also greatly influenced other species through the ingenious ways that humans have controlled the reproduction, and guided
the evolution, of animals, plants, and even fungi and bacteria. Finally, she explores how romantic love, fatherhood, and the choice not to have children are all
gifts of reproductive consciousness.

While everyone knows that sex is important, The Baby Makers will mak ...

 Backyard Farming
Raising Cattle for Dairy and Beef
by  Kim Pezza

ISBN: 9781578264957
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Backyard Farming
Publisher: Hatherleigh Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 128
Price: $6.99

No Description

 The Beatles Are Here!
50 Years after the Band Arrived in America, Writers, Musicians & Other Fans Remember
by Penelope-ed Rowlands

ISBN: 9781616203504
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Algonquin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 288
Price: $19.95

The arrival of the Beatles was one of those unforgettable cultural touchstones. Through the voices of those who witnessed it or were swept up in it indirectly,
The Beatles Are Here! explores the emotional impact--some might call it hysteria--of the Fab Four's February 1964 dramatic landing on our shores.
Contributors, including Lisa See, Gay Talese, RenÃ©e Fleming, Roy Blount, Jr., and many others, describe in essays and interviews how they were inspired
by the Beatles. 

This intimate and entertaining collection arose from writer Penelope Rowlands's own Beatlemaniac phase: she was one of the screaming girls captured in an
iconic photograph that has since been published around the world--and is displayed on the cover of this book. The stories of these girls, who found each
other again almost 50 years later, are part of this volume as well. The Beatles Are Here! gets to the heart of why, half a century later, the Beatles still matter
to us so deeply.
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 The Beats

by  Larry Fink,  Gerald Stern

ISBN: 9781576876893
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: powerHouse Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 96
Price: $50.00

No Description

 Beerology
Everything You Need to Know to Enjoy Beer...Even More
by  Mirella Amato

ISBN: 9780449016121
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 192
Price: $24.95

No Description

 A Beginner's Guide to Meditation
Practical Advice and Inspiration from Contemporary Buddhist Teachers
by  Rod Meade Sperry,  Of The Shambhala Sun Editors,  Pema Chodron

ISBN: 9781611800579
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shambhala Sun Books
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 320
Price: $19.95

No Description
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 Being a Teen

Everything Teen Girls & Boys Should Know About Relationships, Sex, Love, Health,
Identity & More
by  Jane Fonda

ISBN: 9780812978612
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 288
Price: $20.00

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER o AN ALL-ENCOMPASSING GUIDE THAT PARENTS WILL WANT FOR THEIR TEENS
 
This thorough, concise guide offers straight talk about:
  
 o The male and female body as it changes and matures.
 o Teen relationships: what it takes to create happy, supportive, positive, and meaningful connections with family, friends, and others.
 o Identity empowerment: how to be authentic and thrive in today's world.
 o Sex and sexuality for boys and girls: how teens should take care of their bodies, embrace their experiences, and strengthen self-esteem.
 o Strategies for working through the toughest challenges, including bullying, sexual abuse, eating disorders, pregnancy, and more.
  
Praise for Being a Teen
  
"A frank and candid resource for adolescents."--People
  
 "Fonda's warmth and love for the teen community is evident."--Publishers Weekly
  
 "Clear, practical, and riveting, Being a Teen cuts away at myth, enhances teens' self-esteem, and arms them with a trove of useful information. Beautifully
organized . . . Any parent, teacher, coach, or doctor n ...

 Bento Bonanza
300 Essential Japanese Box Lunch Recipes
by Shufu-No-Tomo

ISBN: 9781939130372
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Vertical Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 192
Price: $21.95

No Description

 Best Green Drinks Ever
by  Katrine Vanwyk

ISBN: 9781581572278
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2013-11-26
Pages: 176
Price: $16.00

No Description
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 Better Than Winning

How We Can Do Better Than the Competition
by  Margaret Heffernan

ISBN: 9780385679831
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 416
Price: $32.95

No Description

 The Big Picture
11 Rules That Will Change Your Life
by  Tony Horton

ISBN: 9780062282392
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-01-27
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

What does your big picture look like?
P90X creator Tony Horton is known by millions of fans for his take-no-prisoners, straight-talking approach to fitness. When you do his programs, put in the
time, and follow his advice--you get results.
Now Tony Horton is bringing his energetic, no-nonsense style to help you improve your life outside the gym. In The Big Picture, he shares his philosophy
for living a happier, healthier, more successful life--a philosophy that transformed him from an out-of-shape, aimless kid to one of the most sought-after
personal trainers in history.
Tony's 11 Laws are the basis for his best-selling workout programs. In The Big Picture, he shows you how to put them to work in the rest of your life. Using
eye-opening examples from his own journey as well as inspiring stories from the people he's met along the way, Tony shows you how to identify the life you
want--and walks you through the path to creating it.
This is the self-improvement book for people who want results, not hand-holding. Whether your Big Picture goal is a better job, a better relationship, or a
better life--if you make the commitment and do the work, Tony will lead you to success.

 Birdmen
The Wright Brothers, Glenn Curtiss, and the Battle to Control the Skies
by  Lawrence Goldstone

ISBN: 9780345538031
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 448
Price: $34.00

No Description
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 Bizarre London

Discover the Capital's Secrets & Surprises
by  David Long

ISBN: 9781628738254
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Skyhorse Publishing Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 256
Price: $22.95

A charming gift book of the strangest and most intriguing stories of London. A fascinating tour of London's strangest and most intriguing locations. Ranging
from architectural evidence of past incidents and stories of life beneath the city, to anecdotes of magic, mystery, and murder, this is a perfect companion for
anyone curious about London.It includes: A Museum of Magical Curiosities; The City's Lost Tunnels and Citadels; The Ghost of a She-Wolf; The Bawdy
House Riots; The Story of "Jack the Stripper"; The Atmospheric Railway; The Thames Ringway Bicycle Race; A Banker Hanged at Newgate; The
Crossdressing Highwayman; Bluebottles, Rozzers and Woodentops; The Hidden Statue of a Beaver; The "Belgravia of Death"; Whitehall's Licensed
Brothel; Pin-Makers, Mole-Takers and Rat Catchers; Drinking in "The Bucket of Blood"; London's Most Haunted House.All of London is here!

 Black and White
The Way I See It
by  Richard Williams,  Bart Davis

ISBN: 9781476704203
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 304
Price: $28.99

He'd set his mind to raise two of the greatest women champions in professional tennis well before they could even hold a racket. The father of Venus and
Serena Williams had a grand plan for his daughters. The source of his vision, the method behind his execution, and the root of his indomitable spirit he held
private. Until now. What he reveals about his success--his story of struggle, determination, hard work, and family--is told in the pages of this inspiring
memoir, Black and White: The Way I See It. Richard Williams, for the first time ever, shares stories about the poverty and violence of his early life in
Shreveport, Louisiana, in the 1940s--a life that could have ended on the day he was born because of indifference, racism, and cruelty were it not for the
strength of his mother and the kindness of a stranger. Williams's mother was his hero, just as he became a hero to Venus and Serena, who express in the book
the lessons he taught them and how much they love their much-criticized and even maligned father. His critics claimed that he was "in the way" of his
daughters' athletic success, that he was "destroying his daughters' marketing and advertising abilities," and even accused him of "abuse." Richard Williams
describes a family life held together by the principles that matter most: courage, confidence, commitment, faith, and above all, love. "When you're younger,
as a female, you flock to your father. When you get older, you're closer to your mother. I still feel really, really close to my father. . . . We have a great
relationship. There is an appreciation. There is a closeness because of what we've been through together, and a respect," says Serena. "Training started early
for my kids, but it wasn't only on the tennis courts. I used to take Venus and Serena to work with me so they could learn the importance of planning,
responsibility, and a strong work ethic, even at their early age," Richard Williams writes. The self-made man saw the value of education and had the
discipline to practice what he learned. He went so far as to write a plan for his family's future before his tennis champion daughters were ever born. Richard
Williams has walked a long, hard, exciting, and ultimately rewardi ...

 The Blender Girl
Super-Easy, Super-Healthy Meals, Snacks, Desserts, and Drinks--100 Gluten-Free, Vegan
Recipes!
by  Tess Masters

ISBN: 9781607746430
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ten Speed Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 224
Price: $23.99

No Description
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 Blessing the Hands That Feed Us

What Eating Closer to Home Can Teach Us About Food, Community, and Our Place on
Earth
by  Vicki Robin

ISBN: 9780670025725
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

The bestselling coauthor of Your Money or Your Life chronicles her quest to eat food produced within 10 miles of her home

 Taking the locavore movement to heart, bestselling author and social innovator Vicki Robin pledged for one month to eat only food sourced within a
10-mile radius of her home on Whidbey Island in Puget Sound, Washington. Her sustainable diet not only brings to light society's unhealthy dependency on
mass-produced, prepackaged foods but also helps her reconnect with her body and her environment.

 Like Barbara Kingsolver's Animal, Vegetable, Miracle and the bestselling books of Michael Pollan, Blessing the Hands That Feed Us is part personal
narrative and part global manifesto. By challenging herself to eat and buy local, Robin exposes the cause and effect of the food business, from the processed
goods laden with sugar, fat, and preservatives to the trucks burning through fuel to bring them to a shelf near you.

 Robin's journey is also one of community as she befriends all the neighboring farmers who epitomize the sustainable lifestyle. Among them are Tricia, the
prolific market gardener who issued Robin's 10-mile challenge; Britt and Eric, two
 young, enthusiastic farmers living their dream of self-sufficiency; and Vicky, a former corporate executive turned milk producer.

 Featuring recipes throughout, along with practical tips on adopting your own locally sourced diet, Blessing the Hands That Feed ...

 Blood Sugar Solution 10 Day Detox Diet
Activate Your Body's Natural Ability to Burn Fat and Lose Weight Fast
by Mark Hyman

ISBN: 9780316230025
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

Dr. Hyman's revolutionary weight-loss program, based on the #1 New York Times bestseller The Blood Sugar Solution, supercharged for immediate results!

The key to losing weight and keeping it off is maintaining low insulin levels. Based on Dr. Hyman's groundbreaking Blood Sugar Solution program, THE
BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET presents strategies for reducing insulin levels and producing fast and sustained weight loss. Dr.
Hyman explains how to: activate your natural ability to burn fat--especially belly fat; reduce inflammation; reprogram your metabolism; shut off your fat-
storing genes; de-bug your digestive system; create effortless appetite control; and soothe the stress to shed the pounds. With practical tools designed to
achieve optimum wellness, including meal plans, recipes, and shopping lists, as well as step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice on green living, supplements,
medication, exercise, and more, THE BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET is the fastest way to lose weight, prevent disease, and feel your
best.

 Blood Will Out
by  Walter Kirn

ISBN: 9780871404510
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Liveright
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 352
Price: $28.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 The Body Book

by  Cameron Diaz

ISBN: 9780062252746
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 224
Price: $31.99

Throughout her career, Cameron Diaz has been a role model for millions of women. By her own admission, though, this fit, athletic star wasn't always as
health-conscious as she is today. Her consumption of bad foods had an effect on her skin and her body. "If you are what you eat," she says, "I was a bean
burrito with extra cheese and extra sauce, no onions." Learning about the inseparable link between nutrition and health was just one of the life-changing
lessons that sparked Cameron's passion to explore the best ways to care for her body. In The Body Book, she shares the knowledge she's gained both from
personal experience and from consulting with health experts.
 Beginning with nutrition, Cameron explains why instead of fearing hunger, women should embrace their body's instinct for fuel and satisfy it with whole,
nutrient-dense foods.
 Cameron also explains the essential role of consistent physical activity. Many women think about exercise in terms of pounds lost or muscle tone gained,
but don't realize that working up a sweat is also essential for improving mood, boosting energy levels, and preventing disease. Cameron offers tips for
choosing the right exercise program and shares her own workout strategies for looking and feeling your best.
 Creating a healthy, beautiful body begins with learning the facts and turning knowledge into action. In The Body Book, women will find the tools they need
to build a healthier body now--so they can live joyfully in it for years to come.

 The Body Doesn't Lie
The Three-Step Program To End Chronic Pain And Become Positively Radiant
by  Vicky Vlachonis

ISBN: 9780062243645
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 256
Price: $34.99

Renowned osteopath and Goop contributor offers a groundbreaking program that combats chronic pain and empowers you to look and feel amazing every
day.As an osteopath, Vicky Vlachonis focuses on pain release instead of on pain relief. In The Body Doesn't Lie, for the first time, she shares her
groundbreaking insights on how we can all keep our responses to life's inevitable stressors on an even keel with good nutrition and self-care. The immediate
impact of these strategies and their results are infinite-everyday activities can be used to tip yourself back into the positive loop.In her private practice,
Vlachonis's clients have recovered from fatigue, mood swings, panic, depression, insomnia, headaches, period problems, digestive upset, increased
infections, and more. Now the same techniques are accessible to you with this breakthrough self-care plan.Using any number of treatments-from acupuncture
and stress-reduction techniques, to wellness regimens, meditative visualizations, and other remedies-Vlachonis has created a unique program that has been
medically proven to trigger the same releases as massage, yoga, spinal adjustments, and cranial-sacral therapy. With the help of her expertise, you will start
getting rid of emotional and physical pain; soon you will be amazed by how your mind and body will thrive.

 Bolano
A Biography
by  Monica Maristain

ISBN: 9781612193472
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Melville House
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 301
Price: $27.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 The Book Of Forgiving

The Fourfold Path For Healing Ourselves And Our World
by  Desmond Tutu,  Mpho Tutu

ISBN: 9780062203564
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

How do I forgive? 
Nobel laureate Archbishop Desmond Tutu has witnessed some of the worst crimes people can inflict on others. So wherever he goes, he inevitably gets
asked this question. This book is his answer. Writing with his daughter, Mpho, an Anglican priest, they lay out the simple but profound truths about the
significance of forgiveness, how it works, why everyone needs to know how to grant it and receive it, and why granting forgiveness is the greatest gift we
can give to ourselves when we have been wronged. 
They explain the four-step process of forgiveness--Telling the Story, Naming the Hurt, Granting Forgiveness, and Renewing or Releasing the
Relationship--as well as offer meditations, exercises, and prayers to guide the reader along the way.
"With each act of forgiveness, whether small or great, we move toward wholeness," they write. "Forgiveness is how we bring peace to ourselves and our
world."

 The Book of Magic
Astound and Amaze Your Friends!
by  David Ovason

ISBN: 9780091951597
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2013-11-04
Pages: 240
Price: $19.99

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Bourbon

A History Of The American Spirit
by  Dane Huckelbridge

ISBN: 9780062241399
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 320
Price: $33.99

A rollicking biography of bourbon whiskey that doubles as a rich and surprising history of America itself
Few products are so completely or intimately steeped in the American story as bourbon whiskey. As Dane Huckelbridge's masterfully crafted history reveals,
the iconic amber spirit is the American experience, distilled, aged, and sealed in a bottle. 
Bourbon's essential ingredient, corn, is indigenous to the Americas and had been fermented by its native peoples for centuries. At Jamestown, the earliest
colonists applied their old-world distilling know-how to produce the first corn-based whiskey. After winning the American Revolution, George Washington
turned his attention to establishing one of the new nation's largest distilling operations at his estate, Mount Vernon, making him a Founding Father of both
the United States and American whiskey. Whiskey-swilling Scots-Irish immigrants had perfected bourbon's recipe in the rugged oak forests of the
Appalachian frontier by the early nineteenth century. Kentucky-born Abe Lincoln received a liquor license in 1833 before turning his attention to politics;
during the Civil War, soldiers on both sides liberally imbibed before, during, and after battle. Then, in cowboy saloons and gambling halls of the late-
nineteenth century, bourbon put the wild in Wild West. 
During the early twentieth century, Prohibition fa-mously sought to curtail America's drinking but instead expanded alcohol's reach as speakeasies run by
gangsters and bootleggers welcomed women and made drinking more fashionable than ever. Bourbon-consumption reached record heights--both at home
and abroad--as America came of age as a superpower after World War II and labels like Jack Daniel's and Jim Beam emerged as global brands on par with
Coca-Cola. Just as bourbon fueled the novels of F. Scott Fitzgerald, William Faulkner, and Ernest Hemingway during the first half of the twentieth century,
the 1960s and beyond saw rock-and-roll bands and country stars knocking back bottles of O ...

 A Breast Cancer Alphabet
by  Madhulika Sikka

ISBN: 9780385348515
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 224
Price: $22.00

A definitive and approachable guide to life during, and after, breast cancer
 
The biggest risk factor for breast cancer is simply being a woman.  Madhulika Sikka's A Breast Cancer Alphabet offers a new way to live with and plan past
the hardest diagnosis that most women will ever receive: a personal, practical, and deeply informative look at the road from diagnosis to treatment and
beyond.

What Madhulika Sikka didn't foresee when initially diagnosed, and what this book brings to life so vividly, are the unexpected and minute challenges that
make navigating the world of breast cancer all the trickier.  A Breast Cancer Alphabet is an inspired reaction to what started as a personal predicament.

This A-Z guide to living with breast cancer goes where so many fear to tread: sex (S is for Sex - really?), sentimentality (J is for Journey - it's a clichÃ© we
need to dispense with), hair (H is for Hair - yes, you can make a federal case of it) and work (Q is for Quitting - there'll be days when you feel like it).  She
draws an easy-to-follow, and quite memorable, map of her travels from breast cancer neophyte to seasoned veteran.

As a prominent news executive, Madhulika had access to the most cutting edge data on the disease's reach and impact.  At the same time, she craved the
community of frank talk and personal insight that we rely on in life's toughest moments.  This wonderfully inventive book navigates the world of science and
story, bringing readers into Madhulika's mind  ...
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   Nonfiction
 Bringing It Home

A Nurse Discovers Healthcare Beyond the Hospital
by  Tilda Shalof,  Judith Shamian

ISBN: 9780771080005
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 336
Price: $22.95

No Description

 Brunette Ambition
by  Lea Michele

ISBN: 9780804139076
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 208
Price: $25.00

The star of the hit show Glee shares her experiences and insider tips on beauty, fashion, inner strength, and more in an illustrated book that's part memoir,
part how-to, and part style guide.
 
Lea Michele is one of the hardest working performers in show business.  Whether she's starring as Rachel Berry on Glee, rocking a glamorous look on the
red carpet, recording her solo album, or acting as the spokesperson for L'Oreal, Lea is the ultimate multi-tasker.  She knows better than anyone that it is
difficult to be your best self and keep things in perspective when your to-do list is overflowing and you are faced with challenges, so she's developed a
foolproof system for remaining healthy and centered.  In Brunette Ambition, she reveals the lessons and advice that have worked for her--from beauty and
fashion secrets to fitness tips, and career insights.  Supplemented with never-before-seen photos and revealing anecdotes, it's the book Lea wishes she'd had
in her teens and early twenties: A practical and inspirational guide to harnessing tenacity and passion and living the fullest life, no matter what obstacles life
puts in your way.
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   Nonfiction
 A Bully's Dream

You Can Overcome Bullying (and Other Stuff That Keeps You Down)
by  Nick Vujicic

ISBN: 9780307730930
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Doubleday Religious Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 224
Price: $17.99

With no arms, no legs, and no defense,Nick Vujicic was once a bully's target and knows what it feels like to be picked on and pushed around: It makes your
stomach hurt, gives you nightmares, and feels like there is no hope in sight. But Nick shows how you too can overcome and rise above bullying.
No Bully Can Define Who You Are
Nick has experienced bullying of all kinds for being "different." But he's learned that he doesn't have to play the bully's game-and neither do you. InStand
StrongNick gives you strategies for developing a "bully defense system," so you can handle bullies of all kinds by building your strength from the inside out.

Find out how to:
· Turn being bullied into a great opportunity(yes, really!)
· Create a safety zone within yourself
· Establish strong values that no bully can shake
· Deal with cyber bullies
· Develop a spiritual foundation to stay strong against bullying
· Monitor your emotions and control your response to them
· Help others who are being bullied
Are you facing the unwanted attention of a bully? You can stand up to the challenge, because you have greater power over your feelings and your life than
you may think! ...

 Call Me Burroughs
A Life
by Barry Miles

ISBN: 9781455511952
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 736
Price: $35.00

Fifty years ago, Norman Mailer asserted, "William Burroughs is the only American novelist living today who may conceivably be possessed by genius." Few
since have taken such literary risks, developed such individual political or spiritual ideas, or spanned such a wide range of media. Burroughs wrote novels,
memoirs, technical manuals, and poetry. He painted, made collages, took thousands of photographs, produced hundreds of hours of experimental recordings,
acted in movies, and recorded more CDs than most rock bands. Burroughs was the original cult figure of the Beat Movement, and with the publication of his
novel Naked Lunch, which was originally banned for obscenity, he became a guru to the 60s youth counterculture. In CALL ME BURROUGHS, biographer
and Beat historian Barry Miles presents the first full-length biography of Burroughs to be published in a quarter century-and the first one to chronicle the last
decade of Burroughs's life and examine his long-term cultural legacy.
 Written with the full support of the Burroughs estate and drawing from countless interviews with figures like Allen Ginsberg, Lucien Carr, and Burroughs
himself, CALL ME BURROUGHS is a rigorously researched biography that finally gets to the heart of its notoriously mercurial subject.

 Captive
by Allan Hall

ISBN: 9780241003619
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin UK (HC)
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 288
Price: $15.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Careless People

Murder, Mayhem, and the Invention of The Great Gatsby
by  Sarah Churchwell

ISBN: 9781594204746
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 432
Price: $34.95

Kirkus (STARRED review)
   "Churchwell... has written an excellent book... she's earned the right to play on [Fitzgerald's] court. Prodigious research and fierce affection illumine every
remarkable page."     The autumn of 1922 found F. Scott Fitzgerald at the height of his fame, days from turning twenty-six years old, and returning to New
York for the publication of his fourth book, Tales of the Jazz Age. A spokesman for America's carefree younger generation, Fitzgerald found a home in the
glamorous and reckless streets of New York. Here, in the final incredible months of 1922, Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald drank and quarreled and partied amid
financial scandals, literary milestones, car crashes, and celebrity disgraces.
  
   Yet the Fitzgeralds' triumphant return to New York coincided with another event: the discovery of a brutal double murder in nearby New Jersey, a crime
made all the more horrible by the farce of a police investigation--which failed to accomplish anything beyond generating enormous publicity for the
newfound celebrity participants. Proclaimed the "crime of the decade" even as its proceedings dragged on for years, the Mills-Hall murder has been wholly
forgotten today. But the enormous impact of this bizarre crime can still be felt in The Great Gatsby, a novel Fitzgerald began planning that autumn of 1922
and whose plot he ultimately set within that fateful year.
  
   Careless People is a unique literary investigation: a gripping double narrative that combines a forensic search for clues to an unsolved crime and a quest for
the roots of America's best loved novel. Overturning much of the received wisdom of the period, Careless People blends biography and hist ...

 Cast Iron Nation
Great American Cooking from Coast to Coast
by THE LODGE COMPANY

ISBN: 9780848742263
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 288
Price: $27.95

Cast-iron skillets, pots, and Dutch ovens are enjoying a surge in popularity among cookware users all across America, and no wonder: it's inexpensive, long
lasting, eco-friendly, sustainable, versatile, and healthy! It's no longer just for the camper or cowboy-today, it's a staple piece of cookware in any kitchen
helmed by a cook who loves good food. 

Lodge Cast Iron Nation provides 200 recipes curated from Lodge's very own network of high-profile chefs and cast-iron cookware fans from around the
country. Focused on American regional cuisine, it's packed with a diverse array of recipes-everything from appetizers to desserts and everything in-between.
The book reveals the movement behind the resurgence in cast iron's popularity, showcasing exciting new flavor combinations from popular chefs (like John
Currence, Lidia Bastianich, Mark Bittman and Peter Kaminsky) and highlighting the cookware's relevance for today's cooks, who are increasingly concerned
with issues of sustainability, health, and expense when it comes to their food choices. 

Packed with classic regional casseroles, soups and stews, new twists on old favorites, plus desserts from the icebox and the oven-this cookbook proves that
cast iron isn't just for cornbread. And with in-depth information on how to use and care for cast iron plus surprising tricks and tips-direct from Lodge fans-
this cookbook is a comprehensive guide to getting the most out of cast-iron cookware. 

Finally, Lodge Cast Iron Nation gives back to the country it celebrates; a portion of the proceeds from the sale of every book will go to The Tennessee
Aquarium's Serve &  ...
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   Nonfiction
 Cathedral of the Wild

An African Journey Home
by  Boyd Varty

ISBN: 9781400069859
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 304
Price: $32.00

No Description

 A Century of Royalty
by  Ed West

ISBN: 9780747812739
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Shire Century Of
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 112
Price: $14.95

No Description

 Charlie Chaplin
by  Peter Ackroyd

ISBN: 9780701169947
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 272
Price: $19.99

No Description

 China's Second Continent
How a Million Migrants Are Building a New Empire in Africa
by  Howard W French

ISBN: 9780307956989
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 304
Price: $33.00

No Description
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 Chia Seed Remedies

Use These Ancient Seeds to Lose Weight, Balance Blood Sugar, Feel Energized, Slow
Aging, Decrease Inflammation, and More!
by MySeeds Chia Test Kitchen,  Chia Test Kitchen Myseeds

ISBN: 9781626363915
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Skyhorse Publishing Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 224
Price: $18.50

Did you know that chia seeds can serve as an antidepressant? Or that they can help protect against cancer, keep you looking and feeling younger, and help
you lose weight? The chia plant is a relative of the mint plant. It makes tiny, flavorless, gluten-free seeds that are chock-full of antioxidants and fiber, and
when combined with water, they can be used as a replacement for butter or oil in your favorite baked goods. In addition, the plants contain an oil that
naturally repels pests, making it easy for farmers to grow the seeds organically, without the use of pesticides. If that's not enough to convince you to try
them, consider that chia seeds help balance blood sugar, help prevent diseases such as diverticulitis and diverticulosis, and contain the essential fatty acid
omega-3, which lowers hypertension and benefits your heart.You'll be amazed to learn all the ways chia seeds can improve your physical and mental health.
With this book, you'll also learn how to incorporate chia seeds into your diet, with tips and recipes for baked goods, entrÃ©es, desserts, and more. Written in
an easily accessible style, but backed up with charts, true stories, and well-researched facts, Chia Seed Remedies just might change your life.

 The Chopped Cookbook
Use What You've Got to Cook Something Great
by  Network Kitchens Food

ISBN: 9780770435004
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 240
Price: $32.00

No Description

 Chris Ryan Extreme
Most Wanted
by  Chris Ryan

ISBN: 9781444756647
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hodder
Pub. Date: 2014-02-18
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

No Description

 Complete Outdoors Encyclopedia
Camping, Fishing, Hunting, Boating, Wilderness Survival, First Aid
by  Vin T Sparano

ISBN: 9780789327055
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 640
Price: $35.00

No Description
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 The Complete Photo Guide To Clothing Construction

by Christine Haynes

ISBN: 9781589237773
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Complete Photo Guide
Publisher: Creative Publishing int'l
Pub. Date: 2014-02-01
Pages: 184
Price: $27.99

The Complete Photo Guide to Clothing Construction helps you master all of the techniques needed to sew clothes, including tops, dresses, pants, skirts, and
even outerwear. This technique-driven book follows the entire process of clothing construction, including a section on the sewing machine and other
tools/materials used, information on working with patterns and fitting, laying out the pattern pieces, cutting and marking, and on through every step of
construction to the final button. Large, detailed photos guide you from start to finish and help give you a visual basis for learning the skills.This
comprehensive guide is  a long-lasting reference for anyone who sews clothes. It fills in all the technique details not supplied by manufacturers of the
clothing patterns that most sewers use for all of their projects. This book explains the reasons behind the methods, warns of pitfalls to watch out for, and
provides you with valuable tips that help you reach a satisfying, successful end with every project.  Examples show both men's and women's fashions as well
as children's clothes.

 The Complete Photo Guide To Slipcovers, Pillows And Bedding
by Karen Erickson

ISBN: 9781589236905
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Complete Photo Guide
Publisher: Creative Publishing int'l
Pub. Date: 2014-02-01
Pages: 192
Price: $27.99

Learn how to make slipcovers to fit all different styles of furniture with The Complete Photo Guide to Slipcovers, Pillows, and Bedding. From making
simple seat cushions for wooden chairs to complicated covers for sleeper sofas, this comprehensive, how-to reference covers all the options and teaches all
the essential skills. Readers can easily access information with step-by-step directions and hundreds of color photos for clear understanding, and inspiring
home interior photography shows slipcovered furniture pieces in real home settings.
Inside, you'll find:
-Duvets
-Pillows
-Shams
-And more!
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 The Confidence Code

The Science Of Getting More
by  Katty Kay,  Claire Shipman

ISBN: 9780062230621
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $35.99

Confidence. We want it. We need it. But it can be maddeningly enigmatic and out of reach. The authors of the New York Times bestseller Womenomics
deconstruct this essential, elusive, and misunderstood quality and offer a blueprint for bringing more of it into our lives.
Is confidence hardwired into the DNA of a lucky few--or can anyone learn it? Is it best expressed by bravado, or is there another way to show confidence?
Which is more important: confidence or competence? Why do so many women, even the most successful, struggle with feelings of self-doubt? Is there a
secret to channeling our inner confidence?
In The Confidence Code, journalists Katty Kay and Claire Shipman travel to the frontiers of neuroscience on a hunt for the confidence gene and reveal
surprising new research on its roots in our brains. They visit the world's leading psychologists who explain how we can all chose to become more confident
simply by taking action and courting risk, and how those actions change our physical wiring. They interview women leaders from the worlds of politics,
sports, the military, and the arts to learn how they have tapped into this elemental resource. They examine how a lack of confidence impacts our leadership,
success, and fulfillment.
Ultimately, they argue, while confidence is partly influenced by genetics, it is not a fixed psychological state. That's the good news. You won't discover it by
thinking positive thoughts or by telling yourself (or your children) that you are perfect as you are. You also won't find it by simply squaring your shoulders
and faking it. But it does require a choice: less people pleasing and perfectionism and more action, risk taking, and fast failure.
Inspiring, insightful, and persuasive, The Confidence Code shows that by acting on our best instincts and by daring to be authentic, women can feel the
transformative power of a life on confidence.

 The Confident Mom
Guiding Your Family with God's Strength and Wisdom
by Joyce Meyer

ISBN: 9781455580187
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-01-21
Pages: 224
Price: $18.00

Coach, cheerleader, confidant, chef and chauffeur--the job description of a mom is as broad as the horizon. Perhaps this is why so many mothers deal with
insecurity and uncertainty as they do their best to raise their children in a challenging and ever-changing world. If you've ever gone to bed disappointed with
yourself, if you've ever felt like you weren't measuring up, or if you've ever wished there was a manual for motherhood, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Joyce Meyer has just the book for you. 

In THE CONFIDENT MOM you will be encouraged that you are not alone--God is with you and He wants to help you with the challenges you face each
day. Through inspiring stories, Biblical principles and Joyce's own valuable life lessons, there is no doubt you will discover the path to a new confidence and
joy in motherhood. No matter your age, the size of your family, or the circumstances you find yourself in, THE CONFIDENT MOM will help you become
the joyful, confident mother God created you to be!
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   Nonfiction
 Congo

The Epic History Of A People
by  David Van Reybrouck

ISBN: 9780062200112
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-14
Pages: 656
Price: $36.99

The gripping saga of one of the world's most devastated countries
The Democratic Republic of Congo currently ranks among the world's most failed nation-states, second only to war-torn Somalia. David Van Reybrouck's
Congo: The Epic History of a People traces the history of this devastated nation from the beginnings of the slave trade through the arrival of Sir Henry
Morton Stanley, the ivory and rubber booms, colonization, the struggle for independence, and the three decades of Mobutu's brutal rule. Van Reybrouck also
examines the civil war--the world's deadliest conflict since the Second World War. Still raging today after seventeen years, the Congolese war is driven, in
part, by the demand for the rare-earth minerals required to make cell phones.
Van Reybrouck has balanced hundreds of interviews with meticulous historical research to construct a many-dimensional portrait of the rich and convoluted
history of Congo. Taking pains to seek out the Congolese perspective on the country's history, Van Reybrouck creates a panoramic canvas wherein the child
soldiers whom he encounters in the eastern rebel territories talk candidly about their choices and misfortunes, and where elderly Congolese--some of them
more than one hundred years old--reminisce about their lives in a country where the average life expectancy has dropped to forty-five.
Vast in scope yet eminently readable, both penetrating and deeply moving, Congo does for Africa what Robert Hughes's masterful and novelistic The Fatal
Shore did for Australia. Van Reybrouck takes a deeply humane approach to political history, focusing squarely on the Congolese perspective and returning a
nation's history to its people. Published to rave reviews in Belgium and the Netherlands in 2010, Congo has now been gracefully translated by the
exceptional Sam Garrett, most recently the translator of Herman Koch's bestselling The Dinner.

 Cooking With Coconut Oil
by  Elizabeth Nyland

ISBN: 9781581572360
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2013-11-26
Pages: 224
Price: $18.00

No Description

 The Cosmo Bikini Diet
Lose 15 Pounds & Get a Sexy, Super-Toned Body!
by  Holly Corbett

ISBN: 9781936297696
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hearst Edition/Hearst Magazines
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 240
Price: $27.95

No Description
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 The Course in Buddhist Reasoning and Debate

An Asian Approach to Analytical Thinking Drawn from Indian and Tibetan Sources

ISBN: 9781559394215
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 496
Price: $92.00

Step-by-step  lessons in building the skills needed to engage in Tibetan Buddhist  philosophical debate and that have proved successful in the college 
classroom.

     Debate is the  investigative technique used in Tibetan education to sharpen analytical  capacities and convey philosophical concepts. Reading and
memorization  are not enough; students must be able to verbalize their understanding  and defend it under the pressure of fierce cross-examination. This
book,  based on the author's successful undergraduate course in the subject,  trains readers to develop the analytical skills used in Tibetan-style  debate.
Making use of sample debate exchanges and definitions and  classification systems drawn from Tibetan Buddhist debate manuals, the  book shows how to
challenge and defend assertions made in the course of  debate.

 Cover
by  Peter Mendelsund

ISBN: 9781576876671
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: powerHouse Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 200
Price: $45.00

No Description

 Creativity, Inc.
Overcoming the Unseen Forces That Stand in the Way of True Inspiration
by  Ed Catmull

ISBN: 9780307361172
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 368
Price: $29.95

No Description

 Cubed
A Secret History of the Workplace
by  Nikil Saval

ISBN: 9780385536578
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Cut Me Loose

Sin and Salvation After My Ultra-Orthodox Girlhood
by  Leah Vincent

ISBN: 9780385538091
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-01-21
Pages: 240
Price: $30.00

No Description

 Cycle Of Lies
The Fall Of Lance Armstrong
by  Juliet Macur

ISBN: 9780062277220
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-21
Pages: 272
Price: $34.99

The definitive account of Lance Armstrong's spectacular rise and fall. 
In June 2013, when Lance Armstrong fled his palatial home in Texas, downsizing in the face of multimillion-dollar lawsuits, Juliet Macur was there--talking
to his girlfriend and children and listening to Armstrong's version of the truth. She was one of the few media members aside from Oprah Winfrey to be
granted extended one-on-one access to the most famous pariah in sports.
At the center of Cycle of Lies is Armstrong himself, revealed through face-to-face interviews. 
But this unfolding narrative is given depth and breadth by the firsthand accounts of more than one hundred witnesses, including family members whom
Armstrong had long since turned his back on--the adoptive father who gave him the Armstrong name, a grandmother, an aunt. Perhaps most damning of all
is the taped testimony of the late J.T. Neal, the most influential of Armstrong's many father figures, recorded in the final years of Neal's life as he lost his
battle with cancer just as Armstrong gained fame for surviving the disease.
In the end, it was Armstrong's former friends, those who had once occupied the precious space of his inner circle, who betrayed him. They were the ones
who dealt Armstrong his fatal blow by breaking the code of silence that shielded the public from the grim truth about the sport of cycling--and the grim truth
about its golden boy, Armstrong.
Threading together the vivid and disparate voices of those with intimate knowledge of the private and public Armstrong, Macur weaves a comprehensive and
unforgettably rich tapestry of one man's astonishing rise to global fame and fortune and his devastating fall from grace.

 Daniel Galmiche's French Revolution
by  Daniel Galmiche,  Heston Blumenthal

ISBN: 9781848991583
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 224
Price: $31.95

Daniel Galmiche's first book, French Brasserie Cookbook, was hailed as a masterpiece of French home cooking. His eminently do-able versions of
traditional recipes have won him thousands of fans throughout the world. Now he turns his experienced eye to something different: his own irresistible take
on the new wave of modern French cooking. Revolutionary French Cooking is divided into three chapters. The first, LibertÃ©, showcases exciting new
recipes, methods and techniques, with innovative ingredients - such as Pineapple Tarte Tatin with Chilli and Lemongrass - all refreshingly free from the
shackles of tradition. The second chapter, Ã‰galitÃ©, brings democracy to your cooking by elevating such humble fare as celeriac, pork belly and rabbit
into the food of kings - for example, Rabbit Terrine with Onions and Parsley. The final chapter, FraternitÃ©, celebrates recognized "brotherhoods", or
pairings, of ingredients and turns convention on its head with modern adaptations, such as Monkfish Wrapped in Pancetta with Carrot and Mandarin
PurÃ©e. Throughout the book Daniel reveals how to make modern dishes with vibrant flavours, textures and aromas. In each chapter there are instructive
features on the techniques used, such as water baths, showing you how to master them easily in your own home. This is a must-have book for lovers of
hearty, beautiful food and the taste of France.
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   Nonfiction
 Dark Invasion

1915: Germany's Secret War Against America
by  Howard Blum

ISBN: 9780062307552
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-03
Pages: 464
Price: $34.99

What happens when German spies collaborate to unleash a campaign of terror upon America at the start of World War I?
In the summer of 1914, New York Police Department captain Tom Tunney is preoccupied by Manhattan's raging gang rivalries and has little idea that,
halfway around the world, a much more ominous threat to the city is brewing. As Germany teeters on the brink of war, its ambassador to the United States is
given instructions to find and finance a team of undercover saboteurs who can bring America to its knees before it has a chance to enter the conflict on the
side of the Allies.
At the page-turning pace of a spy thriller, Dark Invasion tells the remarkable true story of Tunney and his pivotal role in discovering, and delivering to
justice, a ruthless ring of German terrorists determined to annihilate the United States. Overwhelmed and undermatched, Tunney's small squad of cops was
the David to Germany's Goliath, the operatives of which included military officers, a germ warfare expert, a gifted Harvard professor, a bomb technician,
and a document forger. As explosions leveled munitions plants and destroyed cargo ships, particularly in and around New York City, pan- icked officials
talked about rogue activists and anarchists--but it was Tunney who suspected that these incidents were part of something bigger and became determined to
bring down the culprits.
Through meticulous research, Blum deftly reconstructs an enthralling, vividly detailed saga of subterfuge and bravery. Enhanced by more than fifty images
sourced from global archives, his gritty, energetic narrative follows the German spies--with Tunney hot on their heels--from the streets, harbors, and
warehouses of New York City to the genteel quads of Harvard, the grand estates of industry tycoons, and the steps of the U.S. Capitol. The New York Police
Department's breathtaking efforts to unravel the extent of the German plot and close in on its perpetrators are revealed in this riveting account of Ame ...

 David Beckham
by  David Beckham

ISBN: 9780755365890
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2013-12-03
Pages: 288
Price: $40.00

David Beckham is the most famous footballer the world has ever seen. In May this year he brought down the curtain on a hugely successful 20-year playing
career, during which he wore the shirts of Manchester United, Real Madrid, LA Galaxy, AC Milan and Paris Saint-Germain. He captained his country on 58
occasions, winning 115 international caps in total, an English record for an outfield player. With his effortless sense of style, endless campaigning for British
and International sport and universally adored family, David Beckham is a global icon. Here, talking us through 100 of his favourite photographs, he invites
us behind the scenes of an incredible twenty-year footballing career. This book will feature 150 exclusive photos, some from David's childhood and family.

 Dawn of Genius
The Minoan Super-Civilization and the Truth About Atlantis
by  Alan Butler

ISBN: 9781780286846
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 256
Price: $17.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Day Hikes And Overnights On The Pacific Crest Trail

by  Marlise Kast-myers

ISBN: 9781581572025
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 256
Price: $21.00

No Description

 Dealing With China
An Insider Unmasks the New Economic Superpower
by Henry M. Paulson

ISBN: 9781455504213
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 356
Price: $35.00

When Hu Jintao, China's current leader, came to visit the New York Stock Exchange and Ground Zero in 2002, he asked Hank Paulson to be his guide. It
was a testament to the pivotal role that Goldman Sachs had played in helping China experiment with private enterprise. Four years later, Paulson (now
Treasury Secretary) was looking at the world's second largest economy and fastest modernizing military from a different perspective--that of a statesman
who was responsible for safeguarding the U.S. financial system from a behemoth he had helped to empower.
  In DEALING WITH CHINA, the bestselling author of On The Brink draws on his unprecedented access to both the political and business leaders of
modern China to answer several key questions:
  How did China become an economic superpower so quickly?  
Who really runs China's businesses?  
How does business get done there?  
What are the best ways for Western business and political leaders to engage, compete with, profit from and beat China?  
Can China be stopped?

DEALING WITH CHINA is written in the same anecdote-rich, page-turning style as his memoir, On The Brink.
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   Nonfiction
 Death Of Money, The

The Coming Collapse of the International Monetary System
by  James Rickards

ISBN: 9781591846703
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Portfolio Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 368
Price: $33.00

"The next financial collapse will resemble nothing in history. . . . Deciding upon the best course to follow will require comprehending a minefield of risks,
while poised at a crossroads, pondering the death of the dollar." 
   The international monetary system has collapsed three times in the past hundred years, in 1914, 1939, and 1971. Each collapse was followed by a period of
tumult: war, civil unrest, or significant damage to the stability of the global economy. Now James Rickards, the acclaimed author of Currency Wars, shows
why another collapse is rapidly approaching--and why this time, nothing less than the institution of money itself is at risk. 
   The American dollar has been the global reserve currency since the end of the Second World War. If the dollar fails, the entire international monetary
system will fail with it. No other currency has the deep, liquid pools of assets needed to do the job. 
   Optimists have always said, in essence, that there's nothing to worry about--that confidence in the dollar will never truly be shaken, no matter how high
our national debt or how dysfunctional our government. But in the last few years, the risks have become too big to ignore. While Washington is gridlocked
and unable to make progress on our long-term problems, our biggest economic competitors--China, Russia, and the oilproducing nations of the Middle
East--are doing everything possible to end U.S. monetary hegemony. The potential results: Financial warfare. Deflation. Hyperinflation. Market collapse.
Chaos. 
   Rickards offers a bracing analysis of these and other threats to the dollar. The fundamental problem is that money and wealth have become more and
more detached. Money is transitory and ephemeral, and it may soon be worthless if central bankers and politicians continue on their current path. But true
wealth is permanent and tangible, a ...

 Decoding Your Dog
The Ultimate Experts Explain Common Dog Behaviors and Reveal How to Prevent or
Change Unwanted Ones
by Debra Horwitz

ISBN: 9780547738918
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 384
Price: $33.00

Unwanted behavior is the number-one reason dogs are relinquished to shelters and rescue groups. Dog owners face a plethora of trainers offering a
bewildering variety of advice. From rewards to dominance training to shock collars to clickers, there are too many theories peddled by too few trained
experts. Finally, the board-certified specialists of the American College of Veterinary Behaviorists are here to decode how dogs think, how they
communicate, and how they learn.Combining cutting-edge science with accessible and adaptable real-life examples, this is a must-have dog behavior guide
showcasing the latest veterinary-approved positive training methods. Decoding Your Dog will resolve the complaints, answer the curiosities -- and
ultimately, challenge the way we think about our dogs.

 Decorate Fearlessly
Using Whimsy, Confidence, and a Dash of Surprise to Create Deeply Personal Spaces
by  Susanna Salk

ISBN: 9780847842339
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $45.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Deepening Community

Finding Joy Together in Chaotic Times
by  Paul Born

ISBN: 9781626560970
Binding: Paperback 
Series: BK Life
Publisher: Berrett-Koehler Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 216
Price: $22.95

Community shapes our identity, quenches our thirst for belonging, and bolsters our physical, mental, emotional, and economic health. But in the chaos of
modern life, community ties have become unraveled, leaving many feeling afraid or alone in the crowd, grasping at shallow substitutes for true community.
In this thoughtful and moving book, Paul Born describes the four pillars of deep community: sharing our stories, taking the time to enjoy one another, taking
care of one another, and working together for a better world. To show the role each of these plays, he shares his own stories - as a child of refugees and as a
longtime community activist.It's up to us to create community. Born shows that the opportunity is right in front of us if we have the courage and conviction
to pursue it.             

 A Denim Story
Inspirations from Bellbottoms to Boyfriends
by  Meritt Elliott,  Emily Current,  Hilary Walsh

ISBN: 9780847842346
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 160
Price: $32.50

This style bible is a chic and sexy look at the myriad possibilities of blue jeans, the classic and ever-evolving fashion essential. Blue jeans are an iconic part
of American culture. And, like the American dream, denim is constantly reinventing itself. A Denim Story showcases timeless images of blue jean style.
Featuring such icons as Marilyn Monroe, Patti Smith, Jane Birkin, and Kate Moss, as well as dreamy inspiration boards from the authors' own work, this
volume is full of ideas and inspirations. A pair of jeans always makes a statement, whether they are tight and purposeful or loose and frayed. Blue jeans can
embody dreamy, girlish innocence or the best of boyishness, as when worn two sizes too big, low on the hips, and rolled up at the ankle. A Denim Story
takes us on a journey through the most stylish looks of Americana culture, from the cutoffs and rolled-up cuffs of carefree summertime days to the simple
ruggedness of overalls in the countryside, and from the rebelliously ripped jeans of rock 'n' roll to that beloved pair of faded and patched blue jeans we will
never throw away. Denim is the material of independence and self-expression, timelessly cool, boasting an authenticity and function that transcend trends
and is always sexy. Exquisitely curated by Current, Elliott, and Walsh, A Denim Story is a visual love song to blue jeans, sure to seduce everyone who picks
it up.

 Designs for Living
Houses by Robert A. M. Stern Architects
by  Randy M Correll,  Gary L Brewer,  Grant F Marani

ISBN: 9781580933810
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Monacelli Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 400
Price: $85.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Diana

Her Last Love
by  Kate Snell

ISBN: 9780233003726
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Andre Deutsch
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 256
Price: $16.95

The official tie-in for the film Diana, starring Naomi Watts and Naveen Andrews, this updated edition brings the the story up-to-date following the inquests
into the deaths of Diana Princess of Wales and Dodi Fayed, making it the most comprehensive and balanced overview of the final years of her lifeWhen
Princess Diana flew to Pakistan in May 1997, she went to meet the family of Dr. Hasnat Khan, the man she wanted to marry. One of the most famous and
beautiful women in the word, she hoped to persuade Dr. Khan's mother that she would make a suitable wife for her son. Had she succeeded, the events of
that summer might have been very different. Using powerful testimony from some of Diana's closest friends as well as members of Dr. Khan's family who
grew to know and love Diana, this book gives a unique insight into Diana's world and a thorough interpretation of events central to the last years of her life.
It explains how Dr. Khan, a dedicated doctor and a very private man, found himself thrust into the spotlight, and how when he broke off their relationship,
Diana sought every means at her disposal to win him back. Putting all the events of the final months of Diana's life into context, the author brings the story to
a proper and full conclusion.

 The Diet Fix
Why Diets Fail and How to Make Yours Work
by  Yoni Md Freedhoff

ISBN: 9780345813589
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

With over two-thirds of North Americans overweight and the $66 billion weight-loss industry only growing larger, a maverick obesity expert exposes how
widespread myths about dieting prevent us from losing weight and getting healthy.
At least 90% of diets end in failure and for chronic dieters, this can mean years of compounded frustration, disappointment and shame--baggage that won't
make weight loss any easier the next time. But inThe Diet Fix, Dr. Yoni Freedhoff breaks down the flaws in the way that we approach dieting and offers an
exciting plan that will empower anyone to achieve lasting results.
Combining years of medical practice and cutting-edge research about metabolism, nutrition and willpower,The Diet Fixexposes the 13 myths of modern-day
dieting that so often interfere with weight loss as well as dieting's 7 deadly sins that so often lead to failures. Next, he presents a program that will reshape
the way people mentally and physically approach dieting. In just 10 days, anyone will be able to see and feel results from this positive new method.
In addition to being a proven, stand-alone weight loss program,The Diet Fixcan also be applied in conjunction with any other diet, from Weight Watchers to
Paleo to South Beach and more. Dr. Freedhoff provides detailed instructions for readers who want to reset their favourite weight-loss programs, turning them
into the permanent success stories they were originally promised. This easy-to-use reset empowers dieters to navigate real life with a healthy, positive and
constructive attitude--one that will prevent them from slipping back into the negative patterns that destroy weight-management success.

 The Diners Out Handbook
A Pocket Handbook on the Manners and Customs of Society Functions
by  Alfred H Miles

ISBN: 9781908402356
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Old House
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-01-17
Pages: 224
Price: $14.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Dish Do-Over

by  Joanne Lusted

ISBN: 9781443423120
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 288
Price: $24.99

All of the flavour, none of the guilt
Based on the wildly popular segment on CBC TV's Steven & Chris, Dish Do-Over takes foods that you can't live without--guilty pleasures and family
favourites--and transforms them. Same great taste, but lower in fat and calories, and often wheat-free and gluten-free, too. From a mouth-watering
cheesecake with half the calories and fat to fettuccine alfredo that's delicious and gluten-free, you won't notice the smart swaps that make these favourites
better.
Packed with colour photographs, Dish Do-Over features more than 125 recipes from soup and starters to quick weeknight dinners and desserts. Here are a
few of the easy swaps:
Fat-free evaporated milk replaces 35% cream and whole milk but keeps all the creamy flavour you love in your mac 'n' cheese
Traditional deep-fried favourites such as chicken nuggets and coconut shrimp are reinvented into crispy ovenbaked dishes, thanks to toasted panko bread
crumbs
Non-fat Greek yogurt replaces butter to make luscious chocolate icing for double-chocolate cake completely guilt-free
Bearnaise is made better by tangy 1 percent buttermilk in place of egg yolks and butter
Irresistible bistro-style burgers are packed with ground cremini mushrooms to cut the fat and keep extra-lean ground beef moist and juicy

 Disobeying Hitler
German Resistance After Operation Valkyrie
by  Randall Hansen

ISBN: 9780385664639
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 480
Price: $34.95

No Description

 The Disunited States
by  Vladimir Pozner,  Alison Strayer

ISBN: 9781609805319
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Seven Stories Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 416
Price: $24.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Divine Love

by  Wayne W Dyer

ISBN: 9781401944087
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Join Dr. Wayne W. Dyer on the breathtaking island of Maui for a powerful event that could change your life. In this CD program, Wayne will help you ease
the conflicting thoughts in your mind and wake up to the power of Divine Love. He will teach you how to feel your own connection to your purpose-your
highest self. You came from love, and you will return in that same perfect love. And you will learn to live from this love perspective on a daily basis-thus
allowing you to tap intoyour own divinity and experience firsthand the inner peace that is yours.   Wayne has often said that his own purpose has been to live
a God-realized life, and from this point of view, he discovered something that changed his life: With God, all things are possible. And this, of course, leaves
nothing out. Listening to this program will help you cleanse the connecting link between what you have come to believe about yourself and who you really
are.   You are Divine . . . step into the Love.

 Drinking And Dating
How Social Media is Ruining Romance
by  Brandi Glanville

ISBN: 9780062296313
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-03
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

Feisty, funny, and almost fabulous: A relationship guide and collection of outrageous dating mishaps from the unfiltered and often inappropriate Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills star. Welcome to Drinking and Dating . . . and how social media is ruining us all.
In this honest, hilarious, and wild tell-all, reality TV starlet and number one New York Times bestselling author Brandi Glanville chronicles her
misadventures stumbling through today's dating world. From felons to social media blunders and bedroom esca-pades, Brandi withholds nothing as she
writes about the perils of getting back . . . on her back.
Despite Brandi's life in the public spotlight, she has the same difficulty meeting, trusting, and even dating new people as the rest of us--perhaps even more.
She hopes to develop a lasting, loving relationship, but it's been a struggle. With her signature tell-it-like-it-is voice, the single mother of two brings you
along on her journey as the controversial but charming former fashion model shows her all-too-human side, candidly sharing the humorous and unforeseen
ups and downs--literally and figuratively--in her search for love.
 Brandi Glanville is surprising, vulnerable, and outspoken, and her take on dating after heartbreak--and life in general--is as unique as she is. Just like Brandi
herself, Drinking and Dating is sexy, funny, and eyebrow-raising--not that she can raise hers. #Botox.

 Earth Calling
A Climate Change Handbook for the 21st Century
by  Ellen Gunter,  Ted Carter,  Caroline Myss

ISBN: 9781583947678
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sacred Activism
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 408
Price: $23.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Eat

by  Nigel Slater

ISBN: 9780007526154
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2013-10-28
Pages: 448
Price: $43.99

The much-loved author of The Kitchen Diaries and presenter of BBC1's Simple Suppers is here to help you cook real food fast, with over 600 ideas for
delicious everyday dishes.
Inspired by his own supper-time improvisations, Nigel Slater shows you how to make tasty and quick meals with the ingredients you have to hand. Full of
inventive food ideas for those pressed for time, and with recipe variations and alternatives to suit any cupboard, Eat: The Little Book of Fast Food will be a
feast of everyday inspiration.

 Eat Dat New Orleans
by  Michael Murphy

ISBN: 9781581572353
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 1
Price: $18.00

No Description

 Eat It to Beat It
Banish Belly Fat-and Take Back Your Health-While Eating the Brand-Name Foods You
Love!
by  David Zinczenko

ISBN: 9780345547934
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 368
Price: $26.00

No Description

 Eating In Color
Delicious, Healthy Recipes for You and Your Family
by F. Largeman-roth

ISBN: 9781617690297
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori and Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 216
Price: $31.50

If art throughout the ages is any indication, few things are as visually stunning as the intensity of color present in nature. In Eating in Color, registered
dietitian and bestselling author Frances Largeman-Roth offers home cooks an easy, fun plan for utilizing the color spectrum to bring more vividly hued food
to the table. From deep green kale to vermilion beets, Eating in Color showcases vibrant, delicious foods that have been shown to reduce the risk of heart
disease and stroke, some cancers, diabetes, and obesity. Avocados, tomatoes, farro, blueberries, and more shine in stunning photographs of 90 color-coded,
family-friendly recipes, ranging from Caramelized Red Onion and Fig Pizza to Cran-Apple Tarte Tatin. Clear preparation instructions and nutritional
information make this an essential resource for eating well while eating healthy.
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   Nonfiction
 The Ecstasy of Surrender

12 Surprising Ways Letting Go Can Empower Your Life
by  Judith Md Orloff

ISBN: 9780307338204
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Edge Of Always
by J.a. Redmerski

ISBN: 9781455549009
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Edge
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 464
Price: $16.00

New York Times bestselling author J. A. Redmerski brings us the breathtaking sequel to her novel The Edge of Never.

When everything falls apart, love remains . . .

THE EDGE OF ALWAYS

Camryn Bennett has never been happier. Five months after meeting on a Greyhound bus, she and her soul mate Andrew Parrish are engaged-and a wedding
isn't the only special event in their future. Nervous but excited, Camryn can't wait to begin the rest of her life with Andrew, a man she knows in her heart will
love her always. They have so much to look forward to-until tragedy blindsides them. 

Andrew doesn't understand how this could happen to them. He's trying to move on, and thought Camryn was doing the same. But when Andrew discovers
Camryn is secretly harboring a mountain of pain and attempting to numb it in damaging ways, there is nothing he won't do to bring her back to life.
Determined to prove that their love can sur ...

 Edwardian Fashion 1900-14
by  Daniel Milford-cottam

ISBN: 9780747814047
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire Library
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-02-18
Pages: 64
Price: $14.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Emily Post's Wedding Etiquette, 6e

by  Anna Post

ISBN: 9780062326102
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-01-06
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

Today's weddings are more complicated than ever, with new traditions replacing old, and new relationships to consider as family life grows more complex.
Emily Post Wedding Etiquette has everything a bride will ever need to know to have the perfect wedding:
how to handle awkward family situations
how to address envelopes and word invitations
how to choose an officiant
how to blend family traditions
the timeline of events throughout the engagement and during the wedding
who to include on your guest list
how to use technology to your advantage

The Posts guide brides and their friends and family through weddings to maximize fun and reduce stress.

 The Empire of Necessity
Slavery, Freedom, and Deception in the New World
by  Greg Grandin

ISBN: 9780805094534
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 384
Price: $34.50

From the acclaimed author of Fordlandia, the story of a remarkable slave rebellion that illuminates America's struggle with slavery and freedom during the
Age of Revolution and beyond One morning in 1805, off a remote island in the South Pacific, Captain Amasa Delano, a New England seal hunter, climbed
aboard a distressed Spanish ship carrying scores of West Africans he thought were slaves. They weren't. Having earlier seized control of the vessel and
slaughtered most of the crew, they were staging an elaborate ruse, acting as if they were humble servants. When Delano, an idealistic, anti-slavery
republican, finally realized the deception, he responded with explosiveviolence.Drawing on research on four continents, The Empire of Necessity  explores
the multiple forces that culminated in this extraordinary event-an event that already inspired Herman Melville's masterpiece Benito Cereno. Now historian
Greg Grandin, with the gripping storytelling that was praised in Fordlandia, uses the dramatic happenings of that day to map a new transnational history of
slavery in the Americas, capturing the clash of peoples, economies, and faiths that was the New World in the early 1800s.
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   Nonfiction
 The End Of Dieting

How To Live For Life
by  Joel Fuhrman

ISBN: 9780062249326
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-14
Pages: 256
Price: $33.50

Eat as much as you want, whenever you want. Welcome to the end of dieting.
We're fatter, sicker, and hungrier than ever, and the billion-dollar diet industry--with its trendy weight-loss protocols and eat-this-notthat ratios of fat, carbs,
and protein--offers only temporary short-term solutions at the expense of our permanent long-term health. As a result, we're trapped in a cycle of food
addiction, toxic hunger, and overeating.
In The End of Dieting, Joel Fuhrman, M.D., a board-certified doctor and the New York Times bestselling author of Eat to Live and The End of Diabetes,
shows us how to break free from this vicious cycle once and for all. Dr. Fuhrman lays out in full all the dietary and nutritional advice necessary to eat our
way to a healthier and happier life. At the center of his revolutionary plan is his trademark health formula: Health = Nutrients/Calories. Foods high in
nutrient density, according to Dr. Fuhrman, are more satisfying than foods high in calories. They eliminate our cravings for fat, sweets, and carbs. The more
nutrient-dense food we consume, the more our bodies can function as the self-healing machines they're designed to be. Weight drops, diseases reverse course
and disappear, and our lives become longer and healthier.
The End of Dieting is the book we have been waiting for--a proven, effective, and sustainable approach to eating that lets us prevent and reverse disease, lose
weight, and reclaim our right to excellent health.

 Enlightenment 2.0
by  Joseph Heath

ISBN: 9781443422529
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 432
Price: $29.99

The co-author of the internationally bestselling The Rebel Sell brings us slow politics: promoting slow thought, slow deliberation and slow debate
Over the last twenty years, the political systems of the western world have become increasingly divided--not between right and left, but between crazy and
non-crazy. What's more, the crazies seem to be gaining the upper hand. Rational thought cannot prevail in the current social and media environment, where
elections are won by appealing to voters' hearts rather than their minds. The rapid-fire pace of modern politics, the hypnotic repetition of daily news items
and even the multitude of visual sources of information all make it difficult for the voice of reason to be heard.
In Enlightenment 2.0, bestselling author Joseph Heath outlines a program for a second Enlightenment. The answer, he argues, lies in a new "slow politics." It
takes as its point of departure recent psychological and philosophical research, which identifies quite clearly the social and environmental preconditions for
the exercise of rational thought. It is impossible to restore sanity merely by being sane and trying to speak in a reasonable tone of voice. The only way to
restore sanity is by engaging in collective action against the social conditions that have crowded it out.

 Essentialism
The Disciplined Pursuit of Less
by  Greg Mckeown

ISBN: 9780804137386
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $26.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 The Eternal Nazi

From Mauthausen to Cairo, the Relentless Pursuit of SS Doctor Aribert Heim
by  Nicholas Kulish

ISBN: 9780385532433
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 320
Price: $33.00

No Description

 Everyday Easy
100 Fabulous Recipes For Fuss-Free Home Cooking
by  Lorraine Pascale

ISBN: 9780062305794
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 256
Price: $38.99

Following the success of British exports Nigella Lawson and Jamie Oliver comes culinary superstar Lorraine Pascale, who makes her American debut with
this bright and breezy full-color cookbook that features 100 simple yet elegant recipes for everyday and entertainingInfused with her charisma and charm,
Everyday Easy introduces Lorraine Pascale's elegant, fuss-free cooking, with recipes perfect for both everyday suppers and annual feasts. Enjoy quick
weeknight dinners such as Creamy Pancetta Pasta with Mushrooms and Parmesan or hearty vegetarian fare such as Chestnut and Pea Risotto with Truffle
Oil. Thinking of entertaining? You'll find dinner-party delights such as Rioja-Braised Lamb Shanks with Chorizo or Twice-Cooked Chicken Kievs.Everyday
Easy offers something for everyone and every occasion, whether you're looking for a tasty meal for two, or planning a crowd-pleasing menu for a fun and
relaxed evening in with friends. Nearly every recipe is accompanied with a gorgeous color photo and there are a plentitude of kitchen tips and tricks to help
you whip up great food without the fuss.

 Everything I Ever Needed to Know About _____* I Learned from Monty
Python
*History, Art, Poetry, Communism, Philosophy, the Media, Birth, Death, Religion, Literature,
Latin, Transvestites, Botany, the French, Class Systems, Mythology, Fish Slapping, and
by  Brian Cogan,  Jeff Massey

ISBN: 9781250004703
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 336
Price: $29.99

A comprehensive and hilarious guide to understanding the many Monty Python jokes and allusions Throughout their five seasons on British television (and
well into the troop's movie sequels and assorted solo projects), Monty Python became a worldwide symbol not only for taking serious subjects and making
them silly, but also for treating silly subjects seriously.Monty Python provided a treasure trove of erudite "in" jokes, offering sly allusions to subjects as
diverse as T.S. Elliot's "Murder in the Cathedral" (as part of a commercial for a weight loss product) and how to conjugate Latin properly (as explained by a
Roman centurion to a Jewish zealot painting anti-Roman graffiti on a wall). It was this combination of the uniquely highbrow but silly humor that inspired
countless followers (Saturday Night Live, to name one). This hilarious and helpful guide puts Python's myriad references into context for the legion of fans,
scholars, and pop culture aficionados&nbspthat still strive to "get" Monty Python.
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 Everything I Learned About Life I Learned In Dance Class

by Abby Lee Miller

ISBN: 9780062304810
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 200
Price: $21.99

Ultimate "Tiger Mom" Abby Lee Miller-the passionate, unapologetically outspoken, tough-as-nails star of Lifetime's phenomenal hit Dance Moms and
Abby's Ultimate Dance Competition-offers inspirational, tough love guidance for parents who want to help their children succeed and for readers of all ages
striving to become the best they can be"I'm Abby Lee Miller. I make stars."If you want to help your kid reach the top, you can find no better coach than
Abby Lee Miller. While some may criticize her methods, no one argues with her results. Her kids excel, her teams win, and her alumni go on to Broadway
careers.Organized by "Abbyisms," her unique and effective philosophies on hard work, competition, and life, this straight-talking guide provides clear and
proven advice for achieving success, from figuring out your child's passion to laying the groundwork for an exciting future career. Abby answers tough
questions from real moms, shares all the stories fans want to hear, and includes vignettes from shining alums who give their take on her unique approach and
how it helped them make their dreams come true.Abby has no patience for coddling. She has high expectations, and believes in self-reliance, respect,
dedication, and drive-in pushing to constantly be better, stronger and smarter. She won't settle for second best. "I'm not going to apologize for helping kids
achieve more than they ever dreamed possible. . . . But it won't work unless you want it 110 percent-you have to eat, sleep and breath your passion, and fight
for it every step of the way."

 Exercise Will Hurt You
by  Steve Dr Barrer

ISBN: 9781609805357
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Seven Stories Press
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 224
Price: $22.95

No Description

 Explorer's Guide 50 Hikes In The Lower Hudson Valley
by  New York,  New Jersey Trail Conference

ISBN: 9781581571905
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Explorer's 50 Hikes
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 296
Price: $20.00

No Description

 Explorer's Guide 50 Hikes In New Jersey
by  New York,  New Jersey Trail Conference

ISBN: 9781581571899
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Explorer's 50 Hikes
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 288
Price: $20.00

No Description
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 Explorer's Guide New Mexico

by  Sharon Niederman

ISBN: 9781581571691
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Explorer's Guide New Mexico
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 352
Price: $23.00

No Description

 The Explorers
A Story of Fearless Outcasts, Blundering Geniuses, and Impossible Success
by  Martin Dugard

ISBN: 9780385677820
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 288
Price: $32.00

The story of Sir Richard Francis Burton and John Hanning Speke--their friendship, bitter rivalry, and the two thousand year search for the source of the
Nile--is almost too good to be true. 
     Imagine a story in which two daring adventurers set off to solve the greatest and oldest of geographical mysteries: the source of the Nile. Their journey
begins with great fanfare. The young friends travel deep into a forbidding and uncharted wilderness. Their path is fraught with peril: poisonous snakes,
deadly spiders, man-eating beasts, and cannibals. Their bodies are wracked by disease. But there is also pleasure, for the explorers are to the liking of the
jungle women. 
     In the end, the mystery is solved.
     But there's a catch. Each man has come up with a different answer.
     They fight. Their friendship shatters. They split up in the heart of Africa and race back to civilization, each man striving to be the first to announce his
findings to an adoring public. The man who wins the race is lionized as a national hero, only to have his claims publicly repudiated when the second explorer
straggles home. The feud becomes an international sensation. A master showman arrives on the scene, one who decrees that the answer will be decided with
a single public debate. It will be a massive spectacle, in the manner of a heavyweight prize fight. The answer will literally change the course of history.
     The world is watching and waiting, eager to know the outcome. The loser will be disgraced. The winner is guaranteed fame and riches.
     But the result is far more dramatic than anyone has a right to expect.
     This, written with thrilling, page-turning, novelistic verve, is that story.

 Extreme Mean
Trolls, Bullies and Predators Online
by  Paula Todd

ISBN: 9780771084034
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 Extreme Worlds

101 Places Not to See Before You Die
by  Ross Kemp

ISBN: 9781780891910
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 368
Price: $24.95

Ross Kemp's fascinating guide of the 101 worst places in the world. 
Want to know where to discover the perfect sunset in Fiji? How about a tropical paradise in St Lucia, or one of the world's beautiful natural wonders in the
Alps? 

Well this is NOT the guide for you.

But if you want to know about being set on fire by neo-Nazis in Russia, or being attacked for a can of tuna in the Congo, buying crack cocaine in a
Venezuelan prison for $1.20 or getting run over by a tank in Colombia, then look no further. Ross Kemp has visited the worst places in the world, and here
they are -- all 101 of them. 

This is not one hell of a travel guide. This is a travel guide to hell.

 Faith in the Duck Blind
Reflections on Faith, Family, and Fowl
by  Jase Robertson,  Mark Schlabach

ISBN: 9781476763538
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

The closer we look at the Robertson family, the more we discover the substance and authenticity below the surface of these well-known TV characters. In
this enlightening book, Jase Robertson gives us a deep look behind his funnyman exterior. In addition to stories of life in the Robertson family and epic tales
of hunting of all kinds, readers will get an inside look at Jase's personal faith in the Creator of the outdoors he so dearly loves:  "My first thoughts about God
came in a duck blind as I gazed upon the diversity and beauty of creation. There is nothing in nature that can be reproduced or equaled by humans. None of
our computers, microchips, or cell phones can duplicate what God has put forth. Viewing the details of this magnificent earth is better than any sermon from
any preacher I have heard about the evidence of God."  More than a behind-the-scenes look at this beloved Duck Dynasty character, readers will be inspired
and encouraged to implement Jase's "good call" reflections on faith, family, and fowl into their own lives.

 The Fall
A Father's Memoir in 424 Steps
by  Diogo Mainardi

ISBN: 9781846557804
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 156
Price: $24.99

No Description
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 Fashion in the 1920s

by  Jayne Shrimpton

ISBN: 9780747813088
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire Library
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 56
Price: $14.95

No Description

 Fashion in the 1940s
by  Emmanuelle Dirix

ISBN: 9780747812258
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire Library
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 70
Price: $13.95

No Description

 A Few Seconds of Radiant Filmstrip
A Memoir of Seventh Grade
by  Kevin Brockmeier

ISBN: 9780307908988
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 208
Price: $28.00

No Description

 Field Guide To Your Own Back Yard, A
by  John Hanson Mitchell

ISBN: 9781581572131
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 288
Price: $20.00

No Description
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 The Filthy Truth

by  Andrew Dice Clay

ISBN: 9781476734712
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

An outrageously raw, painfully funny memoir recounting the iconic comedian's meteoric rise, spectacular fall from grace, and triumphant return.In this
unapologetic and uncensored autobiography, Andrew Dice Clay, one of the most popular and most infamous comics of all time, is ready to set the record
straight. He was the eighties' answer to Lenny Bruce, with material that stretched the boundaries of decency and good taste to their breaking point and in turn
became the most vilified stand-up of all time.  From humble beginnings at smalltime gigs in Brooklyn, Andrew Dice Clay roared to fame, becoming the only
comedian to sell out Madison Square Garden two nights in a row, but his edgy material quickly caught up to him. His billboards were defaced; the premiere
of his film The Adventures of Ford Fairlane was cancelled; the cast members of Saturday Night Live threatened to walk off when he guest-hosted the
program; and he was famously banned for life from MTV. For almost twenty years he stayed out of the spotlight, but like a real life Rocky, Dice would not
stay down. Spurred by a role written for him by the creator of Entourage and one of his biggest fans, Dice is back in the spotlight and selling out theaters as
well as starring in Woody Allen's new film Blue Jasmine.  The Filthy Truth is filled with Dice's no-holds-barred humor and blistering commentary as well as
plenty of revealing stories, from his early days when the mob wanted to run his career to his friendships with Rodney Dangerfield, Mickey Rourke, and
Sylvester Stallone. This knockout punch from the self-professed "Undisputed Heavyweight King of Comedy" is a must-read for fans.

 Find It In Everything
by Drew Barrymore

ISBN: 9780316253062
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 96
Price: $20.00

Photographs by Drew Barrymore reveal hearts found in everyday situations.
"I have always loved hearts," writes acclaimed actress Drew Barrymore in the foreword to this heartwarming gift book. "The way that continuous line
accomplishes the most extraordinary thing--it conveys love." In FIND IT IN EVERYTHING, Barrymore shares the photographs she has taken of heart-
shaped objects and patterns she has come across over the past ten years. Some are obvious and others barely discernible. A discarded straw wrapper, a hole
in a T-shirt, a scallion in a bowl of miso soup -- seemingly everywhere she turns her lens a heart reveals itself. A very personal collection of images, many of
them accompanied by brief captions that reflect on beauty in the everyday, FIND IT IN EVERYTHING is a delightful book from the beloved actress and
director, who now adds photographer to her list of credentials.

 Find Momo
A Photography Book
by  Andrew Knapp

ISBN: 9781594746789
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 144
Price: $14.95

No Description
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 Five Plant Gardens

52 Ways to Grow a Perennial Garden with Just Five Plants
by Nancy J. Ondra

ISBN: 9781612120041
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Storey Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 184
Price: $23.95

Selecting perennial plants can be overwhelming - there are hundreds of choices, and it's difficult to know when your plants will bloom, whether they'll thrive
in sunny or shady spots, and which ones will look well together. In Five-Plant Gardens, Nancy Ondra eliminates the guesswork and the stress, offering 52
garden plans that each use only five plants! These plans are simple, inexpensive, and sure to look beautiful all season long. They are grouped according to
whether they grow best in sun, partial shade, or full shade, and each one includes an illustrated planting plan, a shopping list with brief plant descriptions,
information on what to expect as the planting matures, and tips on customizing the plan for different sites and climates.

 Flappers
Six Women of a Dangerous Generation
by  Judith Mackrell

ISBN: 9780374156084
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 512
Price: $32.00

By the 1920s, women were on the verge of something huge. Jazz, racy fashions, eyebrowraising new attitudes about art and sex-all of this pointed to a sleek,
modern world, one that could shake off the grimness of the Great War and stride into the future in one deft, stylized gesture. The women who defined this
age-Josephine Baker, Tallulah Bankhead, Diana Cooper, Nancy Cunard, Zelda Fitzgerald, and Tamara de Lempicka-would presage the sexual revolution by
nearly half a century and would shape the role of women for generations to come.In Flappers, the acclaimed biographer Judith Mackrell renders these
women with all the color that marked their lives and their era. Both sensuous and sympathetic, her admiring biography lays bare the private lives of her
heroines, filling in the bold contours. These women came from vastly different backgrounds, but all ended up passing through Paris, the mecca of the avant-
garde. Before she was the toast of Parisian society, Josephine Baker was a poor black girl from the slums of Saint Louis. Tamara de Lempicka fled the
Russian Revolution only to struggle to scrape together a life for herself and her family. A committed painter, her portraits were indicative of the age's art
deco sensibility and sexual daring. The Brits in the group-Nancy Cunard and Diana Cooper- came from pinkie-raising aristocratic families but soon
descended into the salacious delights of the vanguard. Tallulah Bankhead and Zelda Fitzgerald were two Alabama girls driven across the Atlantic by athirst
for adventure and artistic validation.But beneath the flamboyance and excess of the 1920s lay age-old prejudices about gender, race, and sexuality. These
flappers weren't just dancing and carousing; they were fighting for recognition and dignity in a male-dominated world. They were more than mere lovers or
muses to the modernist masters-in their pursuit of fame and intense experience, we see a generation of women taking bold steps toward something
burgeoning, undefined, maybe dangerous: a New Woman.

 Following St. Francis
John Paul II's Call for Ecological Action
by  Marybeth Lorbiecki,  Bill Mckibben

ISBN: 9780847842711
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 384
Price: $25.95

No Description
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 French Women Don't Get Facelifts

The Secret of Aging with Style & Attitude
by Mireille Guiliano

ISBN: 9781455524112
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2013-12-24
Pages: 272
Price: $28.00

The author of the bestselling French Women Don't Get Fat shares the secrets and strategies of aging with attitude, joy, and no surgery.

With her signature blend of wit, no-nonsense advice, and storytelling flair, Mireille Guiliano returns with a delightful, encouraging take on beauty and aging
for our times. For anyone who has ever spent the equivalent of a mortgage payment on anti-aging lotions or procedures, dressed inappropriate for their age,
gained a little too much in the middle, or accidentally forgot how to flirt, here is a proactive way to stay looking and feeling great, without resorting to "the
knife"-a French woman's most guarded beauty secrets revealed for the benefit of us all!

 The Game of Life
How Life Reflects Numbers and Numbers Reflect Life
by  Alex Bellos

ISBN: 9780385671804
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

Who knew that math could be so incredibly interesting? 
          
Alex Bellos rescued math from the geeks with Alex's Adventures in Numberland (published here as Here's Looking at Euclid). A quest for the world's most
weird and wonderful mathematical phenomena; it won rave reviews and huge sales in his native UK.
     
The Game of Life is again a heady cocktail of history, reportage, and mathematical proofs that will leave you awestruck. The name comes from a math game
that replicates how life forms evolve--there's a mindboggling chapter on it--but captures the book's central theme of human interaction with numbers. Alex
Bellos this time goes deeper into the mathematical experience. He has sought and found answers to such questions as: What goes on in the brains of
mathematicians? Is there any truth in the stereotype of the mad math genius? What is the link between math ability and neural disorders like autism? And
what (because Bellos always approaches his subject with good humour) is the math behind wordplay and the structure of jokes?
     
In this continuation of the journey started in Numberland, Alex Bellos has sought out amazing stories from prominent mathematicians, scientists, innovators
and businesspeople. He goes deeper than ever, into some terrifying-looking territory--trigonometry, calculus, the square root of minus one--but it is his great
gift that he is able to make-even the most daunting concepts a revelatory delight for the non-mathematical reader.
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 Game Over

by  Neil Strauss

ISBN: 9780060898762
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-21
Pages: 400
Price: $38.99

From the author of the blockbuster bestseller The Game: A shockingly personal, surprisingly relatable, brutally honest memoir, in which the celebrated
dating expert confronts the greatest challenge he has ever faced: monogamy and fidelity
Most of us are told, from the moment we are old enough to understand a story, that there is a golden path waiting to take us safely through the jungle of life:
get a good job, fall in love, get married, have children, and live happily ever after.
It sounds simple enough. Yet as a species, we seem to have an incredibly difficult time making it happen. So, one day, I looked around and saw my friends
frustrated and neglected in their marriages--some being unfaithful, others white-knuckling it, many surrendering to their fate, and a few living in denial. And
I saw myself still unmarried, childless, and, in the biggest disappointment of all to myself, cheating. And I wondered if it was possible to change the
odds--and the rules--for myself . . .
The story that follows, however, is not a journey that was undertaken by choice or for the purposes of a book. It is a painfully honest account of a life crisis
that was forced on me by my own behavior and its consequences. And as such, it requires sharing a lot of things I'm not proud of--and a few things I feel like
I should regret a whole lot more than I actually do. Because, unfortunately, I am not the hero in this tale. I am the villain.
Neil Strauss became famous to millions around the world as the author of The Game, a funny and slyly instructive account of how he transformed himself
from a scrawny, insecure nerd into the ultra-confident, ultra-successful "pickup artist" known as Style. The book jump-started the international "seduction
community," and made Strauss a household name--revered or notorious--among single men and women alike.
But the experience of writing The Game also  ...

 Gandhi Before India
by  Ramachandra Guha

ISBN: 9780307357922
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 688
Price: $34.95

No Description

 The Gardener of Versailles
My Life in the World's Grandest Garden
by  Alain Baraton,  Christopher Brent Murray

ISBN: 9780847842681
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 296
Price: $26.95

No Description

 Gardens Are For Living
Design Inspiration for Outdoor Spaces
by  Judy Kameon,  Jonathan Adler

ISBN: 9780847842193
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 224
Price: $50.00
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No Description

 Gentle Yoga For Arthritis
A Safe and Easy Approach to Better Health and Well-Being through Yoga
by Anna Krusinski

ISBN: 9781578264483
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hatherleigh Press
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 112
Price: $15.00

UTILIZE THE BENEFITS OF GENTLE YOGA TO RELIEVE YOUR SYMPTOMS OF GENERAL ARTHRITIS

Over 50 million people in the United States alone struggle with arthritis, a painful and debilitating inflammation of the body's joints.

In the medical world, the focus of arthritis treatment is controlling the pain and minimizing any joint damage, while working hard to maintain quality of life.
As a result, many doctors will recommend adopting a healthier lifestyle, including a balanced diet and regular physical activity. And as yoga remains the
premier low-impact, high-result form of physical activity, many have reclaimed their lives from arthritis pain with the help of yoga.

Gentle Yoga for Arthritisshows you how to integrate yoga into any existing exercise routine, to improve your overall health and well-being. Yoga stances
release muscular tensions, easing the strain on the body's joints, while increasing balance, strength, and flexibility. Additionally, breathing techniques
encourage better circulation to help your extremities stay loose and healthy.

Gentle Yoga for Arthritisalso includes:
· An overview of the causes and symptoms of arthritis
· Helpful diet and lifestyle tips to  ...

 The Gentleman's Handbook
The Essential Guide to Being a Man
by  Alfred Tong,  Jack Hughes

ISBN: 9781742706580
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 176
Price: $17.95

No Description
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 Getting To Yum

The 7 Secrets Of Raising Eager Eaters
by Karen Le Billon

ISBN: 9781443419758
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 288
Price: $22.99

A simple and surprisingly fun way to change dinnertimereactions from "YUCK" to "YUM"
Are mealtimes with your kids a source of frustration? Ever wonder how on earth to get them to eat the recommended five servings of fruits and veggies per
day (or even per week)?
Getting to YUM is a practical and engaging guide for parents eager to get past their children's food resistance--or to avoid it altogether. The book introduces
7 Secrets of Raising Eager Eaters. (Secret 1: Teach yourchild to eat, just like you teach them to read! Secret 6: "Teach me to do it myself." Kid participation
is every parent's secret weapon.) Karen LeBillon, author of French Kids Eat Everything, coaches readers throughthe process of taste training, including
strategies, games and experiments that will encourage even reluctant eaters to branch out. Over 100 delicious, kid-tested, age-appropriate recipes lead
families step-by-step through the process of learning to love new foods, enabling kids to really enjoy the foods we know they should be eating.
Wise and compelling, Getting to YUM is grounded in revolutionary new research on the science of taste. Packed full of observations from real-life families,
it provides everything parents need to transform their children--from babies to toddlers to teens--into good eaters for life.

 The Gift of Healing Herbs
Plant Medicines and Home Remedies for a Vibrantly Healthy Life
by  Robin Rose Bennett,  Rosemary Gladstar

ISBN: 9781583947623
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 592
Price: $28.95

Herbalists, naturopaths, plantspeople, witches, and natural healers will love the empowering information, engaging stories, and heartfelt meditations and
rituals of natural herbal medicines. Written by well-respected urban herbalist Robin Rose Bennett with over 180 easy-to-follow recipes, this book offers
readers who want to take charge of their health an immersion into a myriad ways to use plant-based remedies to care for themselves and others on physical,
emotional, and spiritual levels. 

Informed by the wisdom that physical and spiritual healing are inextricably intertwined, The Gift of Healing Herbs explores herbology as the "people's
medicine", freely available to all, and as a powerful yet gentle way to heal body, mind, heart, and soul. The book is divided into three parts: the first part
examines health and the causes of illness; the second part comprises a reference of all the physical systems of the body and the common and not-so-common
herbs for tonifying them; and the third part contains recipes for teas, brews, and instructions for incorporating herbs into our daily lives. The hundreds of
recipes for herbal preparations in this book--accompanied by prayers, meditations, and rituals--offer spiritual and physical insights into the relationship
between our body systems and the elements, Earth, Air, Fire and Water, thus helping the reader explore and experience the interconnection of all things in
the web of life.

With personal stories, case histories, and elements of personal memoir, The Gift of Healing Herbs is equal parts inspiration and instruction drawn from the
author's life and decades spent teaching and practicing herbal medicine in a spiritual, earth-based, nondogmatic style. focused as keenly on ...

 Gill's Tea Revives the World map, 1940
by  Macdonald Gill

ISBN: 9781908402783
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Old House
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 1
Price: $11.95

No Description
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 The Girls' Bicycle Handbook

Everything You Need to Know About Life on Two Wheels
by  Caz Nicklin

ISBN: 9781623651497
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 288
Price: $24.99

No Description

 Given
by  Kelli Maine

ISBN: 9781455599042
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Give &Take
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 288
Price: $16.00

The emotional rollercoaster of the USA TODAY bestselling Give &Take series by Kelli Maine continues!  POSSESSION For Merrick and Rachael, Turtle
Tear Island has become their own private paradise with days of unimaginable bliss and sizzling nights in the bedroom-and beyond. But Rachael and
Merrick's happiness is shattered when his daughter, Nadia, suddenly becomes increasingly demanding of his time and devotion. It soon becomes clear that
Merrick will have to make an agonizing choice: the woman whose love saved his tortured soul or the daughter he never knew existed . . .  REVELATION
Rachael can't stand the thought of losing Merrick after everything she's sacrificed to be with him. She had thought she and Merrick were done with secrets,
that the passion that burned so brightly between them had forged an unbreakable connection, but she begins to wonder if she ever really knew the man at all.
Now the love they've fought so desperately to protect may not be enough to save them . . .   Praise for Kelli Maine!

"TAKEN BY STORM is a passionate love story that grips you by the heart from the first page and doesn't let go. MJ and Maddie's love is soul-deep. Maine
has written a masterpiece!" -- Kristen Proby, Bestselling Author of the With Me in Seattle series. 

"This book hooked me from the very beginning and glued me to every page. MJ stole my heart and quickly became one of my new favorite leading men.
Loved it." -- Michelle Valentine, New York Times Bestselling Author of Rock the Heart

 Glamorous By George
The Key to Creating Movie Star Style
by George Kotsiopoulos

ISBN: 9781419708794
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Harry N. Abrams
Pub. Date: 2014-01-21
Pages: 176
Price: $21.95

With the advent of inexpensive but beautifully designed clothing available nationwide, elegance is within everyone's reach. And George Kotsiopoulos--the
breakout star of TV's Fashion Police--will show you the way. Glamorous by George offers easy-to-achieve tips for looking like a movie star. Through
practical advice and blunt observations, this simple, no-nonsense guide is accessible to people of all ages and income levels. George addresses clothing,
accessories, and fashion, as well as the best pieces for different body types and skin color. And because movie-star style also extends to surroundings,
Glamorous by George also guides readers to budget-friendly ideas for easy decorating and entertaining.
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 Global Kitchen The World's Most

The World's Most Delicious Food Made Easy
by COOKING LIGHT

ISBN: 9780848739980
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

"It is an exciting time to be in the kitchen with so many incredible, flavorful ingredients from around the globe in our local supermakets. We can thank
globalization for stimulating our taste buds--and for making it easier to eat healthy." David Joachim, Author Cooking Light Global Kitchen brings a world of
flavor, texture, and enticing aromas to your everyday meals. In this book, the sometimes intimidating topic of preparing your favorite ethnic-inspired dishes
is made easy, approachable, and, most importantly, doable for home cooks of any skill level, by using ethnic ingredients easy-to-find in your local grocery
store!

New York Times Bestselling author David Joachim, shares fascinating stories behind the world's most loved dishes as well as tips and techniques from 15
notable chefs and experts such as Rick Bayless, Marc Vetri, Michael Solomonov, Lidia Bastianich, Marcus Samuelsson, Jose Garces, Mark Bittman, and
many more.

We'll show you how to create Mexican chile rellenos, homemade
pasta in the Italian tradition, Thai sticky rice, Egyptian koshari, and
many other dishes without venturing further than the supermarket.
You'll get a taste of the world without ever leaving home.   More than 150 recipes from around the world provide adventurous eaters with plenty of options
to keep their palates pleased  Features melting pot recipes blending the flavors of multiple cuisines, appealing to America's love of fusion dishes  All the
recipes are prepared with easy-to-find ingredients, making each deliciously d ...

 The Golden Age of Train Travel
by  Steve Barry

ISBN: 9780747813248
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire Library
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 64
Price: $11.95

No Description

 The Good Spy
The Life and Death of Robert Ames
by  Kai Bird

ISBN: 9780307889751
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 448
Price: $30.00

No Description
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 Gottland

Mostly True Stories from Half of Czechoslovakia
by  Mariusz Szczygiel,  Antonia Lloyd-jones

ISBN: 9781612193137
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Melville House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 304
Price: $25.95

"Extraordinary, hypnotizing and disturbing tales."

A cultural history of Czechoslovakia, told through the stories of artists, writers, and performers whose lives were completely and often strangely altered by
the various pressures of the times.

The story of Eduard Kirchberger is one of the fascinating and absurd cases that this book collects: in the 1920s and '30s, Kirchberger was a writer of pulp
fiction, the author of bestselling thrillers in which gruesome monsters preyed on helpless women. When the Communist government came to power in 1946,
they banned genre fiction for ideological reasons, so Kirchberger reinvented himself as Karel FabiÃ¡n, author of equally lurid novels in which ruthless
capitalist exploiters preyed on defenseless workers. It was a clever substitution that is indicative of the feints, dodges, compromises, and sleights of hand that
the citizens of Czechoslovakia became accustomed to over the course of the twentieth century, during the eighty years between the founding of the nation
and its peaceful dissolution in 1993.

Elegantly written, Szczygiel's book captures the stories of authors, artists, signers, actors, and other prominent individuals whose lives were subject to
extraordinary reversals, and who responded sometimes with dignity and courage, sometimes with bald opportunism, and often with a particularly wry Czech
sense of humor--for instance, the peasant who, in 1939, as the Germans were advancing, said: "You can only die once. And if you die a little earlier, you're
just dead for a little longer." From the Bata shoe empire to Kafka's niece, Szczygiel has dug into the archi ...

 Grasshopper Jungle
by  Andrew Smith

ISBN: 9780525426035
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton Juvenile
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 432
Price: $20.00

"Grasshopper Jungle is a rollicking tale that is simultaneously creepy and hilarious. It's propulsive plot would be delightful enough on its own, but Smith's
ability to blend teenage drama into a bug invasion is a literary joy to behold... Smith may have intended this novel for young adults, but his technique
reminds me of Kurt Vonnegut's in "Slaughterhouse Five," in the best sense." --New York Times Book Review
    
   In the small town of Ealing, Iowa, Austin and his best friend, Robby, have accidentally unleashed an unstoppable army. An army of horny, hungry, six-foot-
tall praying mantises that only want to do two things.
  
   This is the truth. This is history.
   It's the end of the world. And nobody knows anything about it.
   You know what I mean.   
   Funny, intense, complex, and brave, Grasshopper Jungle brilliantly weaves together everything from testicle-dissolving genetically modified corn to the
struggles of recession-era, small-town America in this groundbreaking coming-of-age stunner.
    

 Grill to Perfection
Two Champion Pit Masters' Recipes and Techniques for Unforgettable Backyard Grilling
by  Andy Husbands,  Chris Hart,  Andrea Pyenson

ISBN: 9781624140426
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Page Street Pub
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 192
Price: $23.99
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No Description

 Handmade Gatherings
Recipes and Crafts for Seasonal Celebrations and Potluck Parties
by  Ashley English,  Jen Altman

ISBN: 9781611800562
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 288
Price: $34.95

No Description

 Happy Hormones
The Natural Treatment Programs for Weight Loss, PMS, Menopause, Fatigue, Irritability,
Osteoporosis, Stress, Anxiety, Thyroid Imbalances and More
by  Kristy Vermeulen

ISBN: 9781578264865
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hatherleigh Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 320
Price: $18.95

No Description

 Happy Hormones, Slim Belly
Over 40? Lose 7 lbs. the First Week, and Then 2 lbs. Weekly-Guaranteed
by  Jorge Cruise

ISBN: 9781401943295
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2013-12-23
Pages: 288
Price: $24.95

THE NEW  DIETARY SCIENCE   FOR WOMEN OVER 40      Science has revealed that most women are drawn to carbs, or "Sugar Calories," due to a
biological imperative to balance hormones. The irony is that you must cut Sugar Calories to lose weight, but you must also eat Sugar Calories to balance
hormones. With Happy Hormones, Slim Belly(TM), you will discover the newest dietary science for women over 40: Women's  Carb Cycling (TM).It
balances your hormones so you can lose up to 7 lbs. in a week, then 2 lbs. weekly-guaranteed!

 Harley-Davidson
A History of the World's Most Famous Motorcycle
by  Margie Siegal

ISBN: 9780747813439
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire USA
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 96
Price: $11.95

No Description
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 Haunted Empire

Apple After Steve Jobs
by  Yukari Iwatani Kane

ISBN: 9780062128256
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 320
Price: $34.99

After Jobs's passing, many were eager to prove that Apple could endure and grow even without their iconic leader. But some were painfully aware of the
immense challenge ahead. Though Jobs's executive team had been running the company for some time, it would be much harder now that Jobs was truly
gone. The world would be watching closely for any sign of faltering. How would Apple fare without him? How would it continue to innovate?
Apple's business in the past few years had become much more complex. Bigger, more global and higher profile, the company now has much to lose-and
many more critics with which to contend. Maintaining their market leadership is as crucial as conquering new frontiers. The new CEO, Tim Cook, also has
to satisfy the public's insatiable appetite for "insanely great" products. Based on interviews with numerous former and current executives and Apple
watchers, Haunted Empire addresses all of these challenges and more, including:
How Tim Cook's leadership style signals a new era for Apple's culture-with both good and bad implications;
What happens to Jobs's loyal lieutenants when the new leader comes on board;
How Apple contends with legal threats and public relations crisis without Jobs's charisma and boldness to ward off bad press;
What new product ideas are likely to make it to market as Apple attempts to set the pace for growth and innovation in a rapidly changing landscape.

For Apple fans and critics alike, Haunted Empire is a cautionary tale about what can happen to a beloved company when its iconic leader is gone.

 Haute Dogs
Recipes for Delicious Hot Dogs, Buns, and Condiments
by  Russell Van Kraayenburg,  Russell Van Kraayenberg

ISBN: 9781594746758
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 168
Price: $17.95

No Description

 Healing Spices Cookbook
50 Wonderful Spices, and How to Use Them in Healthgiving, Immunity-boosting Foods and
Drinks
by  Kirsten Hartvik

ISBN: 9781848991545
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 240
Price: $15.95

No Description
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 The Heart Sutra

A Comprehensive Guide to the Classic of Mahayana Buddhism
by  Kazuaki Tanahashi,  Roshi Joan Halifax

ISBN: 9781611800968
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 240
Price: $28.95

No Description

 Hello Kitty Collaborations
by Sanrio

ISBN: 9780847842650
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 240
Price: $65.00

No Description

 Here We Are Now
The Lasting Impact Of Kurt Cobain
by  Charles R Cross

ISBN: 9780062308214
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 192
Price: $28.50

Kurt Cobain was the voice of a generation. Twenty years after his death, why does he still matter?
On April 5, 1994, twenty-seven-year-old Kurt Cobain took his own life. His desperation to kick drugs, his complicated relationship with fame, his tortured
soul--all these elements came together in one terrible moment in Seattle, and the landscapes of music and pop culture were forever changed. Two decades
have passed since Cross, a Seattle-based editor and writer and early supporter of Nirvana, lived the horror of that day on the front lines, fielding the phone
calls as the media descended upon his city, desperately searching for an exclusive on the death of yet another young rock icon.
While the impact of a person's life is difficult to see fully on the day he dies, the long view provides a wider, and usually more accurate, vista. For the first
time ever, Cross, author of the definitive Cobain biography, Heavier Than Heaven, explores how the haunting memory of Cobain--the life he led, the music
he played, and the people he touched--lives on in innumerable, and sometimes surprising, ways. Here We Are Now attempts to answer where we--the fans,
the music business and fashion industry, the addiction and recovery communities, Kurt's family--are, two decades later.
Cobain's life and work can be seen everywhere, from his indelible marks on music to his more subtle influence on gender and gay rights, the way we view
suicide and drug addiction, and the very idea of Seattle as a cultural hub. Nirvana's music has touched multiple generations, and while the world has changed
considerably since Nevermind was first released in 1991, the status of that album only grows as years pass. Cobain and Nirvana are now part of a rite of
passage through adolescence, and while "teen spirit" may have changed and evolved since the early nineties, the music remains authentic all the same.
Simply stated, Kurt Cobain changed the cultural conversation, in his all too brief life, and even after his shattering death. With interviews and commentary
from all corners of the pop culture universe, from the people who knew Cobain to those who con ...
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 The Hermitage

250 Masterpieces
by  Hermitage Museum The,  Mikhail Borisovich Piotrovsky

ISBN: 9780847842094
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 272
Price: $45.00

No Description

 His Ownself
A Semi-Memoir
by  Dan Jenkins

ISBN: 9780385532259
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 288
Price: $31.00

No Description

 A History of Religion in 5 ½ Objects
Bringing the Spiritual to Its Senses
by  S Brent Plate

ISBN: 9780807033111
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 256
Price: $32.95

No Description

 The Holmes Manual
by  Mike Holmes

ISBN: 9781443422376
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 384
Price: $34.99

No-nonsense advice from the star of HGTV's Holmes Makes It Right and Holmes Inspection
Why are my windows fogging up?
What can I do about a squeaky floor?
Why is my bedroom so much colder than the rest of the house?
Are tankless water heaters worth the money?

From top to bottom, outside to inside, Mike answers homeowners' most common questions and provides solutions for everyday problems. Mike also offers
trusted advice on maintenance--including instructions for repairs and projects that homeowners can tackle themselves. Packed with colour photographs,
handy tips and sidebars, The Holmes Manual is a must-have guide for every homeowner.
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 Home Run

Learn God's Game Plan for Life and Leadership
by John C. Maxwell

ISBN: 9781455577224
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 240
Price: $24.00

You are invited to live life to the fullest.

 For five hard years Christian leader Kevin Myers struggled personally and professionally. But it was during that time that God pointed out where he was
going wrong and showed him the biblical pattern for living. It proceeded to transform his life, leadership, ministry, and relationships. During that time John
Maxwell also became his mentor.

 Together, using a baseball diamond as an analogy for following God's plan for life, Myers and Maxwell provide a clear path forward while helping you keep
your priorities in order and your eyes on the prize. What is that pattern?

Connection with God: Winning Dependence
Character: Winning Within
Community: Winning with Others
Competence: Winning Results

Challenging, heart-felt, and insightful, Myers' story will connect with anyone who feels their life is falling short of God's promises. The hard-won lessons
Myers learned, along with insightful comments and on-point applicatio ...

 Home Run (Large Print Edition)
Learn God's Game Plan for Life and Leadership
by  Kevin Myers,  John C Maxwell

ISBN: 9781455549634
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 336
Price: $27.00

You are invited to live life to the fullest.

 For five hard years Christian leader Kevin Myers struggled personally and professionally. But it was during that time that God pointed out where he was
going wrong and showed him the biblical pattern for living. It proceeded to transform his life, leadership, ministry, and relationships. During that time John
Maxwell also became his mentor.

 Together, using a baseball diamond as an analogy for following God's plan for life, Myers and Maxwell provide a clear path forward while helping you keep
your priorities in order and your eyes on the prize. What is that pattern?

Connection with God: Winning Dependence
Character: Winning Within
Community: Winning with Others
Competence: Winning Results

Challenging, heart-felt, and insightful, Myers' story will connect with anyone who feels their life is falling short of God's promises. The hard-won lessons
Myers learned, along with insightful comments and on-point applicatio ...
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 Honey & Oats

Everyday Favorites Baked with Whole Grains and Natural Sweeteners
by  Jennifer Katzinger,  Charity Burggraaf,  Julie Hopper

ISBN: 9781570618918
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Sasquatch Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 176
Price: $35.00

No Description

 The Hotel On Place Vendome
Life, Death, and Betrayal at the Hotel Ritz in Paris
by  Tilar J Mazzeo

ISBN: 9780062323347
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 352
Price: $23.99

The mysterious and remarkable story of what happened at the HÃ´tel Ritz during a pivotal historical moment, the German occupation of France, from the
New York Times bestselling author of The Widow Clicquot and The Secret of Chanel No. 5.

 The Hotel On Place Vendome
Life, Death, and Betrayal at the Hotel Ritz in Paris
by  Tilar J Mazzeo

ISBN: 9780061791086
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

Established in 1898 in the heart of Paris on the Place VendÃ´me, the HÃ´tel Ritz instantly became an icon of the city frequented by film stars and celebrity
writers, American heiresses and risquÃ© flappers, politicians, playboys, and princes. By the 1920s the bar became a favorite watering hole for F. Scott
Fitzgerald and other writers of the Lost Generation, including Ernest Hemingway. In June 1940, when France fell to the Germans, Joseph Goebbels, the
propaganda minister of the Third Reich, famously declared that the nation's capital would remain a high-spirited place--or else. Orders from Berlin specified
that the HÃ´tel Ritz would be the only luxury hotel of its kind in occupied Paris.
Tilar J. Mazzeo traces the history of this cultural landmark from its opening in fin de siÃ¨cle Paris to the modern era. At its center, The Hotel on Place
VendÃ´me chronicles life at the Ritz during wartime, when the hotel simultaneously served as headquarters to the highest-ranking German officers, suchas
Reichsmarschall Hermann GÃ¶ring, and home to wealthy patrons (and to the spies among them) who stayed on in Paris. At Coco Chanel's table in the dining
room on any given evening, one might find the playwright and screenwriter Sacha Guitry, the lithe Russian ballet star Serge Lifar, orJean Cocteau and his
handsome boyfriend.
Mazzeo takes us into the grand palace's suites, bars, dining rooms, and wine cellars, revealing a hotbed of illicit affairs and deadly intrigue, as well as
stunning acts of defiance and treachery, in which refugees were hidden in secret rooms, a Jewish bartender passed coded messages for the German
resistance, and Wehrmacht officers plotted to assassinate the FÃ¼hrer. By the spring of 1944, as the tides of the war shifted, these stories were all coming to
their dramatic and sometimes heartbreaking conclusions. There were celebrations as well: when Ernest Hemingway returned in the last hours of the
occupation with his rogue band of "irregular" troops to l ...
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 How Jesus Became God

by  Bart D Ehrman

ISBN: 9780061778186
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-17
Pages: 272
Price: $34.99

In a book that took eight years to research and write, leading Bible scholar Bart D. Ehrman explores how an apocalyptic prophet from the backwaters of rural
Galilee crucified for crimes against the state came to be thought of as equal with the one God Almighty Creator of all things. 
Ehrman sketches Jesus's transformation from a human prophet to the Son of God exalted to divine status at his resurrection. Only when some of Jesus's
followers had visions of him after his death--alive again--did anyone come to think that he, the prophet from Galilee, had become God. And what they meant
by that was not at all what people mean today.
As a historian--not a believer--Ehrman answers the questions: How did this transformation of Jesus occur? How did he move from being a Jewish prophet to
being God? The dramatic shifts throughout history reveal not only why Jesus's followers began to claim he was God, but also how they came to understand
this claim in so many different ways.
Written for secular historians of religion and believers alike, How Jesus Became God will engage anyone interested in the historical developments that led to
the affirmation at the heart of Christianity: Jesus was, and is, God.

 How to Be a Heroine
Or, what I've learned from reading too much
by  Samantha Ellis

ISBN: 9780701187514
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 272
Price: $28.99

No Description
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 How to Be the World's Smartest Traveler (and Save Time, Money, and

Hassle)
by  Christopher Elliott

ISBN: 9781426212734
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 288
Price: $19.95

Leading travel expert and USA Today columnist Christopher Elliott shares the smartest ways to travel in this tip-filled guide from National Geographic.
Drawing on more than 20 years of experience as a consumer travel advocate, Elliott gives you the inside scoop on how to navigate the often perplexing
world of travel, with detailed advice on:
 

   o Airlines
   o car rentals
   o cruises
   o hotels and alternative lodging
   o the TSA and security
   o staying connected
   o review websites
   o resolving complaints
   o vacation rentals
   o passports and visas
   o and much more
Full of recommendations, real-life case hi ...

 How to Make Your Cat an Internet Celebrity
A Guide to Financial Freedom
by  Patricia Carlin,  Dustin Fenstermacher

ISBN: 9781594746796
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 128
Price: $13.95

No Description

 How to Succeed in Business Without Really Crying
by  Carol Leifer

ISBN: 9781594746772
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 240
Price: $20.95

No Description
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 Human Rights and the Uses of History

by  Samuel Moyn

ISBN: 9781781682630
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Verso Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 160
Price: $28.95

No Description

 The Hungry Girl Diet
Big Portions. Big Results. Drop 10 Pounds in 4 Weeks
by  Lisa Lillien

ISBN: 9780312676797
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

With more than 2 million Hungry Girl books sold, this is the book every Hungry Girl fan has been waiting for: The Hungry Girl Diet! Now, Lisa Lillien
takes her famous super-sizing techniques and delicious, guilt-free recipes and puts them into a foolproof jumpstart plan to help you lose weight painlessly!
Working with a registered dietitian, Lillien has created a program that is not only completely satisfying but also entirely effective! This four-week plan is
based on Lisa's diet philosophies and food-expanding ideas and also contains over 40 recipes for delicious super-sized meals and snacks! The Hungry Girl
Diet  has:   -  A detailed four-week program to help you jump start your weight loss-the Hungry Girl way...    -  Extraordinary "magical" food ideas that help
keep you feeling full all day!   -  Tips and tricks for avoiding diet derailment, including Lisa's personal strategies for weight management   -  New super-sized
recipes for HG classics like growing oatmeal bowls, oversized egg mugs, ginormous salads, and foil packs!   -  Helpful hints & how-tos for grocery shopping
and dining out   -  Foods that give you the biggest bang for your calorie buck    -  Smart swaps for fattening foods you crave    -  Easy meals that anyone can
make   -  And SO much more!With an emphasis on lean protein, low-fat dairy, fresh fruits 'n veggies, and GIGANTIC portions, this diet gives you
everything you love about Hungry Girl in one nutritious and delicious weight-loss plan!
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 I Can See Clearly Now

12-CD Set
by  Wayne W Dyer

ISBN: 9781401944056
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 
Price: $39.95

For many years, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer's fans have wondered when he would write a memoir. Well, after four decades as a teacher of self-empowerment and
the best-selling author of more than 40 books, Wayne has finally done just that! However, he has written it in a way that only he can-with a remarkable take-
home message for his longtime followers and new readers alike-and the result is an exciting new twist on the old format. Rather than a plain old memoir,
Wayne has gathered together quantum-moment recollections. In this revealing  and  engaging  CD, Wayne shares dozens of events from his life, from the
time he was a little boy in Detroit up to present day. In unflinching detail, he relates his vivid impressions of encountering many forks in the road, taking
readers with him into these formative experiences. Yet then he views the events from his current perspective, noting what lessons he ultimately learned, as
well as how he has made the resulting wisdom available tomillions via his lifelong dedication to service. As a reader, you will feel as if you are right there
with Wayne, perusing his personal photo album and hearing about his family, his time in the service, how he writes his best-selling books, and so much
more. In the process, you'll be inspired to look back at your own life to see how everything you have experienced has led you to where you are right now. 
Wayne has discovered that there are no accidents. Although we may not be aware of whoor what is "moving the checkers," life has a purpose, and each step
of our journey has something to teach us. As he says, "I wasn't aware of all of the future implications that these early experiences were to offer me. Now,
from a position of being able to see much more clearly, I know that every single encounter, every challenge, and every situation are all spectacular threads in
the tapestry that represents and defines my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of it." I Can See Clearly Now is an intimate look at an amazing teacher, but it
also holds the key for seekers on a personal path of enlightenment. Wayne offers up his own life as an example of how we can all recognize the hand of the
Divine steering our individual courses, helping us accomplish the mission we came here to fulfill.

 I Can See Clearly Now
by  Wayne W Dyer

ISBN: 9781401944032
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 371
Price: $27.95

For many years, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer's fans have wondered when he would write a memoir. Well, after four decades as a teacher of self-empowerment and
the best-selling author of more than 40 books, Wayne has finally done just that! However, he has written it in a way that only he can-with a remarkable take-
home message for his longtime followers and new readers alike-and the result is an exciting new twist on the old format. Rather than a plain old memoir,
Wayne has gathered together quantum-moment recollections. In this revealing  and  engaging  book, Wayne shares dozens of events from his life, from the
time he was a little boy in Detroit up to present day. In unflinching detail, he relates his vivid impressions of encountering many forks in the road, taking
readers with him into these formative experiences. Yet then he views the events from his current perspective, noting what lessons he ultimately learned, as
well as how he has made the resulting wisdom available to millions via his lifelong dedication to service. As a reader, you will feel as if you are right there
with Wayne, perusing his personal photo album and hearing about his family, his time in the service, how he writes his best-selling books, and so much
more. In the process, you'll be inspired to look back at your own life to see how everything you have experienced has led you to where you are right now. 
Wayne has discovered that there are no accidents. Although we may not be aware of who or what is "moving the checkers," life has a purpose, and each step
of our journey has something to teach us. As he says, "I wasn't aware of all of the future implications that these early experiences were to offer me. Now,
from a position of being able to see much more clearly, I know that every single encounter, every challenge, and every situation are all spectacular threads in
the tapestry that represents and defines my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of it." I Can See Clearly Now is an intimate look at an amazing teacher, but it
also holds the key for seekers on a personal path of enlightenment. Wayne offers up his own life as an example of how we can all recognize the hand of the
Divine steering our individual courses, helping us accomplish the mission we came here to fulfill.
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 I Don't Know What You Know Me From
Confessions of a Co-Star
by  Judy Greer

ISBN: 9780385537889
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $28.95
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No Description

 I Just Graduated, Now What?
Honest Answers from Those Who Have Been There
by  Katherine Schwarzenegger

ISBN: 9780385347204
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 288
Price: $24.00

No Description

 I Spend Therefore I Am
How Economics Has Changed the Way We Think and Feel
by  Philip Roscoe

ISBN: 9780345812674
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 272
Price: $29.95

No Description

 Imagine There's No Heaven
How Atheism Helped Create the Modern World
by  Mitchell Stephens

ISBN: 9781137002600
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 336
Price: $34.50

The historical achievements of religious belief have been large and well chronicled.  But what about  the accomplishments  of those  who have challenged
religion? Traveling from classical Greece to twenty-first century America,  Imagine There's No Heaven  explores the role of disbelief in shaping Western
civilization. At each juncture common themes emerge: by questioning the role of gods in the heavens or the role of a God in creating man on earth,
nonbelievers help move science forward. By challenging the divine right of monarchs and the strictures of holy books, nonbelievers, including  Jean- Jacques
Rousseau  and Denis Diderot, help expand human  liberties, and influence  the early founding  of the United  States. Revolutions  in science, in politics, in
philosophy, in art, and in psychology have been led, on multiple occasions, by those who are free of the constraints of religious life. Mitchell Stephens tells
the often-courageous tales of history's most important atheists- like Denis Diderot and Salman Rushdie. Stephens makes a strong and original case for their
importance not only to today's New Atheist movement but to the way many of us-believers and nonbelievers-now think and live.
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 Impulse
Why We Do What We Do Without Knowing Why We Do It
by  David Lewis

ISBN: 9781847946867
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 336
Price: $18.99
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 Invent It, Sell It, Bank It!

Make Your Million-Dollar Idea into a Reality
by  Lori Greiner

ISBN: 9780804176439
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER

From one of the stars of ABC's Shark Tank and QVC's Clever & Unique Creations by Lori Greiner comes a hands-on, nuts-and-bolts guide to getting a new
product or company off the ground and making it a success.
  
 Turn your idea into a reality.
 Become your own boss.
 Make your first million.
 Achieve financial freedom.
 Lori Greiner shows you how.
  
 Lori Greiner is one of America's most successful, prolific, and sought-after entrepreneurs. But before she created her first hit product, all she had was a great
idea, a tireless work ethic, and no clue how to get it to market. So Lori taught herself everything she needed to know about bringing an invention from
concept to creation to consumers in months. She learned the ins and outs of business, manufacturing, investors, patents, marketing, and more. Now, five
hundred million dollars in retail sales later, in an honest and straightforward fashion, Lori reveals the path she took to her wealth of experience and hard-won
wisdom so that you, too, can achieve financial freedom and see your invention become reality.
  
 Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! is a hands ...

 An Invitation to the Garden
Seasonal Entertaining Outdoors
by  Michael Devine,  Charlotte Moss,  John Gruen

ISBN: 9780847842513
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 192
Price: $40.00

No Description
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 It Ain't Over . . . Till It's Over

Reinventing Your Life--and Realizing Your Dreams--Anytime, at Any Age
by  Marlo Thomas

ISBN: 9781476739915
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

We've heard it all before: "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again.""Where there's a will, there's a way.""When life hands you lemons, make lemonade."
But anyone who has ever tried to make a big life change knows it can be a bit more complicated-- and frightening--than that. How do you get up the nerve
and confidence to actually take the leap? No one knows better than the women profiled in this powerful book by actress, activist, and bestselling author
Marlo Thomas. It Ain't Over . . . Till It's Over introduces us to sixty amazing women who are proving that it's never too late to live out a dream--to launch a
business, travel the world, get a PhD, indulge a creative impulse, make a family recipe famous, escape danger, find love, or fill a void in life with a
challenging new experience. Meet a graphic artist who fulfilled a childhood ambition by going to med school at age forty-two; a suburban mom whose
innovative snack recipe for her daughter's lunchbox turned into a multimillion-dollar business; a private-practice psychiatrist who convinced her husband
that they should quit their jobs and take off on an exciting, open-ended, cross-country adventure--in a giant bus, no less!; and a middle-aged English teacher
who, devastated to discover that her husband was cheating on her, refused to be a victim, filed for divorce, and began the challenging journey of rebuilding
her life. Brimming with anecdotes that will inspire smiles, tears, and--most of all--hope, It Ain't Over speaks to women of all ages with an empowering
message: The best is yet to come!

 Jet Set
The People, the Planes, the Glamour, and the Romance in Aviation's Glory Years
by  William Stadiem

ISBN: 9780345536952
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 384
Price: $34.00

No Description

 Jim Cramer's Get Rich Carefully
by  James Cramer

ISBN: 9780399168185
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 448
Price: $31.50

Tired of phony promises about getting rich quickly, promises that lead to reckless decisions (the stepping stones to the poor house)? How about trying
something different? How about going for lasting wealth--and doing it the cautious way? In Get Rich Carefully, Jim Cramer uses his thirty-five years of
experience as a Wall Street veteran and host of CNBC's Mad Money to create a guide to high-yield, low-risk investing. In our recovering economy, this is
the plan you need to make big money without taking big risks.
  
   Drawing on his unparalleled knowledge of the stock market and on the mistakes and successes he's made on the way to his own fortune, Cramer
explains--in plain English--why you can get rich in a prudent, methodical way, as long as you start now. In his own inimitable style, Cramer lays it on the
line, no waffling, no on-the-one-hand-or-the-other hedging, just the straight stuff you need to accumulate wealth. This is a book of wisdom as well as
specifics. Cramer names names, highlights individual and sector plays, and identifies the best long-term investing themes--and shows you how to develop the
disciplines you need to exploit them. 
  
   The personal finance book of the year, Get Rich Carefully is the invaluable guide to turning your savings into  real, lasting wealth in a practical, and
yes--because this is, after all, a book by Jim Cramer--highly readable and entertaining way.
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 Joy And Pain

The Paradox of Modern Parenthood
by  Jennifer Senior

ISBN: 9780062072221
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-01-20
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

Thousands of books have examined the effects of parents on their children. But almost none have thought to ask: What are the effects of children on their
parents?
In All Joy and No Fun, award-winning journalist Jennifer Senior tries to tackle this question, isolating and analyzing the many ways in which children
reshape their parents' lives, whether it's their marriages, their jobs, their habits, their hobbies, their friendships, or their internal senses of self. She argues that
changes in the last half century have radically altered the roles of today's mothers and fathers, making their mandates at once more complex and far less
clear. Recruiting from a wide variety of sources--in history, sociology, economics, psychology, philosophy, and anthropology--she dissects both the timeless
strains of parenting and the ones that are brand new, and then brings her research to life in the homes of ordinary parents around the country. The result is an
unforgettable series of family portraits, starting with parents of young children and progressing to parents of teens. Through lively and accessible
storytelling, Senior follows these mothers and fathers as they wrestle with some of parenthood's deepest vexations--and luxuriate in some of its fi nest
rewards.
Meticulously researched yet imbued with emotional intelligence, All Joy and No Fun makes us reconsider some of our culture's most basic beliefs about
parenthood, all while illuminating the profound ways children deepen and add purpose to our lives. By focusing on parenthood, rather than parenting, the
book is original and essential reading for mothers and fathers of today--and tomorrow.

 The Kind Mama
A Simple Guide to Supercharged Fertility, a Radiant Pregnancy, a Sweeter Birth, and a
Healthier, More Beautiful Beginning
by  Alicia Silverstone

ISBN: 9781623360405
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Rodale Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 368
Price: $26.50

When did making babies get to be so hard? Infertility is on the rise globally, affecting as many as one in six couples. But instead of considering diet and
lifestyle factors, doctors pump their patients full of expensive and invasive fertility treatments. Once pregnant, women just accept that carrying a baby will be
the gassy, swollen, irritable, sleepless nightmare that has become the new normal-and then assume that new motherhood will be just as challenging, from
breastfeeding woes to screaming fits.It doesn't have to be that way. In  The Kind Mama,  Alicia Silverstone has created a comprehensive and practical guide
empowering women to take charge of their fertility, pregnancy, and first 6 months with baby. Drawing on her own experience, as well as that of
obstetricians, midwives, nutritionists, holistic health counselors, and others, Silverstone offers advice on getting one's "baby house" in order through nutrient-
rocking foods that heal and nourish, and, once pregnant, gentle ways to boost comfort, energy, and health during each trimester. She helps readers navigate
everything from prenatal testing and birth plans to successful breastfeeding and creating a supportive "baby nest." The result is an authoritative,one-stop
guide that empowers women to trust their instincts during this vital milestone, while helping them embark on a healthy and more vibrant path to motherhood.

 Knitting Reimagined
An Innovative Approach to Structure and Shape with 25 Breathtaking Projects
by  Nicky Epstein

ISBN: 9780385346252
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 176
Price: $35.00

No Description
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 The Know Maintenance Perennial Garden

by  Roy Diblik

ISBN: 9781604693348
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Timber Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 216
Price: $31.95

We've all seen gorgeous perennial gardens packed with color, texture, and multi-season interest. Designed by a professional and maintained by a crew, they
are aspirational bits of beauty too difficult to attempt at home. Or are they? 

The Know Maintenance Perennial Garden makes a design-magazine-worthy garden achievable at home. The new, simplified approach is made up of hardy,
beautiful plants grown on a 10x14 foot grid. Each of the 62 garden plans combines complementary plants that thrive together and grow as a community.
They are designed to make maintenance a snap. In fact, the entire garden is mowed down at the end of the season! 

The garden plans can be followed explicitly or adjusted to meet individual needs; size can be altered by treating the grid-like design as a modular building
block that can be halved, doubled, or tripled as needed. This complete garden system makes a gorgeous perennial garden available to everyone, no matter
their skill or the size of their space.

 The Knowledge
How to Rebuild Our World from Scratch
by  Lewis Dartnell

ISBN: 9781594205231
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 352
Price: $32.95

How would you go about rebuilding a technological society from scratch?
  
   If our technological society collapsed tomorrow, perhaps from a viral pandemic or catastrophic asteroid impact, what would be the one book you would
want to press into the hands of the postapocalyptic survivors? What crucial knowledge would they need to survive in the immediate aftermath and to rebuild
civilization as quickly as possible--a guide for rebooting the world? 
   Human knowledge is collective, distributed across the population. It has built on itself for centuries, becoming vast and increasingly specialized. Most of
us are ignorant about the fundamental principles of the civilization that supports us, happily utilizing the latest--or even the most basic--technology without
having the slightest idea of why it works or how it came to be. If you had to go back to absolute basics, like some sort of postcataclysmic Robinson Crusoe,
would you know how to re-create an internal combustion engine, put together a microscope, get metals out of rock, accurately tell time, weave fibers into
clothing, or even how to produce food for yourself? 
   Regarded as one of the brightest young scientists of his generation, Lewis Dartnell proposes that the key to preserving civilization in an apocalyptic
scenario is to provide a quickstart guide, adapted to cataclysmic circumstances. The Knowledge describes many of the modern technologies we employ, but
first it explains the fundamentals upon which they are built. Every piece of technology rests on an enormous support network of other technologies, all
interlinked and mutually dependent. You can't hope to build a radio, for example, without understanding how to acquire the raw materials it requires, as well
as generate the electricity needed to run it. But Dartnell doesn't just provide specific information ...

 Kurt Vonnegut Drawings
by  Nanette Vonnegut,  Peter Reed,  Kurt Vonnegut

ISBN: 9781580933773
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Monacelli Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 176
Price: $46.00

No Description
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 Leaders Eat Last

Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others Dont
by  Simon Sinek

ISBN: 9781591845324
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Portfolio Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 240
Price: $32.95

Why do only a few people get to say "I love my job"? It seems unfair that finding fulfillment at work is like winning a lottery; that only a few lucky ones get
to feel valued by their organizations, to feel like they belong.    
     Imagine a world where almost everyone wakes up inspired to go to work, feels trusted and valued during the day, then returns home feeling fulfilled.     
     This is not a crazy, idealized notion. Today, in many successful organizations, great leaders are creating environments in which people naturally work
together to do remarkable things. 
    
     In his travels around the world since the publication of his bestseller Start with Why, Simon Sinek noticed that some teams were able to trust each
other so deeply that they would literally put their lives on the line for each other. Other teams, no matter what incentives were offered, were doomed to
infighting, fragmentation and failure. Why?     
     The answer became clear during a conversation with a Marine Corps general.     
     "Officers eat last," he said.     
     Sinek watched as the most junior Marines ate first while the most senior Marines took their place at the back of the line. What's symbolic in the chow hall
is deadly serious on the battlefield: great leaders sacrifice their own comfort--even their own survival--for the good of those in their care.     
     This principle has been true since the earliest tribes of hunters and gatherers. It's not a management theory; it's biology. Our brains and ...

 Learning To Walk In The Dark
by  Barbara Brown Taylor

ISBN: 9780062024350
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $32.99

Follow Barbara Brown Taylor on her journey to understand darkness, which takes her spelunking in unlit caves, learning to eat and cross the street as a blind
person, discovering how "dark emotions" are prevented from seeing light from a psychiatrist, and rereading scripture to see all the times God shows up at
night. With her characteristic charm and wisdom, Taylor is our guide through a spirituality of the nighttime, teaching us how to find God even in darkness,
and giving us a way to let darkness teach us what we need to know.

 Let's Just Say It Wasn't Pretty (Large Print Edition)
by  Diane Keaton

ISBN: 9780804194433
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Diversified Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

No Description
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 Let's Just Say It Wasn't Pretty

by  Diane Keaton

ISBN: 9780812994261
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 224
Price: $31.00

From Academy Award winner and bestselling author Diane Keaton comes a candid, hilarious, and deeply affecting look at beauty, aging, and the importance
of staying true to yourself--no matter what anyone else thinks.
  
 Diane Keaton has spent a lifetime coloring outside the lines of the conventional notion of beauty. In Let's Just Say It Wasn't Pretty, she shares the wisdom
she's accumulated through the years as a mother, daughter, actress, artist, and international style icon. This is a book only Diane Keaton could write--a smart
and funny chronicle of the ups and downs of living and working in a world obsessed with beauty.
  
 In her one-of-a-kind voice, Keaton offers up a message of empowerment for anyone who's ever dreamed of kicking back against the "should"s and
"supposed to"s that undermine our pursuit of beauty in all its forms. From a mortifying encounter with a makeup artist who tells her she needs to get her eyes
fixed to an awkward excursion to Victoria's Secret with her teenage daughter, Keaton shares funny and not-so-funny moments from her life in and out of the
public eye. 
  
 For Diane Keaton, being beautiful starts with being true to who you are, and in this book she also offers self-knowing commentary on the bold personal
choic ...

 Listen to the Squawking Chicken
When Mother Knows Best, What's a Daughter To Do? A Memoir (Sort Of)
by  Elaine Lui

ISBN: 9780345813473
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 240
Price: $29.95

No Description

 The Little Bookroom Guide to New York City with Children
by  Angela Hederman,  Michael Berman

ISBN: 9781936941094
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New York Review Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 504
Price: $19.95

The Little Bookroom Guide to New York City with Children focuses on what parents with good taste want to know: how to see New York City in a child-
centered way... without passing up any of the city's sophisticated food, sights, or shops just because the kids are along. Organized around EAT, PLAY,
SHOP, and STAY, the authors take you to well-known museums and attractions, but also take you out of tourist-thronged Midtown and into corners of the
city that New Yorkers themselves love to take their children. They share strategies for must-sees that can easily overwhelm (the dazzling but daunting
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Chinatown, Chelsea Market) and share the offbeat and little known places their own kids love (a matzoh factory, a classic film
showing, a chance to dance with ballerinas).
  
 Chicken tenders? Fuggedaboutit! The authors take you to the hip food truck scene, to world-class restaurants that welcome children (one has a $5 noodle
bowl for kids that's under the radar), to word-of-mouth neighborhood favorites that only the locals frequent, and offer an array of delectable options in every
part of town, at every price. 
  
 Shopping in NYC is like nowhere else: you can find cool kids clothes and toys that make unforgettable souvenirs of an unforgettable trip.
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 Lived Through This

Listening to the Stories of Sexual Violence Survivors
by  Anne K Ream,  Patricia Evans

ISBN: 9780807033364
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 216
Price: $27.95

In these pages you'll meet a community of rape and sexual violence survivors who have been shaped, but refuse to be defined, by their histories of violence.
They are brave, and they are outspoken--but, mostly, they are hopeful.
  
 From its insistently resolute opening essay to its final, deeply moving story, Lived Through This is a book that defies conventional wisdom about life in the
wake of sexual violence, while putting names and faces on an issue that too often leaves its victims silent and invisible.
  
 Part personal history of Anne Ream's own experience rebuilding her life after violence, part memoir of a multi-country, multi-year journey spent listening to
survivors, Lived Through This is at once deeply personal and resolutely political. In these pages we are introduced to, among others, the women of Atenco,
Mexico, victims of rape and political torture who are speaking out about gender-based violence in Latin America; Beth Adubato, a woman who was raped by
a popular athlete and then denied justice when her college failed to fully investigate the attack; and Jenny and Steve Bush, a rape survivor and her father who
are working together to share Jenny's testimony of surviving rape at the hands of a veteran in order to alter the US military's response to sexual violence
committed by those in its ranks.  
  
 Writing with compassion, candor, and, at times, even much-needed humor, Ream brings us a series of stories and essays that are as insistent as they are incis
...

 Living In Style
Inspiration and Advice for Everyday Glamour
by Rachel Zoe

ISBN: 9781455523580
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

Rachel Zoe is an unparalleled fixture in the fashion world known for her unique take on effortless glamour. The designer, stylist, and editor is celebrated for
shaping the images of Oscar-winning actresses and creating collections that embody her modern and sophisticated look. Now she wants to help you define
your own personal style and incorporate it into all aspects of your life, from your wardrobe to your home to your next dinner party.

In these sleek pages, Rachel offers trusted tips and advice-along with style insights from her fellow insiders, friends, and family members. You will find
never-before-seen photographs from Rachel's private archives and learn about her personal icons, from Jane Birkin to Coco Chanel. Along the way, she also
reminisces about her earliest influences and shares the story of her own style evolution.

Whether you're accessorizing a chic black jumpsuit, entertaining friends, or perfecting your Friday night smoky eye, let Rachel Zoe be your guide to living in
style.

 Living With Herbs
by  Jo Ann Gardner,  Elayne Sears

ISBN: 9780881503593
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 1997-06-01
Pages: 288
Price: $22.00

No Description
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 The Lonesome Young

by  Lucy Connors

ISBN: 9781595147097
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lonesome Young
Publisher: Penguin Young Readers HC
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 336
Price: $19.00

"My new favorite bad boy meets good girl romance--I loved this book!" -- Simone Elkeles, New York Times bestselling author
  
   WHAT HAPPENS when the teenage heirs of two bitterly FEUDING FAMILIES can't stay away from each other?
  
   The Rhodales and the Whitfields have been sworn enemies for close on a hundred years, with a whole slew of adulterous affairs, financial backstabbing,
and blackmailing that's escalated the rivalry to its current state of tense ceasefire.
  
   IT'S TIME TO LIGHT THE FUSE . . .
  
   And now a meth lab explosion in rural Whitfield County is set to reignite the feud more viciously than ever before. Especially when the toxic fire that
results throws together two unlikely spectators--proper good girl Victoria Whitfield, exiled from boarding school after her father's real estate business melts
down in disgrace, and town motorcycle rebel Mickey Rhodale, too late as always to thwart his older brothers' dangerous drug deals.
  ...

 Lords Of The Sky
How Fighter Pilots Changed War Forever, From the Red Baron to the F-16
by  Dan Hampton

ISBN: 9780062262011
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 384
Price: $35.99

The New York Times bestselling author of Viper Pilot and retired USAF F-16 legend Dan Hampton offers the first comprehensive popular history of combat
aviation-a unique, entertaining, and action-packed look at the aces of the air and their machines, from the Red Baron and his triplane in World War I to
today's technologically expert flying warriors in supersonic jetsOne of the most decorated fighter pilots in history, U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel (Ret.)
Dan Hampton goes back 100 years to tell the extraordinary story of the most famous fighter planes and the brave and daring heroes who made them
legend.Drawing on his expertise, Hampton shines a spotlight on the pioneers who have ruled the air from World War I through the Cold War to today. He
provides unique insight into gutsy pioneers such as Manfred von Richthofen and his red triplane, and the flyboys in the iconic P51 Mustang who faced the
Nazi Lufwaffe. Here, too, is a thoughtful look at modern air warriors, including his own exploits in the high-tech f-16 Falcon.Interwoven throughout this
sweeping narrative history is Hampton's personal account of traveling the world to find these storied aircraft. Strapping himself into the cockpit of such
planes, he shares the thrill and experience of flying each. Exhilarating, told in his acclaimed high-octane style, Lords of the Sky is a fresh look at the
development of aviation for history and military buffs alike.
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 Lords Of The Sky Lp

How Fighter Pilots Changed War Forever, From the Red Baron to the F-16
by  Dan Hampton

ISBN: 9780062298560
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 384
Price: $32.99

SEEING IS BELIEVINGCommuters, multitaskers, avid readers, and computer users all agree that HarperLuxe is the new format in larger print, set in
14-point typeOne of the most decorated fighter pilots in history, U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel (Ret.) Dan Hampton goes back 100 years to tell the
extraordinary story of the most famous fighter planes and the brave and daring heroes who made them legend.Drawing on his expertise, Hampton shines a
spotlight on the pioneers who have ruled the air from World War I through the Cold War to today. He provides unique insight into gutsy pioneers such as
Manfred von Richthofen and his red triplane, and the flyboys in the iconic P51 Mustang who faced the Nazi Lufwaffe. Here, too, is a thoughtful look at
modern air warriors, including his own exploits in the high-tech f-16 Falcon.Interwoven throughout this sweeping narrative history is Hampton's personal
account of traveling the world to find these storied aircraft. Strapping himself into the cockpit of such planes as tk, tk, tk, he shares the thrill and experience
of flying each. Exhilarating, told in his acclaimed high-octane style, Lords of the Sky is a fresh look at the development of aviation for history and military
buffs alike.

 Lose It Right
A Brutally Honest 3-Stage Program to Help You Get Fit and Lose Weight Without Losing
Your Mind
by  James Fell,  Margaret Yufera-leitch

ISBN: 9780345812469
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 320
Price: $24.95

Canadian health and fitness expert James Fell shares his no-holds-barred approach to losing weight and staying in shape--based on science, straight talk and
a healthy dose of humour.
Remember the story of the tortoise and the hare? The tortoise--slow and steady--won the race, right? So why, when it comes to weight loss and fitness, does
everyone want to be the hare, speeding toward the finish line in a desperate attempt to drop pounds in record time? InLose It Right, fitness consultant and
writer James Fell offers the cold, hard truth about what you really need to do to lose weight and get fit.
In his trademark irreverent style, Fell offers a slow, steady and science-based approach to improving health that will motivate and inspire readers. He
explains the critical role of exercise in adopting healthy eating behaviours, and provides a step-by-step road map for integrating exercise and making dietary
changes. Through the Virtuous Cycle, a leveled eating and exercise program, Fell shows you how to gradually transform your health, the way your body
performs, and the way you look.
With its big-picture approach to lifestyle planning, and its insistence that there are no quick fixes or miracle cures,Lose It Rightwill appeal to readers who
suspect the tortoise was right: slow and steady really does win the race.

 Louvre Abu Dhabi
Birth of a Museum
by  Laurence Des Cars

ISBN: 9782080201669
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 320
Price: $65.00

No Description
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 Love Life

by  Rob Lowe

ISBN: 9781451685718
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

ROB LOWE IS BACK WITH STORIES HE ONLY TELLS HIS BEST FRIENDS. When Rob Lowe's first book was published in 2011, he received the
kind of rapturous reviews that writers dream of and rocketed to the top of the bestseller list. Now, in Love Life, he expands his scope, using stories and
observations from his life in a poignant and humorous series of true tales about men and women, art and commerce, fathers and sons, addiction and recovery,
and sex and love. In Love Life, you will find stories about: o KISSING UNEXPECTEDLY o THE SECRETS THEY DON'T TEACH YOU IN ACTING
SCHOOL o HIS GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GREAT GRANDFATHER'S ROLE IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION o PARKS AND
RECREATION, BEHIND THE CANDELABRA, AND CALIFORNICATION o TRYING TO COACH A KIDS' BASKETBALL TEAM DOMINATED
BY HELICOPTER PARENTS o THE HOT TUB AT THE PLAYBOY MANSION o STARRING IN AND PRODUCING A FLOP TV SERIES o
CAMPING AT SEA WORLD o PLAYING SAXOPHONE FOR PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON o THE FIRST JOURNEY TO COLLEGE WITH HIS SON
o WARREN BEATTY o THE BENEFITS OF MARRIAGE  Throughout this entertaining book, you will find yourself in the presence of a master raconteur,
a multi-talented performer whose love for life is as intriguing as his love life.

 The Lucky Santangelo Cookbook
by  Jackie Collins

ISBN: 9781250014658
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 176
Price: $31.99

Bold, wildly beautiful, and totally her own woman, Lucky Santangelo  needs no introduction. The sizzling, glamorous,  sometimes dangerous daughter of
former gangster Gino, Lucky is  the most popular character in Jackie Collins's wild world of lust, intrigue, violence, and redemption. A true Italian/American
woman of the world, Lucky likes to shake it up in the kitchen-from traditional Italian dishes to sumptuous desserts, and crazy cocktails. The Lucky
Santangelo Cookbook features the kind of bold and audacious flavors that characterize Lucky herself. From zesty meatballs to sweet and spicy spare ribs,
this book is packed with recipes suitable for everything from big family dinners to lavish cocktail parties to romantic dinners for two. The Lucky Santangelo
Cookbook is certain to broaden any home cook's repertoire in new and excitingly delicious  directions.Fully illustrated and peppered throughout with fun and
delightfully provocative scenes written just for this book, readers will enjoy seeing Lucky-and Jackie-in action. So-if you want a little taste of Lucky
Santangelo in your life-get into the kitchen and start getting Lucky!
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 Merger Of The Century

by Diane Francis

ISBN: 9781554688753
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 416
Price: $32.99

No two nations in the world are as integrated, economically and socially, as are the United States and Canada. We share geography, values and the largest
unprotected border in the world. Regardless of this close friendship, our two countries are on a slow-motion collision course--with each other and with the
rest of the world. While we wrestle with internal political gridlock and fiscal challenges and clash over border problems, the economies of the larger world
change and flourish. Emerging economies sailed through the financial meltdown of 2008. The International Monetary Fund forecasts that by 2018, China's
economy will be bigger than that of the United States; when combined with India, Japan and the four Asian Tigers--South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and
Hong Kong--China's economy will be bigger than that of the G8 (minus Japan).
Rather than continuing on this road to mutual decline, our two nations should chart a new course. Bestselling author Diane Francis proposes a simple and
obvious solution: What if the United States and Canada merged into one country? The most audacious initiative since the Louisiana Purchase would solve
the biggest problems each country expects to face: the U.S.'s national security threats and declining living standards; and Canada's difficulty controlling and
developing its huge landmass, stemming from a lack of capital, workers, technology and military might. Merger of the Century builds both a strong political
argument and a compelling business case, treating our two countries not only as sovereign entities but as merging companies. We stand on the cusp of a new
world order. Together, by marshaling resources and combining efforts, Canada and America have a greater chance of succeeding. As separate nations, the
future is in much greater doubt indeed.

 Metal Cats
by  Alexandra Crockett

ISBN: 9781576876770
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: powerHouse Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 176
Price: $12.00

Skulls and Siamese. Corpse paint and Persians. Baphomet, pentagrams, blood, and tabbies!
 
Metal Cats combines two amazing subjects:  the extreme personalities of the hardcore metal music scene and their  adorable kitties. These incredibly cute
and fluffy felines have been  photographed with their loving owners in and around the dark abodes of  musicians, fans, and promoters of metal including
members of the bands  Black Goat, Thrones, Isis, Lightning Swords of Death, Book of Black  Earth, Skarp, Harassor, Akimbo, Aldebaran, Atriarch, Oak,
Ghoul,  Ludicra, Holy Grail, Xasthur, Cattle Decapitation, Murder Construct,  Exhumed, Morbid Angel, Municipal Waste, Skeletonwitch, Gypsyhawk, 
Nausea, Phobia, and Napalm Death.
 
Metal isn't all dark and disturbing, violent and misanthropic. Metal Cats is proof that while the music may be brutal, the people in the scene are softies for
their pets just like you and me...
 
A portion of the proceeds from this book and a series of  benefit shows held along the West Coast will go towards one no-kill  shelter in each of the four
main cities visited.
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   Nonfiction
 The Mind's Eye

The Art of Omni
by  Jeremy Frommer,  Jane Homlish,  Ben Bova

ISBN: 9781576876862
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: powerHouse Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 180
Price: $60.00

Omni was a jewel among popular science magazines of its era (1978-1998). Science Digest, Science News, Scientific America, and Discover may have all
been selling well to armchair scientists, but Omni masterfully blended cutting edge science news and science fiction,  flashy graphic design, a touch of sex,
and the images of a generation of  artists completely free and unburdened by the disciplines of the  masters. Created by the legendary Bob Guccione, better
known for  founding Penthouse than perhaps any of the other facets of his  inspired career in business, art, and literature, Guccione handpicked  the artists
and illustrators that contributed to the Omni legacy--they in turn created works ignited by passion and intellect, two of Guccione's principal ideals.

 The Mind's Eye: The Art of Omni is the very  first publication to celebrate in stunning detail the exceptional  science fiction imagery of this era in an
oversized format. The Mind's Eye contains 185 images from contributing Omni artists including John Berkey, Chris Moore, H.R. Giger, Rafal Olbinski, 
RallÃ©, Tsuneo Sanda, Hajime Sorayama, Robert McCall, and Colin Hay  among many more, along with quotes from artists, contributors, writers,  and
critics.

 Omni lived in a time well before the digital  revolution. The images you see on these pages have taken years to track  down and brought the editors in touch
with many esteemed artists,  amazing photographers and dusty storage lockers. Their quest is far from  over; you'll notice an almost decade-long gap in the
material, the  contents of which  ...

 Mindwise
How We Understand What Others Think, Believe, Feel, and Want
by  Nicholas Epley

ISBN: 9780307595911
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Miracles Now
108 Life-Changing Tools for Less Stress, More Flow, and Finding Your True Purpose
by  Gabrielle Bernstein

ISBN: 9781401944346
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 272
Price: $24.95

     Let's be real for a sec. Most of us don't have time for an hour of yoga or 30 minutes of meditation every day. We're overwhelmed as it is. Our spiritual
practice shouldn't add to that.       That's why I've handpicked 108 simple techniques to combat our most common problems-stress, burnout, frustration,
jealousy, resentment. The stuff we have to deal with on a daily basis. This book is designed so that you can achieve peace and experience  miracles now.      
Inspired by some of the greatest spiritual teachings, these practical, moment-to-moment tools will help you eliminate blocks and live with more ease. They're
powerful, life-changing meditations and principles, modernized and broken down into easy-to-digest techniques to fit your lifestyle.       Throughout the
book, I share principles from both  A Course in Miracles and Kundalini yoga and meditation. These tools can help you find your connection to your inner
strength. When you practice these techniques, fear will melt away, inspiration will spring up, and a sense of peace will set in.
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 Mister Owita's Guide to Gardening

How I Learned the Unexpected Joy of a Green Thumb and an Open Heart
by  Carol Wall

ISBN: 9780399157981
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 304
Price: $28.95

"In this profoundly moving memoir, Owita teaches Wall how to find grace amid heartbreak and to accept that beauty exists because it is fleeting--as in her
garden, as in life." --People, 4 stars
  
   "A perfect spring awakening." --Good Housekeeping
  
   A true story of a unique friendship between two people who had nothing--and ultimately everything--in common. 
   Carol Wall, a white woman living in a lily-white neighborhood in Middle America, was at a crossroads in her life. Her children were grown; she had
successfully overcome illness; her beloved parents were getting older. One day she notices a dark-skinned African man tending her neighbor's yard. His
name is Giles Owita. He bags groceries at the supermarket. He comes from Kenya. And he's very good at gardening.
      Before long Giles is transforming not only Carol's yard, but her life. Though they are seemingly quite different, a caring bond grows between them. But
they both hold long-buried secrets that, when revealed, will cement their friendship forever.   

 Mitterrand
A Study in Ambiguity
by  Philip Short

ISBN: 9781847920065
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2013-12-09
Pages: 704
Price: $35.00

No Description

 The Mob and the City
The Hidden History of How the Mafia Captured New York
by  C Alexander Hortis,  James B Jacobs

ISBN: 9781616149239
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 390
Price: $26.50

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Molly's Game

High Stakes, Hollywood's Elite, Hotshot Bankers, My Life in the World of Underground
Poker
by  Molly Bloom

ISBN: 9780062213075
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 304
Price: $34.99

Molly Bloom reveals how she built one of the most exclusive, high-stakes underground poker games in the world-a insider's story of excess and danger,
glamour and greed.Molly Bloom formed the most elite high-stakes poker game Hollywood had ever seen-she was its mistress, its lion tamer, its agent, and
its oxygen. Everyone wanted in, few were invited to the table.In the late 2000s, Molly Bloom, a 20-something petite brunette from Loveland Colorado, ran
the highest stakes, most exclusive poker game in existence. Hundreds of millions of dollars were won and lost at her table. Molly's game became the game
for those in the know-celebrities, business moguls, and millionaires. Molly staged her games in palatial suites with beautiful views and exquisite amenities.
She flew privately, dined at exquisite restaurants, hobnobbed with the heads of Hollywood studios, was courted by handsome leading men, and was privy to
the world's most delicious gossip, until it all came crashing down around her and she lost everything.Molly's Game is a behind the scenes look at Molly's
game, the life she created, the life she lost, and what she learned in the process.

 The MomShift
Women Share their Stories of Career Success After Having Children
by  Reva Seth

ISBN: 9780345812643
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

No Description

 Man on the Run
Paul McCartney in the 1970s
by  Tom Doyle

ISBN: 9780804179140
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 272
Price: $32.00

No Description

 Money
The Unauthorised Biography
by  Felix Martin

ISBN: 9780385678674
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Mother Nature Is Trying to Kill You

A Lively Tour Through the Dark Side of the Natural World
by  Dan Riskin

ISBN: 9781476707549
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 272
Price: $28.99

It may be a wonderful world, but as Dan Riskin (cohost of Discovery Canada's Daily Planet) explains, it's also a dangerous, disturbing, and disgusting one.
At every turn, it seems, living things are trying to eat us, poison us, use our bodies as their homes, or have us spread their eggs. In Mother Nature Is Trying to
Kill You, Riskin is our guide through the natural world at its most gloriously ruthless. Using the seven deadly sins as a road map, Riskin offers dozens of jaw-
dropping examples that illuminate how brutal nature can truly be. From slothful worms that hide in your body for up to thirty years to wrathful snails with
poisonous harpoons that can kill you in less than five minutes to lustful ducks that have orgasms faster than you can blink, these fascinating accounts reveal
the candid truth about "gentle" Mother Nature's true colors. Riskin's passion for the strange and his enthusiastic expertise bring Earth's most fascinating flora
and fauna into vivid focus. Through his adventures-- which include sliding on his back through a thick soup of bat guano just to get face-to-face with a
vampire bat, befriending a parasitic maggot that has taken root on his head, and coming to grips with having offspring of his own--Riskin makes unexpected
discoveries not just about the world all around us but also about the ways this brutal world has shaped us as humans and what our responsibilities are to this
terrible, wonderful planet we call home.

 The Mother Of All Baby Books 3rd Edition
by  Ann Douglas

ISBN: 9781443428873
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 464
Price: $19.99

The definitive and bestselling guides, revised and updated
With over 200,000 copies sold and now revised and redesigned, the "Mother of All" books are the manuals for those looking for real-world advice to help
them during all the stages of pregnancy, from conception to birth to your baby's first year and everything that can happen throughout! Ann Douglas
addresses the concerns that all parents have, including
timely reassurance from moms who have been there about the worries that may be keeping you up at night
the inside scoop on what labour is really like, plus tips on planning for the birth you want
the lowdown on your baby's development milestones
proven advice on coping with colic, diaper rash, nursing strikes and other common first-year challenges

 The Mother Of All Pregnancy Books 3rd Edition
by  Ann Douglas

ISBN: 9781443428897
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 464
Price: $19.99

The definitive and bestselling guides, revised and updated
With over 200,000 copies sold and now revised and redesigned, the "Mother of All" books are the manuals for those looking for real-world advice to help
them during all the stages of pregnancy, from conception to birth to your baby's first year and everything that can happen throughout! Ann Douglas
addresses the concerns that all parents have, including
timely reassurance from moms who have been there about the worries that may be keeping you up at night
the inside scoop on what labour is really like, plus tips on planning for the birth you want
the lowdown on your baby's development milestones
proven advice on coping with colic, diaper rash, nursing strikes and other common first-year challenges
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   Nonfiction
 Mother Of God

An Extraordinary Journey into the Uncharted Tributaries of the Western Amazon
by  Paul Rosolie

ISBN: 9780062259516
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

In the Madre de Dios ("Mother of God") region of Peru, where the Amazon River begins, the cloud forests of the Andes converge with the lowland Amazon
rainforest to create the most biodiverse place on the planet. In January 2006, Paul Rosolie, a restless eighteen-year-old hungry for adventure, embarked on a
journey to the western Amazon that would transform his life.
Venturing alone into the most inaccessible reaches of the jungle, he encountered massive snakes, isolated tribes, prowling jaguars, giant anteaters, poachers
trafficking in the black market of endangered species, and much more. He even discovered a new kind of ecosystem now known as a "floating forest." Yet
today the primordial depths of the Madre de Dios are in grave danger.
In Mother of God, this explorer and conservationist relives his amazing odyssey to the heart of the wildest place on earth. As he delved deeper into his search
for the secret Eden, spending extended periods in isolation, he found things he never imagined could exist. But as the legendary explorer Percy Fawcett
warned, "The few remaining unknown places of the world exact a price for their secrets."

 The Motivation Manifesto
7 Declarations to Claim Your Personal Power
by  Brendon Burchard

ISBN: 9781451667721
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Free Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Charge and The Millionaire Messenger comes the definitive statement on motivation for our troubled
times.

The Motivation Manifesto is a pulsing, articulate, ferocious call to claim our personal power. World-renowned high performance trainer Brendon Burchard
reveals that the main motive of mankind is the pursuit of greater Personal Freedom. We desire the grand liberties of choice--time freedom, emotional
freedom, social freedom, financial freedom. Only two enemies stand in our way: an external enemy, defined as the social oppression of who we are by the
mediocre masses, and an internal enemy, a sort of self-oppression caused by our own doubt and fear. The march to Personal Freedom, Burchard argues, can
only be won by declaring our intent and independence, stepping into our personal power, and battling through self-doubt and the distractions of the day until
full victory is won. Recalling the revolutionist voices of the past that chose freedom over tyranny, Burchard--at times poetic yet always fierce--motivates us
to free ourselves from fear and take back our lives once and for all.
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   Nonfiction
 My Journey

by  Olivia Chow

ISBN: 9781443428293
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-01-09
Pages: 340
Price: $29.99

Olivia Chow--Member of Parliament, seasoned politician and widow of former New Democratic Party leader Jack Layton--tells her story in this candid
memoir
What drives Olivia Chow? How did she emerge from a turbulent childhood to become an inspiring political force? What influences and events have shaped
her life? And how is she continuing her quest after losing her partner in life and politics?
When she was thirteen, Olivia's middle-class family moved from Hong Kong to Toronto, but the transition was difficult. Her mother went from having a
maid to being a maid. Her father failed to carve out a working life for himself in Canada--frustrated and bitter, he lashed out at Olivia's mother and violence
darkened their lives. A rebellious yet playful child, Olivia discovered self-discipline and became an excellent student in Canada, studying fine art and
philosophy at university. After graduating, Olivia worked for a time as a sculptor. Then, driven by a desire to achieve social change, the artist became an
activist, and she launched her political career.
As a popular and much-admired school trustee and Toronto city councillor--the first Asian woman in that role--Olivia honed a grassroots approach and
crafted progressive programs that enhanced the lives of others, especially children. Strong-willed, focused and passionate, Olivia got things done by bringing
together people from all parts of the political spectrum.
In the mid-1980s, Olivia met Jack Layton. Their dynamic partnership, unprecedented in Canadian political life, made a powerful impact in Toronto, and on
the national stage. Together, they forged a strong vision for a better country and for enlightened political change. But when her beloved partner and political
soulmate died in the summer of 2011, how did she find the streng ...

 My Life In Middlemarch
by Rebecca Mead

ISBN: 9780385676861
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 304
Price: $28.00

Rebecca Mead was a young woman in a coastal town of England when she first read George Eliot's Middlemarch. After gaining admission to Oxford, and
moving to the United States to become a journalist, through several love affairs and then marriage and family, Rebecca Mead reread Middlemarch. The
novel, which Virginia Woolf famously described as "one of the few English novels written for grown-up people," offered Mead something that modern life
and literature did not. 
     In this wise and revealing work of biography, reporting, and memoir, Rebecca Mead leads the reader into the life that her favorite book made for her, as
well as the many lives the novel has led since it was written. Employing a structure that perfectly mirrors that of the novel, My Life in Middlemarch takes the
themes of Eliot's novel and brings them into the world. Offering both a fascinating reading of Eliot's biography and an uncanny portrait of the ways in which
Mead's life echoes that of the author herself, My Life in Middlemarch is a book for who wonders about the power of literature to shape our lives.
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   Nonfiction
 My Life With Jesus

A Pilgrimage
by  James Martin

ISBN: 9780062024237
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 352
Price: $34.99

A gifted storyteller and spiritual director, Father James Martin, SJ, invites readers to experience the stories of the Gospels in a completely new, vivid, and
exciting way to gain a deeper understanding of Jesus. Moving sequentially through the Gospels, considering not only familiar passages but also the "hidden
life" of Jesus, the book offers a bold retelling of the life of Christ, faithful to the Christian tradition, while meditating on parts of the narrative that have often
escaped notice. 
Martin provides personal stories from his own life, the most up-to-date biblical scholarship, and powerful anecdotes from beloved spiritual teachers, and
brings the reader along on his own real-life travels through the Holy Land. 
Combining the fascinating insights of historical Jesus studies with profound spiritual reflections about the Christ of faith, Martin re-creates the world of first-
century Galilee and Judea to usher us into Jesus's life and times and reveal how Jesus speaks to us today. Jesus: A Pilgrimage is an invitation to know Jesus
as Father Martin knows him: Messiah and Savior, as well as friend and brother.

 My Paris Kitchen
Recipes and Stories
by  David Lebovitz

ISBN: 9781607742678
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ten Speed Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 352
Price: $41.00

No Description

 My Salinger Year
by  Joanna Rakoff

ISBN: 9780307958006
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 272
Price: $28.95

Poignant, keenly observed, and irresistible: a memoir about literary New York in the late '90s, a pre-digital world on the cusp of vanishing, where a young
woman finds herself swept into one of the last great stories and entangled with one of the last great figures of the century.

At 23, after leaving graduate school to pursue her dreams of becoming a poet, Joanna Rakoff moves to New York City and takes a job as assistant to the
storied literary agent of J. D. Salinger. She spends her days in the plush, wood-paneled agency, where Dictaphones and typewriters still prevail and old-time
agents doze at their desks in the late afternoon, and at night she goes home to the tiny, threadbare Williamsburg apartment she shares with her socialist
boyfriend. Precariously balanced between glamour and poverty, surrounded by titanic personalities, and struggling to trust her own artistic talent, Joanna is
tasked with responding to Salinger's voluminous fan mail. But as she reads the deeply candid letters from his fans, she finds herself abandoning the agency's
form letter and writing her own responses. Over the course of the year, she finds her own voice by acting as Salinger's, on her own dangerous and wonderful
terms.

Joanna Rakoff paints a vibrant portrait of a bright, hungry young woman moving through a heady and much-longed for world, trying to square romantic
aspirations with burgeoning self-awareness, the idea of a life with life itself. My Salinger Year is a graceful, deeply moving literary fairytale and the coming-
of-age story of a talented young writer.
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   Nonfiction
 My War Diary 1914-1918

by  Ethel M Bilbrough

ISBN: 9780091951115
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 240
Price: $26.99

No Description

 The Mystery of Princess Louise
Queen Victoria's Rebellious Daughter
by  Lucinda Hawksley

ISBN: 9780701183493
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2013-12-09
Pages: 320
Price: $39.95

No Description

 National Geographic Complete Guide to Natural Home Remedies
1,025 Easy Ways to Live Longer, Feel Better, and Enrich Your Life
by  Geographic National,  Joe Graedon,  Terry Graedon

ISBN: 9781426212604
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 384
Price: $28.00

No Description

 National Geographic Pocket Guide to Rocks and Minerals of North America
by  Sarah Garlick

ISBN: 9781426212826
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 184
Price: $15.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 National Geographic Pocket Guide to Wildflowers of North America

by  Catherine Herbert Howell

ISBN: 9781426212819
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 184
Price: $15.95

No Description

 New Complete Guide To Beekeeping
by Roger Morse

ISBN: 9780881503159
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 208
Price: $21.00

A classic text from one of the world's experts on bees.

 New England Diner Cookbook, The
by  Mike Urban

ISBN: 9781581571790
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 224
Price: $21.00

No Description

 The News
A User's Manual
by  Alain De Botton

ISBN: 9780771027673
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 272
Price: $24.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction

 The Night Sky, Updated and Expanded Edition
Soul and Cosmos: The Physics and Metaphysics of the Stars and Planets
by  Richard Grossinger

ISBN: 9781583947104
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 624
Price: $35.00
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   Nonfiction

No Description

 The Nile
A Journey Downriver Through Egypt's Past and Present
by  Toby Wilkinson

ISBN: 9780385351553
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

No Description

 North Of Normal
by  Cea Sunrise Person

ISBN: 9781443424387
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 256
Price: $22.99

Sex, drugs and . . . bug stew? An utterly compelling tale of survival--of nature, family and genetics
In the late 1960s, riding the crest of the counterculture movement, Cea's family left a comfortable existence in California to live off the land in northern
Alberta. But unlike most commune dwellers of the time, the Persons weren't trying to build a new society--they wanted to escape civilization altogether. Led
by Cea's grandfather Dick, they lived in a canvas Teepee, grew pot, and hunted and gathered to survive.
Living out her grandparents' dream with her teenage mother, Michelle, young Cea knew little of the world beyond her forest. She spent her summers playing
nude in the meadow and her winters snowshoeing behind the grandfather she idolized. Despite fierce storms, food shortages and the occasional drug-and-sex-
infused party for visitors, it was a happy existence. For Michelle, however, there was one crucial element missing: a man. When Cea was five, Michelle took
her on the road with a new boyfriend. As the trio set upon a series of ill-fated adventures, Cea began to question both her highly unusual world and the
hedonistic woman at the centre of it--questions that eventually evolved into an all-consuming search for a more normal life. Finally, in her early teens, Cea
realized she would have to make a choice as drastic as the one her grandparents once had made in order to get the life she craved.
From nature child to international model by the age of thirteen, Cea's astonishing saga is one of long-held family secrets and extreme family dysfunction, all
in an incredibly unusual setting. It is also the story of one girl's deep-seated desire for normality--a desire that enabled her to risk everything, overcome
adversity and achieve her dreams.
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 North Of Normal

by  Cea Sunrise Person

ISBN: 9781443424370
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 256
Price: $32.99

Sex, drugs and . . . bug stew? An utterly compelling tale of survival--of nature, family and genetics
In the late 1960s, riding the crest of the counterculture movement, Cea's family left a comfortable existence in California to live off the land in northern
Alberta. But unlike most commune dwellers of the time, the Persons weren't trying to build a new society--they wanted to escape civilization altogether. Led
by Cea's grandfather Dick, they lived in a canvas Teepee, grew pot, and hunted and gathered to survive.
Living out her grandparents' dream with her teenage mother, Michelle, young Cea knew little of the world beyond her forest. She spent her summers playing
nude in the meadow and her winters snowshoeing behind the grandfather she idolized. Despite fierce storms, food shortages and the occasional drug-and-sex-
infused party for visitors, it was a happy existence. For Michelle, however, there was one crucial element missing: a man. When Cea was five, Michelle took
her on the road with a new boyfriend. As the trio set upon a series of ill-fated adventures, Cea began to question both her highly unusual world and the
hedonistic woman at the centre of it--questions that eventually evolved into an all-consuming search for a more normal life. Finally, in her early teens, Cea
realized she would have to make a choice as drastic as the one her grandparents once had made in order to get the life she craved.
From nature child to international model by the age of thirteen, Cea's astonishing saga is one of long-held family secrets and extreme family dysfunction, all
in an incredibly unusual setting. It is also the story of one girl's deep-seated desire for normality--a desire that enabled her to risk everything, overcome
adversity and achieve her dreams.

 Not I
Memoirs of a German Childhood
by  Joachim C Fest

ISBN: 9781590516102
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Other Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 464
Price: $19.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Nothing

Surprising Insights Everywhere from Zero to Oblivion

ISBN: 9781615192052
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Experiment
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $22.95

Incredible discoveries from the fringes of the universe to the inner workings of our minds--all from nothing!

It turns out that almost nothing is as curious--or as enlightening--as, well, nothing. What is nothingness? Where can it be found? The writers of the world's
top-selling science magazine investigate--from the big bang, dark energy, and the void to superconductors, vestigial organs, hypnosis, and the placebo
effect--and discover that understanding nothing may be the key to understanding everything:

What came before the big bang, and will our universe end?
How might cooling matter down almost to absolute zero help solve our energy crisis?
How can someone suffer from a false diagnosis as though it were true?
Does nothingness even exist? Recent experiments suggest that squeezing a perfect vacuum somehow creates light.
Why is it unfair to accuse sloths--animals who do nothing--of being lazy? And more!

Contributors Paul Davies, Jo Marchant, and Ian Stewart, along with two former editors of Nature and 16 other leading writers and scientists, marshal up-to-
the-minute research to make one of the most perplexing realms in science dazzlingly clear. Prepare to be amazed at how much more there is to nothing than
you ever realized.

 The Nutrition Twins' Veggie Cure
Expert Advice and Tantalizing Recipes for Health, Energy, and Beauty
by  Tammy Lakatos Shames,  Lyssie Lakatos

ISBN: 9780762784769
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: skirt!
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 264
Price: $24.95

Get started on the path to a happier and healthier and more energetic you! In this book the Nutrition Twins, both registered dietitian nutritionists, reveal
which vegetables help specific health and beauty problems, and provide more than 100 delicious and nutritious recipes to put this "cure" into action on your
plate. Each chapter starts with a goal--more energy, stronger bones, younger-looking skin, improved mood, flatter stomach, etc. In clear, conversational
language the authors lay out what veggies will help you to succeed in reaching your goal, why they work, and how to reap their benefits via the delicious
recipes available just pages away.    
With the advent of the USDA's new plate graphic (half the plate being fruits and vegetables) supplanting the tired old pyramid, everyone is being urged to
eat substantially more vegetables. With this accessible book, readers will be motivated to tailor their menus to their own needs, while at the same time
discovering a variety of delicious, easy veggie recipes that their whole family will enjoy--and benefit from. Includes an easy-to-follow menu plan for a
10-day Jumpstart to Health and Weight Loss.
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   Nonfiction
 Off Speed

Baseball, Pitching, and the Art of Deception
by  Terry Mcdermott

ISBN: 9780307379429
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 240
Price: $28.95

A wonderfully informative, exuberant, and entertaining book that explores the evolution and history of baseball pitching through the story of one "perfect"
game.
  
 Tracing the evolution of pitching and the pitcher's art of deception, Terry McDermott tells the fascinating story of baseball's 150-year hunt for the perfect
pitch. Using the framework of a single game (9 chapters, 9 innings, 9 pitches),  he explores the history of every type of pitch, combining the folk wisdom of
the players with the enormous wealth of new data brought to the sport by the growing legion of statisticians who are transforming many of the sport's once
sacred beliefs. As a lifelong baseball fan, McDermott approaches his subject with the love every fan brings to the park plus the expertise of a probing
journalist, exploring with irrepressible enthusiasm and curiosity both the science and the romance of the game.

 Olivier
by  Philip Ziegler

ISBN: 9781623650421
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 352
Price: $35.00

No Description

 One Way Out
The Inside History of the Allman Brothers Band
by  Alan Paul,  Butch Trucks, Jaimoe

ISBN: 9781250040497
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-18
Pages: 464
Price: $34.50

Now an instant  New York Times  bestseller, One Way Out  is the powerful biography of The Allman Brothers Band, an oral history written with the band's
participation and filled with original, never-before-published interviews as well as personal letters and correspondence. This is the most in-depth look at a
legendary American rock band that has meant so much to so many for so long. For twenty-five years, Alan Paul has covered and written about The Allman
Brothers Band, conducting hundreds of interviews, riding the buses with them, attending rehearsals and countless shows. He has interviewed every living
band member for this book as well as managers, roadies, and contemporaries, including: Gregg Allman, Dickey Betts, Jaimoe, Butch Trucks, Warren
Haynes, Derek Trucks, Oteil Burbridge, the late Allen Woody, Jimmy Herring, Eric Clapton, Bob Weir, and many others.Tracking the band's career from
their 1969 formation to today, One Way Out  is filled with musical and cultural insights, riveting tales of sometimes violent personality conflicts and
betrayals, drug and alcohol use, murder allegations and exoneration, tragic early deaths, road stories, and much more, including the most in-depth look at the
acrimonious 2000 parting with founding guitarist Dickey Betts and behind-the-scenes information on the recording of At Fillmore East, Layla, Eat A Peach,
Brothers and Sisters, and other classic albums.
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 Opening Heaven's Door

What the Dying May be Trying to Tell Us About Where They're Going
by  Patricia Pearson

ISBN: 9780307360137
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

From the award-winning, groundbreaking author of A Brief History of Anxiety...Yours and Mine comes a touching, exhilarating, challenging exploration of
the inexplicable gleamings of another world many of us experience, in life, in grief, and near death. 

Sparked by extraordinary experiences that occurred in her family when her father and her sister both died in 2008, Patricia Pearson was launched on a
journey of investigation into what she calls "a curious sort of modern underground--a world beneath the secular world, inhabited by ordinary human beings
having extraordinary experiences that they aren't, on the whole, willing to disclose." Roughly half the bereaved population, about 20% of those near death
who recover, and an unreported number of the dying witness or experience a sensed presence, the mystery of near-death awareness, and, if they are not in
horrible pain or medicated into unconsciousness, rationally inexplicable feelings of transcendence and grace as they depart on the journey from which none
of us return. 

Pearson brings us effortlessly into her illuminating quest for answers, inspiring us to own up to experiences we may never have shared with anyone. Secular
or religious, all of us wonder deeply about these things if we let ourselves, and also about the medical, social and psychological implications of
understanding what it means to pass through heaven's door.

 Operation Paperclip
The Secret Intelligence Program that Brought Nazi Scientists to America
by Annie Jacobsen

ISBN: 9780316221047
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 592
Price: $33.00

The explosive story of America's secret post-WWII science programs, from the author of the New York Times bestseller Area 51

In the chaos following World War II, the U.S. government faced many difficult decisions, including what to do with the Third Reich's scientific minds.
These were the brains behind the Nazis' once-indomitable war machine. So began Operation Paperclip, a decades-long, covert project to bring Hitler's
scientists and their families to the United States.

Many of these men were accused of war crimes, and others had stood trial at Nuremberg; one was convicted of mass murder and slavery. They were also
directly responsible for major advances in rocketry, medical treatments, and the U.S. space program. Was Operation Paperclip a moral outrage, or did it help
America win the Cold War?

Drawing on exclusive interviews with dozens of Paperclip family members, colleagues, and interrogators, and with access to German archival documents
(including previously unseen papers made available by direct descendants of the Third Reich's ranking members), files obtained through the Freedom of
Information Act, and dossiers discovered in government archives and at Harvard University, Annie Jacobsen follows more than a dozen German scientists
through their postwar lives and into a startling, complex, nefarious, and jealously guarded government secret of the twentieth century.

In th ...
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   Nonfiction
 Overwhelmed

by  Brigid Schulte

ISBN: 9781443410182
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-02-28
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

Can working parents ever find true leisure time?
According to the Leisure Studies Department at the University of Iowa, true leisure is "that place in which we realize our humanity." If that's true, argues
Brigid Schulte, then we're doing dangerously little realizing of our humanity. In Overwhelmed, Schulte, a staff writer for The Washington Post, asks: Are our
brains, our partners, our culture and our bosses making it impossible for us to experience anything but "contaminated time"?
Schulte first asked this question in a 2010 feature for The Washington Post Magazine: "How did researchers compile this statistic that said we were rolling in
leisure--over four hours a day? Did any of us feel that we actually had downtime? Was there anything useful in their research--anything we could do?"
Overwhelmed is a map of the stresses that have ripped our leisure to shreds, and a look at how to put the pieces back together. Schulte speaks to
neuroscientists, sociologists and hundreds of working parents to tease out the factors contributing to our collective sense of being overwhelmed, seeking
insights, answers and inspiration. She investigates progressive offices that are trying to invent a new kind of workplace; she travels across Europe to get a
sense of how other countries accommodate working parents; she finds younger couples who claim to have figured out an ideal division of chores, childcare
and meaningful paid work. Overwhelmed is the story of what she found out.

 Own It!
Be The Boss Of Your Life---at Home And In The Workplace
by  Tabatha Coffey

ISBN: 9780062251008
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 240
Price: $32.99

From the straight-shooting breakout BRAVO star of Tabatha Takes Over and author of It's Not Really About the Hair, comes a new book sharing her secrets
of business success in her trademark no-nonsense styleWith her characteristic sound advice and savvy expertise, the perfectly coiffed businesswoman and
reality TV personality Tabatha Coffey is back, with a second book teaching readers that the secret of success is taking charge of their own future. Part small
business advice, part self-help, the book, based on her successful reality show Tabatha Takes Over, in which she overhauls failing businesses, will help
readers who are trying to re-imagine their careers, hoping to start over, or just getting started.Sharing her blunt but rational wisdom, Tabatha gives tips in
areas like entrepreneurship, customer service, management, and women in business. Filled with stories about real people who have faced challenging
transitions along with her own experiences, Tabatha breathes more into this book than her unflinching honesty: she shares her understanding of readers'
passions and her never-say-never-attitude when it comes to making sure they can achieve them. Own It! is equal parts funny, shocking, and inspirational.

 Pacific Crest Trail, The
by  Karen Berger,  Daniel R Smith

ISBN: 9781581572124
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 320
Price: $21.00

No Description
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 The Paleo Foodie Cookbook

120 Food Lover's Recipes for Healthy, Gluten-Free, Grain-Free and Delicious Meals
by  Arsy Vartanian,  Amy Kubal,  Chris Kresser

ISBN: 9781624140488
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Page Street Pub
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

No Description

 The Paleoart of Julius Csotonyi
by  Julius Csotonyi

ISBN: 9781781169124
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Titan
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 156
Price: $39.95

No Description

 A People's History of Scotland
by  Chris Bambery

ISBN: 9781781682845
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Verso Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 320
Price: $23.95

No Description
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 The Perfect Theory

A Century of Geniuses and the Battle over General Relativity
by Pedro G. Ferreira

ISBN: 9780547554891
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 304
Price: $36.00

How did one elegant theory incite a scientific revolution?  
  Physicists have been exploring, debating, and questioning the general theory of relativity ever since Albert Einstein first presented it in 1915. Their work
has uncovered a number of the universe's more surprising secrets, and many believe further wonders remain hidden within the theory's tangle of equations,
waiting to be exposed. In this sweeping narrative of science and culture, astrophysicist Pedro Ferreira brings general relativity to life through the story of the
brilliant physicists, mathematicians, and astronomers who have taken up its challenge. For these scientists, the theory has been both a treasure trove and an
enigma, fueling a century of intellectual struggle and triumph..
 
  Einstein's theory, which explains the relationships among gravity, space, and time, is possibly the most perfect intellectual achievement of modern physics,
yet studying it has always been a controversial endeavor. Relativists were the target of persecution in Hitler's Germany, hounded in Stalin's Russia, and
disdained in 1950s America. Even today, PhD students are warned that specializing in general relativity will make them unemployable.
 
  Despite these pitfalls, general relativity has flourished, delivering key insights into our understanding of the origin of time and the evolution of all the stars
and galaxies in the cosmos. Its adherents have revealed what lies at the farthest reaches of the universe, shed light on the smallest scales of existence, and
explained how the fabric of reality emerges. Dark matter, dark energy, black holes, and string theory are all progeny of Einstein's theory.
 
  We are in the midst of a momentous transformation in modern ...

 The Periodic Table
A Visual Guide to the Elements
by  Paul Parsons

ISBN: 9781623651107
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 224
Price: $14.95

No Description

 Persona Non Grata
The Death of Free Speech in the Internet Age
by  Tom Flanagan

ISBN: 9780771030536
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 256
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 The Philosophy Of Praxis

Marx, Lukacs And The Frankfurt School
by  Andrew Feenberg

ISBN: 9781781681725
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Verso Books
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 304
Price: $35.00

No Description

 A Philosophy of Walking
by  Frederic Gros,  John Howe

ISBN: 9781781682708
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Verso Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 288
Price: $28.95

No Description

 Plant This Instead
Better Plant Choices - Prettier - Hardier - Blooms Longer - New Colors - Less Work -
Drought-Tolerant - Native
by Troy B. Marden

ISBN: 9781591865766
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Cool Springs Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-01
Pages: 192
Price: $27.99

Beautiful gardens are generally thought to be true labors of love, often demanding hours of tedious routine maintenance. Planting requirements can be
daunting, and finding the time to successfully cultivate a home garden is a tall order for most of us--constant watering, debris removal, and tiresome pruning
are not at the top of our wish lists. Luckily, it doesn't have to be this way: a carefully selected plant variety can give you all the enjoyment and curb appeal of
a gorgeous, painstakingly tended garden with none of the wrist pain. Plant This Instead! tips you off to 75 lesser-known plant types that will thrive naturally
in various microclimates, depending on where you live in the United States--featuring native and non-invasive plants, hardy alternatives to less sturdy
species, new introductions, repeat bloomers, and other helpful varieties. Renowned garden designer and photographer Troy B. Marden offers clear-cut, side-
by-side comparisons of these superior plant choices to the more common, fussier kinds. He incorporates original photography and identifies regionally
appropriate selections, demonstrating which climates are friendly to which plants and ensuring that no matter your location, you'll be able to capitalize on his
expert advice. Most importantly, Marden alerts you to some of gardening's most harmful misconceptions, explaining why you shouldn't copy professional
landscapers and how placing a ten-dollar plant in the wrong place could cost you thousands of dollars. Planting a beautiful garden shouldn't be a chore--and
with Plant This Instead!, it won't be.
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 Plato at the Googleplex
Why Philosophy Won't Go Away
by  Rebecca Goldstein

ISBN: 9780307378194
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 480
Price: $35.00
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No Description

 Please Be with Me
A Song for My Father, Duane Allman
by  Galadrielle Allman

ISBN: 9781400068944
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 400
Price: $34.00

No Description

 The Pope and Mussolini
The Secret History of Pius XI and the Rise of Fascism in Europe
by  David I Kertzer

ISBN: 9780812993462
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 592
Price: $38.00

No Description

 The Popularity Book
Vintage Advice and Wisdom from The Greatest Generation
by  Arthur Murray

ISBN: 9781908402769
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 128
Price: $11.95

No Description

 The Porcelain Thief
by  Huan Hsu

ISBN: 9780307986306
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

No Description
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 The Power of Forgetting

Six Essential Skills to Clear Out Brain Clutter and Become the Sharpest, Smartest You
by  Mike Byster

ISBN: 9780307985873
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 368
Price: $18.00

An uncommon guide for accomplishing more every day by engaging the unique skill of forgetting, from the creator of the award-winning memory training
system Brainetics

Is it possible that the answer to becoming a more efficient and effective thinker is learning how to forget? Yes! Mike Byster will show you how mastering
this extraordinary technique--forgetting unnecessary information, sifting through brain clutter, and focusing on only important nuggets of data--will change
the quality of your work and life balance forever.

Using the six tools in The Power of Forgetting, you'll learn how to be a more agile thinker and productive individual. You will overcome the staggering
volume of daily distractions that lead to to brain fog, an inability to concentrate, lack of creativity, stress, anxiety, nervousness, angst, worry, dread, and even
depression. By training your brain with Byster's exclusive quizzes and games, you'll develop the critical skills to become more successful in all that you do,
each and every day.

 Powers Of Two
Finding the Essence of Innovation in Creative Pairs
by Joshua Wolf Shenk

ISBN: 9780544031593
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 336
Price: $36.00

Recently writers like Malcolm Gladwell, Steven Johnson, and Clay Shirky have sought to explain creativity as the work of lucky, hardworking people or the
result of certain qualities of a particular environment or group of people. Joshua Wolf Shenk shows how such notions, as appealing as they are, miss the
essence of creativity, which is generated by people working in pairs.  From John Lennon and Paul McCartney to Pierre and Marie Curie to Steve Jobs and
Steve Wozniak, Shenk portrays many of history's most iconic creative duos, drawing on new scientific research and building an argument that will reshape
our view of the individual, relationships, and society itself. Along the way, he reveals how pairs begin to talk, think, and even look like each other; how the
most successful ones thrive on conflict; why they break up; and more. He also marshals new research that suggests how deeply the notion of pairing
influences our psyches: even when we're alone, we're collaborating with the voice inside our head. At once intuitive and deeply surprising, Powers of Two is
mind-blowing.
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 The PrayFit Diet

The Revolutionary, Faith-Based Plan to Balance Your Plate and Shed Weight
by  Jimmy Pena,  Eric Velasquez,  Dana Angelo White

ISBN: 9781476714721
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $28.99

HARNESS YOUR FAITH TO TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE Jimmy PeÃ±a, one of the nation's most sought-after fitness experts, has been trusted by the
most prominent names in the entertainment industry, including Tyler Perry, Mario Lopez, and LL Cool J, to help them look and feel their best. His highest
calling, however, is transforming the bodies and souls of people all over the country through his powerful combination of faith and fitness called PrayFit. In
The PrayFit Diet, PeÃ±a offers an easy, effective program--including shopping lists, daily menus, and simple, delicious recipes--to help you lose up to 20
pounds in 33 days. A healthy body, he explains, is not about restriction of either calories or food groups. Instead, it's all about eating in equilibrium--a perfect
33% macronutrient balance of carbs, protein, and fat every day, which will allow you to make dramatic changes to your health and your waistline. The
balanced approach of The PrayFit Diet is not only inspired by biblical principles, but it's also supported by today's cutting-edge science, and PeÃ±a gives
you a plan to shed weight fast and the motivation to keep it off for a lifetime. In The PrayFit Diet, PeÃ±a shows us how faith is the most powerful tool we
have to conquer all of life's obstacles, and that includes our health. More importantly, God wants you to be at your best, physically and spiritually. By
combining perfectly proportioned meals with biblically based motivation, The PrayFit Diet will give you all the tools you need to live a life that will both
inspire you and honor the Lord.

 Prison Baby
A Memoir
by  Deborah Jiang Stein

ISBN: 9780807098103
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 176
Price: $16.00

No Description
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 The Psychopath Whisperer

The Science of Those Without Conscience
by  Kent A Phd Kiehl

ISBN: 9780770435844
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

A compelling journey into the science and behavior of psychopaths, written by the leading scientist in the field of criminal psychopathy.

We know of psychopaths from chilling headlines and stories in the news and movies--from Ted Bundy and John Wayne Gacy, to Hannibal Lecter and
Dexter Morgan. As Dr. Kent Kiehl shows, psychopaths can be identified by a checklist of symptoms that includes pathological lying; lack of empathy, guilt,
and remorse; grandiose sense of self-worth; manipulation; and failure to accept one's actions. But why do psychopaths behave the way they do? Is it the
result of their environment-- how they were raised--or is there a genetic component to their lack of conscience? 

 This is the question Kiehl, a protÃ©gÃ© of famed psychopath researcher Dr. Robert Hare, was determined to answer as he began his career twenty years
ago. To aid in his quest to unravel the psychopathic mind, Kiehl created the first mobile functional MRI scanner to study psychopaths in prison populations.
The brains of more than five hundred psychopaths and three thousand other offenders have been scanned by Kiehl's laboratory--the world's largest forensic
neuroscience repository of its kind. Over the course of The Psychopath Whisperer, we follow the scientific bread crumbs that Kiehl uncovered to show that
the key brain structures that correspond with emotional engagement and reactions are diminished in psychopaths, offering new clues to how to predict and
treat the disorder. 

 In The Psychopath Whisperer, Kiehl describes in fascinating detail his years working with psych ...

 Questions for the Dalai Lama
Answers on Love, Success, Happiness, & the Meaning of Life
by  Dede Cummings,  Travis Hellstrom

ISBN: 9781578264971
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Little Book. Big Idea.
Publisher: Hatherleigh Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 112
Price: $15.50

For centuries, millions upon millions of people have sought out the wisdom of the Dalai Lama. Tenzin Gyatso, the current and XIV Dalai Lama, has traveled
the world, spreading his personal doctrine of compassion and understanding. His sage words resonate with all who hear him speak, encompassing topics as
grand as world peace, and as simple as learning to love ourselves. 
  
 Presented in a clear, elegant format, Questions for the Dalai Lama poses universal questions, giving answers from the Dalai Lama himself, assembled from
quotes, articles, speeches, and written works directly attributed to His Holiness. Organized into several themes, Questions for the Dalai Lama touches on
themes ranging from love, to tragedy, to compassion and happiness.
  
 Drawing on the enduring words of the His Holiness, this inspirational book makes a wonderful gift for anyone seeking greater personal happiness and a life
informed by compassion and wisdom. Organized into sections and built around a simple, informal question and answer format, Questions for the Dalai Lama
is easy to understand, and easy to share with friends and loved ones.
  
 "The more you are motivated by love, the more fearless and free your actions will be."
  --XIV Dalai Lama
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 Radical Remission

Surviving Cancer Against All Odds
by  Kelly A Turner

ISBN: 9780062268754
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 288
Price: $31.99

Discover the nine keys that can unlock your pathway to dramatic healing.
Kelly Turner, Ph.D., a researcher and psychotherapist who specializes in integrative oncology, gives the reader the results of her research on over a thousand
cases of Radical Remission--people who have defied a serious or even terminal cancer diagnosis with a complete reversal of the disease. The results of this
study, which focused on seventy-five factors, include astounding insights of the nine key factors that Dr. Turner found among nearly every Radical
Remission survivor she has studied and an explanation of how the reader can put these practices to work in his or her own life.
Every chapter of Radical Remission includes dramatic stories of survivors' journeys back to wellness. The realization that the possibilities for healing are
more abundant than we had previously known gives people concrete ways to defy the overwhelming prognosis of terminal cancer. This is a book for those
who are in the midst of receiving conventional cancer treatment, who are looking for other options because that treatment has done all that it can, or who
seemingly have no options left but still feel that the future holds the possibility of hope.
Kelly Turner's Radical Remission shows that it is possible to triumph over cancer, even in situations that seem hopeless. Encompassing diet, stress,
emotions, spirituality, and other factors that profoundly affect our health and well-being, Turner's discussion of how our choices can cause the seemingly
miraculous to happen will open your eyes to what is possible when it comes to lasting healing.

 Rawlicious at Home
More Than 100 Raw, Vegan and Gluten-free Recipes to Make You Feel Great
by  Angus Crawford,  Chelsea Clark

ISBN: 9780449016183
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-06-17
Pages: 208
Price: $29.95

No Description

 Rawsome Vegan Baking
An Un-Cookbook for Raw, Gluten-Free, Vegan, Beautiful and Sinfully Sweet Cookies,
Cakes, Bars and Cupcakes
by  Emily Von Euw

ISBN: 9781624140556
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Page Street Pub
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 224
Price: $21.99

No Description
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 Rebel Yell

The Violence, Passion, and Redemption of Stonewall Jackson
by  S C Gwynne

ISBN: 9781451673289
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 640
Price: $32.00

From the author of the mega-bestselling, prize-winning New York Times bestseller Empire of the Summer Moon comes a groundbreaking account of how
Civil War general Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson became a great and tragic American hero.

General Stonewall Jackson was like no one anyone had ever seen. In April of 1862 he was a Confederate general with only a single battle credential, fighting
in what seemed to be a losing cause. By June he had engineered perhaps the greatest military campaign in American history and was one of the most famous
men in the Western World. He had given the Confederate cause what it had recently lacked: hope. In four full-scale battles and six major skirmishes in
Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, Jackson had taken an army that never numbered more than 17,000 men and often had far less, against more than 70,000
Union troops whose generals had been ordered to destroy him. He had humiliated them and sent the armies reeling backward in retreat. He had done it with
the full knowledge that he and his army were alone in a Union-dominated wilderness and surrounded at all times. He had even beaten a trap designed by
Lincoln himself to catch him. How did he do this? Jackson marched his men at a pace unknown to soldiers of the era. He made flashing strikes in unexpected
places, and assaults of hard and relentless fury. He struck from behind mountain ranges and out of steep passes. His use of terrain reminded observers of
Hannibal and Napoleon. His exploits in the valley rank among the most spectacular military achievements of the 19th century. Considered one of our
country's greatest military figures, a difficult genius cited as inspiration by George Patton and Erwin Rommel, and a man whose brilliance at the art of war
transcends the Civil War itself, Stonewall Jackson's legacy is both great and tragic in this compelling account, which demonstrates how, as much as any
Confederate figure, Jackson embodies the romantic Southern notion of the virtuous lost cause.

 A Religion of One's Own
A Guide to Creating a Personal Spirituality in a Secular World
by  Thomas Moore

ISBN: 9781592408290
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gotham
Pub. Date: 2014-01-14
Pages: 288
Price: $32.00

The New York Times bestselling author and trusted spiritual adviser offers a follow-up to his classic Care of the Soul. 
  
 Something essential is missing from modern life. Many who've turned away from religious institutions--and others who have lived wholly without
religion--hunger for more than what contemporary secular life has to offer but are reluctant to follow organized religion's strict and often inflexible path to
spirituality. In A Religion of One's Own, bestselling author and former monk Thomas Moore explores the myriad possibilities of creating a personal spiritual
style, either inside or outside formal religion.
  
 Two decades ago, Moore's Care of the Soul touched a chord with millions of readers yearning to integrate spirituality into their everyday lives. In A
Religion of One's Own, Moore expands on the topics he first explored shortly after leaving the monastery. He recounts the benefits of contemplative living
that he learned during his twelve years as a monk but also the more original and imaginative spirituality that he later developed and embraced in his secular
life. Here, he shares stories of others who are creating their own path: a former football player now on a spiritual quest with the Pueblo Indians, a friend who
makes a meditative practice of floral arrangements, and a well-known classical pianist whose audiences sometimes describe having a mystical experience
while listening to her performances. Moore weaves their experiences with the wisdom of philosophers, writers, and artists who have rejected materialism and
infused their secular lives with transcendence.
  
 At a time when so many feel disillusioned with or detached from organiz ...
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 Remember the Time

Protecting Michael Jackson in his Final Days
by  Tanner Colby,  Javon Beard,  Bill Whitfield

ISBN: 9780345812483
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

No Description

 Revolutionary Russia, 1891-1991
A History
by  Orlando Figes

ISBN: 9780805091311
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

From the author of A People's Tragedy, an original reading of the Russian Revolution, examining it not as a single event but as a hundred-year cycle of
violence in pursuit of utopian dreams In this elegant and incisive account, Orlando Figes offers an illuminating new perspective on the Russian Revolution.
While other historians have focused their examinations on the cataclysmic years immediately before and after 1917, Figes shows how the revolution, while it
changed in form and character, nevertheless retained the same idealistic goals throughout, from its origins in the famine crisis of 1891 until its end with the
collapse of the Soviet regime in 1991.Figes traces three generational phases: Lenin and the Bolsheviks, who set the pattern of destruction and renewal until
their demise in the terror of the 1930s; the Stalinist generation, promoted from the lower classes, who created the lasting structures of the Soviet regime and
consolidated its legitimacy through victory in war; and the generation of 1956, shaped by the revelations of Stalin's crimes and committed to "making the
Revolution work" to remedy economic decline and mass disaffection. Until the very end of the Soviet system, its leaders believed they were carrying out the
revolution Lenin had begun.With the authority and distinctive style that have marked his magisterial histories, Figes delivers an accessible and paradigm-
shifting reconsideration of one of the defining events of the twentieth century.

 Ripley's Believe It Or Not
Completely Awesome
by Ripley's Believe It Or Not

ISBN: 9781609911010
Binding: Hardback 
Series: CURIO
Publisher: Ripley Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 384
Price: $17.99

Ripley's Believe It or Not! Completely Awesome is sure to thrill anyone who enjoys learning about the world of the extraordinary. The 384 pages of this
book are packed with captivating facts, implausible feats, and far-fetched yet completely true stories. Readers will learn about a man who gargles molten
lead, shoes made from elephant dung, a real-life invisibility coat, and the world's scariest airplane runways.
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 The Rise

Creativity, the Gift of Failure, and the Search for Mastery
by  Sarah Lewis

ISBN: 9781451629231
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

It is one of the enduring enigmas of the human experience: many of our most iconic, creative endeavors--from Nobel Prize-winning discoveries to
entrepreneurial inventions and works in the arts--are not achievements but conversions, corrections after failed attempts. The gift of failure is a riddle. Like
the number zero, it will always be both a void and the start of infinite possibility. The Rise--a soulful celebration of the determination and courage of the
human spirit--makes the case that many of our greatest triumphs come from understanding the importance of this mystery. This exquisite biography of an
idea is about the improbable foundations of creative human endeavor. The Rise begins with narratives about figures past and present who range from writers
to entrepreneurs; Frederick Douglass, Samuel F. B. Morse, and J. K. Rowling, for example, feature alongside choreographer Paul Taylor, Nobel Prize-
winning physicists Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, Arctic explorer Ben Saunders, and psychology professor Angela Duckworth. The Rise explores
the inestimable value of often ignored ideas--the power of surrender for fortitude, the criticality of play for innovation, the propulsion of the near win on the
road to mastery, and the importance of grit and creative practice. From an uncommonly insightful writer, The Rise is a true masterwork.

 The Road Is How
Three Days Afoot Through Nature, Eros, And Soul
by  Trevor Herriot

ISBN: 9781443417914
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 272
Price: $27.99

A naturalist's three-day prairie search for heart, spirit and peace of mind
Prairie naturalist Trevor Herriot decides "the road is how." Recovering from a misstep that could have been his last, he decides to go for a three-day walk to
sort through questions that rushed in upon the enforced stillness as he waited for his body to heal.
The author sets off down an ordinary prairie road and then detours along railbeds, over hills and into fields--sitting next to sloughs, waiting for a sparrow to
sing to the dusk. Each step takes him further into a territory where imagination and experience carry us beyond the psychological imprint of our
transgressions to the soul's reconnection with a broken land.
By turns irreverent and meditative, lyrical and analytical, this moving account bears the characteristic style of Herriot's bestseller River in a Dry Land, but
this time the focus of his critique is not the culture but the individual. Attended by a pair of hawks and his remembered conversations with an old friend, the
author begins the longer metaphorical walk into the second half of life by facing his own part in the spiritual failures of men, and examining how that
culpability plays out in family, community and landscape.
The Road Is How re-enchants our understanding of desire, spirit and nature. It offers believers and skeptics alike an illuminating look at how brief passages
in our lives can help us find grace in the way we walk upon this good earth.

 Salaam, Love
American Muslim Men on Love, Sex, and Intimacy
by  Ayesha Mattu,  Nura Maznavi

ISBN: 9780807079751
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 248
Price: $18.00

No Description
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 A Savage Harvest

A Tale of Cannibals, Colonialism, and Michael Rockefeller's Tragic Quest for Primitive Art
by  Carl Hoffman

ISBN: 9780062116154
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 304
Price: $34.99

The mysterious disappearance of Michael Rockefeller in remote New Guinea in 1961 has kept the world, and even Michael's powerful, influential family,
guessing for years. Now, Carl Hoffman uncovers startling new evidence that finally tells the full, astonishing story.
 On November 21, 1961, Michael C. Rockefeller, the twenty-three-year-old son of New York governor Nelson Rockefeller, vanished off the coast of
southwest New Guinea when his catamaran capsized while crossing a turbulent river mouth. He was on an expedition to collect art for the Museum of
Primitive Art, which his father had founded in 1957, and his expedition partner--who stayed with the boat and was later rescued--shared Michael's final
words as he swam for help: "I think I can make it."
Despite exhaustive searches by air, ground, and sea, no trace of Michael was ever found. Soon after his disappearance, rumors surfaced that he'd made it to
shore, where he was then killed and eaten by the local Asmat--a native tribe of warriors whose complex culture was built around sacred, reciprocal violence,
headhunting, and ritual cannibalism. The Dutch government and the Rockefeller family vehemently denied the story, and Michael's death was officially
ruled a drowning. 
While the cause of death was accepted publicly, doubts lingered and sensational stories circulated, fueling speculation and intrigue for decades. The real
story has long waited to be told--until now.
Retracing Michael's steps, award-winning journalist Carl Hoffman traveled to the jungles of New Guinea, immersing himself in a world of former
headhunters and cannibals, secret spirits and customs, and getting to know generations of Asmat. Through exhaustive archival research, he uncovered
hundreds of pages of never-before-seen original documents and located witnesses willing to speak publicly for the first time in fifty years. 
In Savage Harvest Hoffman finally solves this decades-old mystery ...

 A Savage Harvest
A Tale of Cannibals, Colonialism, and Michael Rockefeller's Tragic Quest for Primitive Art
by  Carl Hoffman

ISBN: 9780062325310
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 304
Price: $23.99

In the early 1960s, Michael C. Rockefeller had it all-brains, good looks, an adventurous spirit, and as the youngest son of Governor Nelson Aldrich
Rockefeller and Mary Todhunter Rockefeller, an abundance of wealth and power. Upon graduating from Harvard University, Rockefeller's curiosity and
travels took him to an expedition in New Guinea where he soon became fascinated with the culture and artwork of the Asmats, a local tribe which lived on
the southern part of the island.
On his quest to learn more about the Asmat people and to collect their coveted tribal artifacts, Rockefeller soon returned to New Guinea. One afternoon, he
and his companion, Dutch anthropologist Rene Wassing, were in a canoe about three miles from shore when it suddenly capsized, spilling both men into the
sea. After drifting for several hours and moving even further away from shore, Wassing decided to stay with the canoe, while Rockefeller thought otherwise,
saying to Wassing, as he was about to swim off with two fuel tanks strapped to his waist, "I think I can make it."
While Wassing was rescued the next day, Rockefeller disappeared--and his fate still remains a mystery today.
Carl Hoffman, an avid traveler and an acclaimed writer, vividly brings to life the story behind the death of Michael Rockefeller, setting out to solve what he
thinks really happens - which is that the Asmats killed and ceremoniously ate Rockefeller after seeing him swimming to shore. He further explains their
motivations-from a simple act of revenge coupled with a spiritual worldview which equates the ultimate act of subsumption as creating a form of natural
balance.
Retracing Rockefeller's steps and journey, Hoffman travels to New Guinea-still one of the remotest places on earth--where he delves into the world of former
headhunters and cannibals, learns to speak Bahasa I ...
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 Saving For School

by  Gail Vaz-oxlade

ISBN: 9781443418683
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2013-12-19
Pages: 96
Price: $7.99

The most important investment parents can make is finally simplified, Gail-style
The the average debt hanging around the necks of Canadian graduates is $27,000. So when they don their caps and gowns and look forward to the future,
what they are actually looking at is decades of payments. Yet only 35 percent of eligible kids receive the Canada Education Savings Grant--up to $7,200 that
the government wants to GIVE parents as a reward for saving for school. So why don't more parents use RESPs?
They don't understand how they work
They say they can't come up with the money
They don't know about the grant--the free money
They aren't convinced their kids will need their help
The language and rules just seem too complicated

Saving for School will explain the ins and outs in Gail's trademark clear, straightforward style. It takes parents and future students through the steps of
putting money into a plan and taking it out in the most taxeffective way. The book makes following the rules and regulations simple and shows you how to
set your plan up to work for YOU (as opposed to making it easy on your financial institution).
Beyond RESPs, Gail offers a full plan for minimizing your student debt and guides you through how much student loan you should take on, along with
offering general tips and strategies for saving and for following a budget at school. With Gail by your side, there's no excuse not to start Saving for School.

 Second Machine Age, The
by  Erik Brynjolfsson,  Andrew Mcafee

ISBN: 9780393239355
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2014-01-21
Pages: 304
Price: $28.50

No Description

 The Secret World of Oil
by  Ken Silverstein

ISBN: 9781781681374
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Verso Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

No Description
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 The Secrets of Italy
People, Places, and Hidden Histories
by  Corrado Augias,  Alta L Price

ISBN: 9780847842742
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 220
Price: $26.95
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No Description

 Sexability
A Gynecologist Finally Fixes the Medical Problems That Are Sabotaging Your Sex Life
by  Lauren Streicher

ISBN: 9780062301512
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 304
Price: $34.99

An all-encompassing guide to women's sexual health from a leading expert and Ob-Gyn, Today and Dr. Oz Show regular, Dr. Lauren StreicherLadies, what
if one of America's leading sexual specialists and Ob-Gyn's told you that she knew your body better than you did? What if she told you that she could fix the
problems that are making your sex life less than perfect?More than 100 million women in America have problems in the bedroom, but don't have the courage
to ask their doctors for help. These problems don't come from relationship issues, or the stresses of everyday life. These are real, physical issues that are
getting in the way of a vibrant, joyful sex life. Instead of getting the help they need, so many women make a silent deal with themselves: without fanfare,
without discussion, they quietly give up on pleasure, or drastically compromise their expectations where sex is concerned. Sometimes women make this deal
with themselves early on-in their 20s or 30s; for other women, it doesn't hit until their 40s, 50s or later. Most women have lack the vocabulary to talk about
these issues with their doctors, not to mention the pharmaceutical aids that are readily available to men. But no longer.Dr. Lauren Streicher's is the expert in
the field of women's sexual health that experts turn to. Ob-Gyn, Dr. OZ Show regular and thought leader in the field of sexual health, Dr. Streicher will show
women how to re-find their libido and fix whatever is broken "down there." This much anticipated book, her first for a general audience, will set women on a
path to discovering (or rediscovering) deeply pleasurable, satisfying sex. She offers practical advice for real women, and explains what a woman needs to
know about her body, her lifestyle, and her relationships, and how it connects to a satisfying sex life.

 Shackleton's Epic
Re-Creating The World's Greatest Journey Of Survival
by  Tim Jarvis

ISBN: 9780062282736
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-01-06
Pages: 224
Price: $41.00

In celebration of the centenary of Shackleton's legendary journey, join Tim Jarvis on his quest to become the first to re-create what sir edmund hillary called
"the greatest survival story of all time"
1914-1916
One hundred years ago, in early 1914, famed British explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton embarked for the South Pole on the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition,
hoping to make the first land crossing of Antarctica. For three years there was no word from the expedition, and most assumed the men had perished, as so
many polar explorers had before them. Remarkably, however, the crew was very much alive, thanks to Shackleton's leadership. After their ship, the
Endurance, was crushed by Antarctic ice and the men trapped on a small, inhospitable island, cut off from all hope of rescue, Shackleton decided to attempt a
risky eighthundred-mile voyage across the notoriously treacherous Southern Ocean. For seventeen days, he and five of his crew battled constant gales,
terrible cold, and mountainous seas in a leaking 22.5-foot wooden boat. In one of history's greatest feats of navigation, they succeeded in landing on the
small, remote island of South Georgia. Finally, they faced a climb over precipitous, heavily glaciated mountains to reach the whaling station at Stromness on
the other side--a journey that would challenge the limits of today's top mountaineers. Ultimately, Shackleton was able to rescue all twenty-two crew
members--a heroic triumph of endurance and leadership.
January 2013
Using authentic period clothing, equipment, and rations, and sailing a precise replica of Shackleton's small, keel-less boat, explorer Tim Jarvis leads a six-
man crew in an attempt to re-create Shackleton's historic crossings for the first time. A veteran of Antarctica's breathtaking frozen wastes, Jarvis finds
himself facing one of the most dangerous journeys ever willingly undertaken, quick ...
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 Shakespeare's Montaigne

The Florio Translation of the Essays, A Selection
by  Michel De Montaigne,  Stephen Greenblatt,  Peter Platt

ISBN: 9781590177228
Binding: Paperback 
Series: New York Review Books Classics
Publisher: New York Review Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 480
Price: $21.50

No Description

 Shards
A Young Vice Cop Investigates Her Darkest Case of Meth Addiction-Her Own
by  Allison Moore,  Nancy Woodruff

ISBN: 9781451696356
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 288
Price: $28.99

I had told myself when I did that line that I would only try it once. . . . But when I started to come down, I couldn't face being plunged into the icy cold water
of my real life. I couldn't bear to have those feelings return. I did another line, bigger than the first. It made me feel calm, confident, excited about my future.
Meth was the answer to all my problems. As a beautiful, ambitious, and fearless young woman, Allison Moore had everything going for her: She had been
the star student of her recruit class and was quickly promoted to vice cop at the Maui Police Department, while earning the respect of her colleagues and a
stellar reputation. But when a doomed love affair with another cop led Allison to seek a desperate escape, her life took a sudden and violent plunge. Using
her position of authority and skills of manipulation, Allison hid her addiction from her lover and her department for as long as possible. She fabricated an
elaborate story that she had ovarian cancer and needed to seek treatment on the mainland, while actually traveling to get a steady supply of meth from a
brutal Seattle drug dealer. When her intensifying dependence on meth put her at the mercy of the ruthless dealer, he made her a prisoner in his house,
subjecting her to unthinkable physical and sexual abuse, and monitoring her every move through a web of hidden cameras. Astounding, gripping, and told
firsthand in a deeply sympathetic voice, Shards spares no detail of Allison's horrific experiences and the tangle of addiction and betrayal that cost her the
career she loved, the colleagues who adored her, and the island that was once her paradise.

 A Simple Feast
A Year of Stories and Recipes to Savor and Share
by  Diana Yen

ISBN: 9781611800326
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 256
Price: $32.95

No Description
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 The Sixth Extinction

An Unnatural History
by  Elizabeth Kolbert

ISBN: 9780805092998
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

A major book about the future of the world, blending intellectual and natural history and field reporting into a powerful account of the mass extinction
unfolding before our eyes Over the last half a billion years, there have been five mass extinctions, when the diversity of life on earth suddenly and
dramatically contracted. Scientists around the world are currently monitoring the sixth extinction, predicted to be the most devastating extinction event since
the asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs. This time around, the cataclysm is us. In  The Sixth Extinction, two-time winner of the National Magazine
Award and New Yorker  writer Elizabeth Kolbert draws on the work of scores of researchers in half a dozen disciplines, accompanying many of them into
the field: geologists who study deep ocean cores, botanists who follow the tree line as it climbs up the Andes, marine biologists who dive off the Great
Barrier Reef. She introduces us to a dozen species, some already gone, others facing extinction, including the Panamian golden frog, staghorn coral, the great
auk, and the Sumatran rhino. Through these stories, Kolbert provides a moving account of the disappearances occurring all around us and traces the
evolution of extinction as concept, from its first articulation by Georges Cuvier in revolutionary Paris up through the present day. The sixth extinction is
likely to be mankind's most lasting legacy; as Kolbert observes, it compels us to rethink the fundamental question of what it means to be human.

 Skinny Meals
Everything You Need to Lose Weight-Fast!
by  Bob Harper

ISBN: 9780804178594
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 304
Price: $34.00

No Description

 The Sleep Cure
Proven Strategies for a Good Night's Rest
by  John Tesh

ISBN: 9781476757544
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 192
Price: $22.99

From the author of the New York Times bestselling book Intelligence for Your Life, this guide provides sleep-deprived readers with proven strategies for a
good night's rest.

Have you fought night after night to get the deep, rejuvenating sleep you need? Well look no further--in The Sleep Cure, recovered insomniac John Tesh
offers valuable advice about a topic he has struggled with personally. Writing candidly and passionately, he provides examples and solutions from his own
experience as well as tips from the most trusted experts on how to cure insomnia and other sleep issues. The first sleep tip comes from an anthropologist at
Emory University, Dr. Carol Worthman. She says we need to stop worrying about not getting eight solid hours of shut-eye each night. When you look at
global populations and our own evolutionary history, she says, people naturally wake up two or three times a night. It's the worrying that's the problem. And
here's a sleep tip from psychiatrist Wendy Troxel: Couples need to practice healthy conflict resolution during the day in order to get better sleep at night.
That's because for a man, the quality of his sleep from the night before affects how he treats his spouse the next day. For a woman, how she interacts with her
spouse during the day affects how she'll sleep that night. So compromising and listening to your partner can lead to a better marriage--and much better sleep.
Combining the experts' top solutions with Tesh's own personal stories, The Sleep Cure has all the personal support and practical tips you need for curing
sleeplessness. By following Tesh's advice and honing in on key practices, you'll be snoozing in no time!
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 Slimming Meals That Heal

Lose Weight Without Dieting, Using Anti-inflammatory Superfoods
by  Julie Daniluk

ISBN: 9780345813503
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

With her debut bestselling health book and cookbook,Meals That Heal Inflammation, nutritionist Julie Daniluk created the definitive guide to understanding
inflammation and its link to chronic disease, and showed readers how to cook their way to health. WithSlimming Meals That Heal, Daniluk highlights the all-
important relationship between inflammation, allergies and weight gain--and brings us 125 new healthy and delicious recipes.
All too often, diets fail because they are a self-imposed temporary food prison that people can't wait to escape.Slimming Meals That Healwill shatter the
need to count calories and will conquer cravings by offering The Live-It, a delicious new way of eating that reduces the inflammation that looms in the
background of anyone who struggles with their weight. Julie's clients who have followed the SMTH anti-inflammatory plan have lost 25, 45 and even 100
pounds.
Slimming Meals That Healdeepens the reader's understanding of how food can hurt or heal. The book includes information on cleansing the organs, the
specific power of superfoods and techniques that directly reduce cravings. Julie has devised a 5-step plan on how to boost metabolism and balance hormones
that lead to holistic weight balance.
And just as with Julie's first book, Slimming Meals That Healis bursting with easy, tasty, phenomenally healthy slimming recipes for every meal of the day,
from Superfood Quinoa Porridge to Ginger Honey Salmon Soup, and from Sea Scallops with Harvest Vegetables to the Best No-Bake Apple Crumble Ever.
Once you try the Live-It, you'll leave dieting behind forever as you embrace Julie's joyous, healthful approach to eating!

 A Sliver of Light
Three Americans Imprisoned in Iran
by  Shane Bauer,  Sarah Shourd,  Josh Fattal

ISBN: 9780547985534
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 352
Price: $33.95

Three young Americans captured by Iranian forces and held in captivity for two years tell their story. In summer 2009, Shane Bauer, Joshua Fattal, and
Sarah Shourd were hiking in Iraqi Kurdistan when they unknowingly crossed into Iran and were captured by a border patrol. Accused of espionage, the three
Americans ultimately found themselves in Tehran's infamous Evin Prison, where they discovered that pooling their strength of will and relying on each other
were the only ways they could survive. In this poignant memoir, "the hikers" finally tell their side of the story. They recount the deception that lured them
into Iran in the first place and describe the psychological torment of interrogation and solitary confinement. We follow them as they make surprising
alliances with their fellow prisoners and even some of their captors, while their own bonds with each other are tested and deepened. Told through a bold and
innovative interweaving of the authors' three voices, here is a rare glimpse inside Iran and a timeless portrayal of hardship and hope.

 The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want
How to be assertive with wit, style and grace
by  Mary Hartley

ISBN: 9781780285542
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 256
Price: $13.95

No Description
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 The Smithsonian Book of Air & Space Trivia

by  Institution Smithsonian,  Amy Pastan

ISBN: 9781588344618
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Smithsonian
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 240
Price: $14.95

No Description

 The Sober Truth
Debunking the Bad Science Behind 12-Step Programs and the Rehab Industry
by  Lance Dodes,  Zachary Dodes

ISBN: 9780807033159
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 192
Price: $29.95

An exposÃ© of Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-step programs, and the rehab industry--and how a failed addiction-treatment model came to dominate America.
  
 AA has become so infused in our society that it is practically synonymous with addiction recovery. Yet the evidence shows that AA has only a 5-10 percent
success rate--hardly better than no treatment at all. Despite this, doctors, employers, and judges regularly refer addicted people to treatment programs and
rehab facilities based on the 12-step model.
  
 In The Sober Truth, acclaimed addiction specialist Dr. Lance Dodes exposes the deeply flawed science that the 12-step industry has used to support its
programs. Dr. Dodes analyzes dozens of studies to reveal a startling pattern of errors, misjudgments, and biases. He also pores over the research to highlight
the best peer-reviewed studies available and discovers that they reach a grim consensus on the program's overall success.
  
 But The Sober Truth is more than a book about addiction. It is also a book about science and how and why AA and rehab became so popular, despite the
discouraging data. Dr. Dodes explores the entire story of AA's rise, from its origins in early fundamentalist religious and mystical beliefs to its present-day
place of privilege in politics and media. 
  
 The Sober Truth includes true stories from Dr. Dodes's thirty-five years of clinical practice, as well as firsthand accounts submitted by addicts through an
open invitation on the Psychology Toda ...

 The Sobo Cookbook
Recipes from the Tofino Restaurant at the End of the Canadian Road
by  Lisa Ahier,  Andrew Morrison

ISBN: 9780449015858
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 Social Physics

How Good Ideas SpreadThe Lessons from a New Science
by  Alex Pentland

ISBN: 9781594205651
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

From one of the world's leading data scientists, a landmark tour of the new science of idea flow, offering revolutionary insights into the mysteries of
collective intelligence and social influence  
   If the Big Data revolution has a presiding genius, it is MIT's Alex "Sandy" Pentland. Over years of groundbreaking experiments, he has distilled
remarkable discoveries significant enough to become the bedrock of a whole new scientific field: social physics. Humans have more in common with bees
than we like to admit: We're social creatures first and foremost. Our most important habits of action--and most basic notions of common sense--are wired
into us through our coordination in social groups. Social physics is about idea flow, the way human social networks spread ideas and transform those ideas
into behaviors.
  
   Thanks to the millions of digital bread crumbs people leave behind via smartphones, GPS devices, and the Internet, the amount of new information we
have about human activity is truly profound. Until now, sociologists have depended on limited data sets and surveys that tell us how people say they think
and behave, rather than what they actually do. As a result, we've been stuck with the same stale social structures--classes, markets--and a focus on individual
actors, data snapshots, and steady states. Pentland shows that, in fact, humans respond much more powerfully to social incentives that involve rewarding
others and strengthening the ties that bind than incentives that involve only their own economic self-interest.
  
   Pentland and his teams have found that they can study patterns of information exchange in a social network without any knowledge of the actual content of
the information an ...

 A Soldier on the Southern Front
The Classic Italian Memoir of World War 1
by  Emilio Lussu,  Mark Thompson,  Gregory Conti

ISBN: 9780847842780
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rizzoli
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 278
Price: $26.95

No Description

 Songs Only You Know
A Memoir
by  Sean Madigan Hoen

ISBN: 9781616953362
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Soho Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 384
Price: $25.00

No Description
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 Sonic Wonderland

A Scientific Odyssey of Sound
by  Trevor Cox

ISBN: 9781847922106
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 320
Price: $45.00

No Description

 Spirit Rising
My Life My Music
by  Angelique Kidjo,  Rachel Wenrick

ISBN: 9780062071798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-01-06
Pages: 224
Price: $32.99

Grammy Award-winning singer AngÃ©lique Kidjo is known for her electrifying voice and fearless advocacy work. In this intimate memoir, she reveals how
she escaped Communist Africa to make her dreams a reality, and how she's prompting others all around the world to reach for theirs as well.
Born in the West African nation of Benin, AngÃ©lique Kidjo grew up surrounded by the rich sounds, rhythms, and storytelling of traditional Beninese
culture. When the Communists took over, they silenced her dynamic culture and demanded that she sing in praise of them. In Spirit Rising: My Life, My
Music, AngÃ©lique reveals the details of her dangerous escape into France, and how she rose from poverty to become a Grammy Award-winning artist and
an international sensation at the top of Billboard's World Albums chart. She also explains why it's important to give back by sharing stories from her work as
a UNICEF ambassador and as founder of the Batonga Foundation, which gives African girls access to education.
Desmond Tutu has contributed the foreword to this remarkable volume; Alicia Keys has provided an introduction. Her eloquent, inspiring narrative is paired
with more than one hundred colorful photographs documenting AngÃ©lique's life and experiences, as well as a sampling of recipes that has sustained her on
her remarkable odyssey.

 A Story of Easter and All of Us
Companion to the Hit TV Miniseries
by  Roma Downey,  Mark Burnett

ISBN: 9781455545872
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 128
Price: $22.00

From the Last Supper in the upper room to the celebration of finding an empty tomb, this beautiful full color book chronicles the journey of Christ's death
and resurrection in a way the Easter story has never before been "told." Containing extraordinary images from the Emmy-nominated TV series watched by
over 100 million people, The Bible, A STORY OF EASTER AND ALL OF US is a book that will take a deserved place among the finest celebrations of
Easter.
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 Stress Relief for Men

How to Use the Revolutionary Tools of Energy Healing to Live Well
by  Jed Phd Diamond

ISBN: 9781583947883
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 368
Price: $23.95

Depression, fatigue, chronic pain, sexual dysfunction, anger, and irritability: these are just some of the toxic effects of stress.Stress Relief for Menintroduces
energy healing techniques based on ancient wisdom and cutting-edge science that are designed to neutralize stress so that you can regain inner strength and
power in your life--without talk therapy or drugs. According to preeminent heart surgeon and author Mehmet Oz, MD, "The next big frontier in medicine is
energy medicine." This essential resource provides the most scientifically sound tools from this emerging new field applied to the most pressing problems
facing men today.

Learn how to:
o Eradicate depression, anxiety, anger, and irritability
o Improve your love life--including better communication with your partner
o Eliminate chronic pain, reduce inflammation, and sleep better
o Develop peace of mind, greater well-being, and a passion for life

This book teaches you how to apply these proven energy healing "power tools":
o Earthing (Grounding)--healing through connection with the Earth's surface energy
o Heart Coherence--heart-based breathin ...

 Strong Mothers, Strong Sons
Lessons Mothers Need to Raise Extraordinary Men
by  Meg Md Meeker

ISBN: 9780345518095
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

No Description
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 Struck By Genius

How a Brain Injury Made Me a Mathematical Marvel
by  Maureen Seaberg,  Jason Padgett

ISBN: 9781443418157
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

The astonishing true story of an average man transformed by one violent encounter
No one sees the world the way Jason Padgett does. Water pours from the faucet in crystalline patterns, each number has a distinct geometric shape, and
fractal patterns emerge from the movement of tree branches and the swirl of cream in his coffee, revealing the mathematical patterns hidden in the objects
around us.
The amazing thing is that Jason wasn't born this way. Twelve years ago, he was an ordinary guy, a jock who loved to party and had never made it past pre-
algebra in high school. One night, a vicious blow to the head in an altercation profoundly and permanently altered the way his brain works. Jason would
eventually learn his injury had made him an acquired savant and synesthete, someone whose blended sense perception causes such strange effects as the
ability to taste shapes, hear colours and see numbers as geometric objects. Suddenly, Jason saw the world in a completely different way. As the first
documented case of acquired savant syndrome with his particular type of mathematical synesthesia, Padgett is a medical marvel.
Struck by Genius recounts how Padgett overcame enormous setbacks and embraced his transformed mind. Along the way he found love, discovered joy in
numbers and spent plenty of time having his head examined. His fascinating and inspiring story of the abilities that potentially lie hidden within us all reveals
how much we still have to learn about the wondrous potential of the human brain.

 Stuff Every College Student Should Know
by  Blair Thornburgh

ISBN: 9781594747106
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 144
Price: $10.95

No Description

 Sublime Nature
Photographs That Awe and Inspire
by  Cristina Mittermeier

ISBN: 9781426213014
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 224
Price: $35.00

This inspiring book of landscape photography from National Geographic captures the beauty of nature in all its breathtaking variations. Natural
scenery--whether mountain peaks against a crystal blue sky, shimmering expanses of ocean or desert, or the perfection of a moss-laden path--affects us
deeply, by turns eliciting joy, peace, awe, and a state of grace. Sublime Nature collects images that inspire these emotions, culled from the archives of the
world's leading photographers. Award-winning photojournalist and conservationist Cristina Mittermeier adds context, offering readers a visceral connection
to the natural universe. Filled with breathtaking images, Sublime Nature captures our special relationship with nature in all its incarnations, inspiring us to
protect its future.
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   Nonfiction
 Super Shred

The Big Results Diet:4 Weeks 20 Pounds Lose It Faster!
by  Ian K Smith

ISBN: 9781250044532
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 256
Price: $28.99

The diet that works faster and forever!SUPER SHRED&nbspUsing the same principles-meal spacing, snacking, meal replacement and diet confusion-that
made his SHRED a major #1 bestseller-Dr. Ian has developed what dieters told him they needed: a quick-acting  plan that is safe and easy  to follow at
home, at work, or on the road.SUPER SHREDIt's a program with four week-long cycles: -  Foundation , when you'll eat four meals and three snacks a day,
start shedding pounds and set yourself up for success -  Accelerate , when you'll kick it up and speed up weight loss -  Shape , the toughest week in the
program, and the one that will get your body back by keeping it guessing -  Tenacious , a final sprint that cements your improved eating habits and melts off
those last stubborn poundsThe SHRED system never leaves you hungry.  It's a completely new way to lose weight, stay slender, and feel fantastic about your
body, mind and spirit!Includes more than 50 all-new recipes for meal replacing smoothies and soups! 

 Supreme Commander
Macarthur's Triumph In Japan
by  Seymour Morris

ISBN: 9780062287939
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 336
Price: $34.99

Seymour Morris Jr. combines political history, military biography, and business management to tell the story of General Douglas MacArthur's tremendous
success in rebuilding Japan after World War II, a lively, in-depth work of biographical history complementary to The Generals, The Storm of War, and
TrumanHe is the most decorated general in American history-and the only five five-star general to receive the Medal of Honor. Yet Douglas MacArthur's
greatest victory was not in war but in peace.As the uniquely titled Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, he was charged with transforming a defeated,
militarist empire into a beacon of peace and democracy-"the greatest gamble ever attempted," he called it. A career military man, MacArthur had no
experience in politics, diplomacy, or economics. Vain, reclusive, and self-centered his many enemies in Washington thought he was a flaming peacock, and
few, including President Harry Truman's closest advisors, gave him a chance of succeeding. Yet MacArthur did so brilliantly, defying timetables and
expectations.Supreme Commander tells for the first time, the story of how MacArthur's leadership achieved a nation-building success that had never been
attempted before-and never replicated since. Seymour Morris Jr. reveals this flawed man at his best, who treated a defeated enemy with respect; who made
informed and thoughtful decisions yet could be brash and stubborn when necessary, and who lead the Occupation with intelligence, class, and
compassion.Morris analyzes MacArthur's key tactical choices, explaining how each contributed to his accomplishment, and paints a detailed picture of a true
patriot-a man of conviction who proved to be an outstanding and effective leader in the most extraordinary circumstances.

 Swinging Britain
Fashion in the 1960s
by  Mark Armstrong

ISBN: 9780747812487
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire Library
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 6500
Price: $14.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Thanks For The Feedback

The Science and Art of Receiving Feedback Well
by  Douglas Stone,  Sheila Heen

ISBN: 9780670014668
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

The bestselling authors of the classic Difficult Conversations teach us how to turn evaluations, advice, criticisms, and coaching into productive listening and
learning

 We swim in an ocean of feedback. Bosses, colleagues, customers--but also family, friends, and in-laws--they all have "suggestions" for our performance,
parenting, or appearance. We know that feedback is essential for healthy relationships and professional development--but we dread it and often dismiss it.

 That's because receiving feedback sits at the junction of two conflicting human desires. We do want to learn and grow. And we also want to be accepted just
as we are right now. Thanks for the Feedback is the first book to address this tension head on. It explains why getting feedback is so crucial yet so
challenging, and offers a powerful framework to help us take on life's blizzard of off-hand comments, annual evaluations, and unsolicited advice with
curiosity and grace.

 The business world spends billions of dollars and millions of hours each year teaching people how to give feedback more effectively. Stone and Heen argue
that we've got it backwards and show us why the smart money is on educating receivers-- in the workplace and in personal relationships as well.

 Coauthors of the international bestseller Difficult Conversations, Stone and Heen have spent the last ten years working with businesses, nonprofits,
governments, and families to ...

 There Goes Gravity
A Life in Rock and Roll
by  Lisa Robinson

ISBN: 9781594487149
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

From a legendary music journalist with four decades of unprecedented access, an insider's behind-the-scenes look at the major personalities of rock and roll.
    
     Lisa Robinson has interviewed the biggest names in music--including Led Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones, John Lennon, Patti Smith, U2, Eminem, Lady
Gaga, Jay Z and Kanye West. She visited the teenage Michael Jackson many times at his Encino home. She spent hours talking to John Lennon at his Dakota
apartment--and in recording studios just weeks before his murder. She introduced David Bowie to Lou Reed at a private dinner in a Manhattan restaurant,
helped the Clash and Elvis Costello get their record deals, was with the Rolling Stones on their jet during a frightening storm, and was mid-flight with Led
Zeppelin when their tour manager pulled out a gun. A pioneering female journalist in an exclusive boys' club, Lisa Robinson is a preeminent authority on the
personalities and influences that have shaped the music world; she has been recognized as rock jounralism's ultimate insider.
    
     A keenly observed and lovingly recounted look back on years spent with countless musicians backstage, after hours and on the road, There Goes Gravity
documents a lifetime of riveting stories, told together here for the first time.
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   Nonfiction
 Things I've Learned From Dying

A Book About Life
by David R. Dow

ISBN: 9781455575244
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 288
Price: $28.00

"Every life is different, but every death is the same. We live with others. We die alone."
  In his riveting, artfully written memoir The Autobiography of an Execution, David Dow enraptured readers with a searing and frank exploration of his work
defending inmates on death row. But when Dow's father-in-law receives his own death sentence in the form of terminal cancer, and his gentle dog Winona
suffers acute liver failure, the author is forced to reconcile with death in a far more personal way, both as a son and as a father.
 Told through the disparate lenses of the legal battles he's spent a career fighting, and the intimate confrontations with death each family faces at home,
THINGS I'VE LEARNED FROM DYING offers a poignant and lyrical account of how illness and loss can ravage a family. Full of grace and intelligence,
Dow offers readers hope without clichÃ© and reaffirms our basic human needs for acceptance and love by giving voice to the anguish we all face--as
parents, as children, as partners, as friends--when our loved ones die tragically, and far too soon.

 Thomas Quick
by  Hannes Rastam

ISBN: 9781782110729
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: CANONGATE BOOKS
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 480
Price: $16.00

No Description

 Three Days In Nepal
by  Jeandavid Blanc

ISBN: 9781443424028
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-01-27
Pages: 136
Price: $19.99

You know you're in trouble when the Dalai Lama is praying for you
As a child, JeanDavid Blanc always dreamt of flying. A successful entrepreneur, he took up powered paragliding as soon as he had the means; at the drop of
a hat, he would head off to experience the unique sensation of floating over the most remote and breathtaking scenery in the world.
In January 2011, he left Paris for Nepal for an expedition across the Himalayas. During the course of a paragliding flight in Nepal, the weather suddenly
turned, and amid a thick cloud cover, he crashed into the face of a mountain. Holding on to little more than a bush, he realized his situation was precarious,
but--fortunately--the fog prevented him from seeing just how steep and sheer the drop beneath him was. He sent an SOS back to camp with his GPS
coordinates, but the weather was going to make any rescue attempt difficult. As he waited for help and tried to adjust to his perilous situation, he began to
receive text messages on his cellphone from oblivious friends back in Paris.
What gives you the strength to keep going when you have nothing left? What do you say in your last text message to your daughter?
Three Days in Nepal is by turns thrilling, moving, nail-biting and humorous--the tale of a man who was hanging over a precipice, facing death in one of the
most beautiful places in the world, and was determined, against all odds, to survive and return home.
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   Nonfiction
 Tic Tac Tome

The Autonomous Tic Tac Toe Playing Book
by  Willy Yonkers

ISBN: 9781594746871
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 1444
Price: $13.95

No Description

 Tinkerlab
A Hands-On Guide for Little Inventors
by  Rachelle Doorley

ISBN: 9781611800654
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Shambhala
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 304
Price: $25.95

No Description

 The Tools II
by  Phil Stutz,  Barry Michels

ISBN: 9780307363558
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

No Description

 Tragedy in the Commons
Former Members of Parliament Speak Out About Canada's Failing Democracy
by  Alison Loat,  Michael Macmillan

ISBN: 9780307361295
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Treasures From The Tide

by  Cindy Bilbao

ISBN: 9781581572094
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Countryman Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 96
Price: $18.00

No Description

 The Trickster's Hat
A Mischievous Apprenticeship in Creativity
by  Nick Bantock

ISBN: 9780399165023
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Perigee Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 208
Price: $23.00

The act of creating art, in all its forms, offers us a path to our souls. But the path can be confusing, and getting lost along the way is inevitable. However,
maybe that's the point.

 In The Trickster's Hat, bestselling author of the Griffin & Sabine cycle Nick Bantock invites you to lose yourself in order to become a better creator.
Inspired by Nick's popular and mischievous workshops, the book's forty-nine perceptive exercises will encourage you to forget your destination while you
meander through the wondrous world that awaits you in the periphery of your mind's eye.

 If you're willing to be lead hither and thither down unlikely paths by a fellow of dubious reputation, if you're prepared to keep a sense of humor and not be
phased when he plucks the unexpected out of a mischief-stuffed hat, if you're ready to zigzag, detour, and wander in search of a better understanding of your
artistic core, then, let the Trickster be your guide.
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 Triple Package, The

How Three Unlikely Traits Explain the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups in America
by  Amy Chua,  Jed Rubenfeld

ISBN: 9781594205460
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 304
Price: $32.95

"That certain groups do much better in America than others--as measured by income, occupational status, test scores, and so on--is difficult to talk about. In
large part this is because the topic feels racially charged. The irony is that the facts actually debunk racial stereotypes. There are black and Hispanic
subgroups in the United States far outperforming many white and Asian subgroups. Moreover, there's a demonstrable arc to group success--in immigrant
groups, it typically dissipates by the third generation--puncturing the notion of innate group differences and undermining the whole concept of 'model
minorities.'"  
   Mormons have recently risen to astonishing business success. Cubans in Miami climbed from poverty to prosperity in a generation. Nigerians earn
doctorates at stunningly high rates. Indian and Chinese Americans have much higher incomes than other Americans; Jews may have the highest of all.
             Why do some groups rise? Drawing on groundbreaking original research and startling statistics, The Triple Package uncovers the secret to their
success. A superiority complex, insecurity, impulse control--these are the elements of the Triple Package, the rare and potent cultural constellation that
drives disproportionate group success. The Triple Package is open to anyone. America itself was once a Triple Package culture. It's been losing that edge for
a long time now. Even as headlines proclaim the death of upward mobility in America, the truth is that the oldfashioned American Dream is very much
alive--butsome groups have a cultural edge, which enables them to take advantage of opportunity far more than others.
            o   Americans are taught that everyone is equal, that no group is superior to another. But remarkably, all of America's most successful groups believe
(even      if they don't say so aloud) that they're exceptional, chosen, superior in some way.      o   Americans are taught that self-es ...

 Trying Not to Try
The Art and Science of Spontaneity
by  Edward Slingerland

ISBN: 9780770437619
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

No Description

 Tudor Monastery Farm
Life in Rural England 500 Years Ago
by  Peter Ginn,  Ruth Goodman

ISBN: 9781849906920
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2013-11-18
Pages: 288
Price: $35.00

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Two Doctors

A Father, a Son, and the Evolution of Medical Ethics
by  Barron Lerner

ISBN: 9780807033401
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

The story of two doctors, a father and son, who practiced in very different times and the evolution of the ethics that profoundly influence health care

As a practicing physician and longtime member of his hospital's ethics committee, Dr. Barron Lerner thought he had heard it all. But in the mid-1990s, his
father, an infectious diseases physician, told him a stunning story: he had physically placed his body over an end-stage patient who had stopped breathing,
preventing his colleagues from performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation, even though CPR was the ethically and legally accepted thing to do. Over the next
few years, the senior Dr. Lerner tried to speed the deaths of his seriously ill mother and mother-in-law to spare them further suffering.

These stories angered and alarmed the younger Dr. Lerner--an internist, historian of medicine and bioethicist--who had rejected physician-based paternalism
in favor of informed consent and patient autonomy.The Good Doctoris a fascinating and moving account of how Dr. Lerner came to terms with two very
different images of his father: a revered clinician, teacher and researcher who always put his patients first, but also a physician willing to "play God,"
opposing the very revolution in patients' rights that his son was studying and teaching to his own medical students.

But the elder Dr. Lerner's journals, which he had kept for decades, showed his son how his outdated paternalism had grown out of a fierce devotion to patient-
centered medicine that was rapidly disappearing in a world of managed care, spiraling costs and health care reform. And they raised questions: Are p ...

 The Ugly Renaissance
Sex, Greed, Violence and Depravity in an Age of Beauty
by  Alexander Lee

ISBN: 9780385536592
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-07
Pages: 448
Price: $34.95

A fascinating and counterintuitive portrait of the sordid, hidden world behind the dazzling artwork of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Botticelli, and more 

Renowned as a period of cultural rebirth and artistic innovation, the Renaissance is cloaked in a unique aura of beauty and brilliance. Its very name conjures
up awe-inspiring images of an age of lofty ideals in which life imitated the fantastic artworks for which it has become famous. But behind the vast explosion
of new art and culture lurked a seamy, vicious world of power politics, perversity, and corruption that has more in common with the present day than anyone
dares to admit.
     In this lively and meticulously researched portrait, Renaissance scholar Alexander Lee illuminates the dark and titillating contradictions that were hidden
beneath the surface of the period's best-known artworks. Rife with tales of scheming bankers, greedy politicians, sex-crazed priests, bloody rivalries, vicious
intolerance, rampant disease, and lives of extravagance and excess, this gripping exploration of the underbelly of Renaissance Italy shows that, far from
being the product of high-minded ideals, the sublime monuments of the Renaissance were created by flawed and tormented artists who lived in an ever-
expanding world of inequality, dark sexuality, bigotry, and hatred.
     The Ugly Renaissance is a delightfully debauched journey through the surprising contradictions of Italy's past and shows that were it not for the profusion
of depravity and degradation, history's greatest masterpieces might never have come into being. 
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   Nonfiction
 Unbreak My Heart

A Memoir
by  Toni Braxton

ISBN: 9780062293282
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 320
Price: $35.99

In this heartfelt memoir, six-time Grammy award winning artist and star of WE tv's breakout reality hit Braxton Family Values, Toni Braxton writes about
personal life decisions and their impact on her health, family and career with a degree of introspection and candor that will inspire and empower readers
everywhereWhile Toni Braxton appears to be living a gilded life-selling 60 million records, appearing in sold-out Las Vegas performances and in hit shows
like Dancing with the Stars and her own reality series, Braxton Family Values, the #1 show for women on cable, which is seen by a million viewers every
week-hers is in fact a tumultuous story: a tale of triumph over a life filled with obstacles. The mother of an autistic child, Toni had long feared that her son's
condition might be karmic retribution for earlier life choices, some of which will shock readers and fans. But when heart ailments began plaguing her at the
age of 41 and was diagnosed with Lupus, Toni knew she had to move beyond the self-recrimination and take charge of her own healing-physically and
spiritually.Toni's memoir is the never-before-told story of the measures she took to make herself and her family whole again. Like her hit song "Unbreak My
Heart"-which still stands as the number two all-time bestselling single by a female recording artist-this intensely honest book is bound to resonate with
female readers of all ages.

 Under Magnolia
A Southern Memoir
by  Frances Mayes

ISBN: 9780307885913
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

A lyrical and evocative memoir from Frances Mayes, the Bard of Tuscany, about coming of age in the Deep South and the region's powerful influence on her
life.

The author of three beloved books about her life in Italy, including Under the Tuscan Sun and Every Day in Tuscany, Frances Mayes revisits the turning
points that defined her early years in Fitzgerald, Georgia. With her signature style and grace, Mayes explores the power of landscape, the idea of home, and
the lasting force of a chaotic and loving family. 

From her years as a spirited, secretive child, through her university studies--a period of exquisite freedom that imbued her with a profound appreciation of
friendship and a love of travel--to her escape to a new life in California, Mayes exuberantly recreates the intense relationships of her past, recounting the
bitter and sweet stories of her complicated family: her beautiful yet fragile mother, Frankye; her unpredictable father, Garbert; Daddy Jack, whose life
Garbert saved; grandmother Mother Mayes; and the family maid, Frances's confidant Willie Bell.

Under Magnolia is a searingly honest, humorous, and moving ode to family and place, and a thoughtful meditation on the ways they define us, or cause us to
define ourselves. With acute sensory language, Mayes relishes the sweetness of the South, the smells and tastes at her family table, the fragrance of her
hometown tr ...
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 The Undercover Economist Strikes Back

How to Runor Ruinan Economy
by  Tim Harford

ISBN: 9781594631405
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-01-21
Pages: 272
Price: $32.95

A provocative and lively exploration of the increasingly important world of macroeconomics, by the author of the bestselling The Undercover Economist.

 Thanks to the worldwide financial upheaval, economics is no longer a topic we can ignore. From politicians to hedge-fund managers to middle-class IRA
holders, everyone must pay attention to how and why the global economy works the way it does.

 Enter Financial Times columnist and bestselling author Tim Harford. In this new book that demystifies macroeconomics, Harford strips away the spin, the
hype, and the jargon to reveal the truth about how the world's economy actually works. With the wit of a raconteur and the clear grasp of an expert, Harford
explains what's really happening beyond today's headlines, why all of us should care, and what we can do about it to understand it better.

 Unlearning with Hannah Arendt
by  Marie Luise Knott

ISBN: 9781590516478
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Other Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 192
Price: $26.95

Short-listed for the Tractatus Essay Prize, an examination of the innovative strategies Arendt used to achieve intellectual freedom
 
After observing the trial of Adolf Eichmann, Hannah Arendt articulated her controversial concept of the "banality of evil," thereby posing one of the most
chilling and divisive moral questions of the twentieth century: How can genocidal acts be carried out by non-psychopathic people? By revealing the full
complexity of the trial with reasoning that defied prevailing attitudes, Arendt became the object of severe and often slanderous criticism, losing some of her
closest friends as well as being labeled a "self-hating Jew."  And while her theories have continued to draw innumerable opponents, Arendt's work remains
an invaluable resource for those seeking greater insight into the more problematic aspects of human nature.
 
Anchoring its discussion in the themes of translation, forgiveness, dramatization, and even laughter, Unlearning with Hannah Arendt explores the ways in
which this iconic political theorist "unlearned" recognized trends and patterns--both philosophical and cultural--to establish a theoretical praxis all her own.
Through an analysis of the social context and intellectual influences--Karl Jaspers, Walter Benjamin, and Martin Heidegger--that helped shape Arendt's
process, Knott has formed a historically engaged and incisive contribution to Arendt's legacy.
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   Nonfiction
 Unmasking Superfoods

by  Jennifer Sygo

ISBN: 9781443419789
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 304
Price: $19.99

The science of nutrition is complex--eating shouldn't be
It can be overwhelming and frustrating to try to understand the claims about "superfoods." Do raspberry ketones really help you lose weight? Do blueberries
really fight cancer? Are goji berries worth a try? For over five years, Jennifer Sygo has been separating the truth from the hype in her popular column in the
National Post. Now in her first book, she tackles even more superfoods and in more depth. You'll learn why
the calcium in kale is absorbed as well as the calcium in milk
lentils, chickpeas and beans are not just good for you; when cultivated, they also put important nutrients back into the soil
goji, acai and noni berries may be more hype than substance
xylitol, a sugar alcohol with a third fewer calories than sugar, could actually help prevent cavities and even ear infections
people who eat avocadoes tend to weigh less than those who don't
beets might help you run faster--and maybe even perform better in bed

In Unmasking Superfoods, Sygo discusses the latest research on the most popular superfoods and offers recommendations on how--or if--you should
incorporate these foods into your diet.

 Unsinkable
by  Silken Laumann

ISBN: 9781443419079
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-01-13
Pages: 312
Price: $29.99

A surprising and inspiring story of courage, perseverance and the triumph of the human spirit 
Just ten weeks before the 1992 Olympic Games, Silken Laumann, the reigning world champion in single sculls rowing, suffered a brutal accident that left her
right leg shattered and useless. Doctors doubted that she would ever row competitively again. But twenty-seven days, five operations and countless hours of
gruelling rehabilitation later, Silken was back in her racing shell, ready to pursue her dream. When the starter's pistol rang out on August 2, she made the
greatest comeback in Canadian sports history, rowing to a bronze-medal finish while the world watched, captivated by her remarkable story. Silken became
one of Canada's most beloved Olympians and has continued to inspire, encouraging people to dream, live in the moment and embrace life's unexpected,
difficult, and  amazing journey .
But there was a massive barrier in her path that she has never before spoken about, a hidden story much darker than the tale of her accident. Now, Silken
bravely shines a spotlight on all the obstacles she has encountered--and overcome--in Unsinkable, a memoir that reveals not only new insights into her
athletic success and triumph over physical adversity, but also the intense personal challenges of her past and the fierce determination she applies to living a
bold, loving and successful life today.
Time after time, this courageous champion has proven to be unsinkable. Silken's extraordinary story offers us an intimate look at the complicated woman
behind the Olympic hero, showing how perseverance and optimism can allow anyone to embrace the incredible opportunities that often go hand in hand with
adversity.

 Unti Edward Klein
by  Edward Klein

ISBN: 9780062244147
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 288
Price: $35.99

No Description
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   Nonfiction
 Up, Up, and Away

The Kid, the Hawk, Rock, Vladi, Pedro, le Grand Orange, Youppi!, the Crazy Business of
Baseball, and the Ill-fated but Unforgettable Montreal Expos
by  Jonah Keri

ISBN: 9780307361356
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 416
Price: $32.00

No Description

 Updike
by  Adam Begley

ISBN: 9780061896453
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 400
Price: $38.99

In this eye-opening, authoritative biography, Adam Begley offers a captivating portrait of John Updike, the author who saw himself as a literary spy in small-
town and suburban America, and who dedicated himself to the task of tran-scribing "middleness with all its grits, bumps, and anonymities."
Updike explores the stages of the writer's pilgrim's progress: his beloved home turf of Berks County, Pennsylvania; his escape to Harvard; his brief, busy
working life as the golden boy at The New Yorker; his family years in suburban Ipswich, Massachusetts; his extensive travel abroad; and his retreat to
another Massachusetts town, Beverly Farms, where he remained until his death in 2009. Drawing on in-depth archival research as well as interviews with the
writer's family, friends, and colleagues, Begley explores how Updike's fiction was shaped by his tumultuous personal life--including his enduring religious
faith, his two marriages, and his firsthand experience of the "adulterous society" he was credited with exposing in the bestselling novel Couples.
With a sharp critical sensibility, Begley probes Updike's best-loved works--from Pigeon Feathers to The Witches of Eastwick to the Rabbit tetralogy--and
reveals a surprising and deeply complex character fraught with contradictions: a kind man with a vicious wit, a gregarious charmer who was ruthlessly
competitive, a private person compelled to spill his secrets on the printed page. 
Candid, intimate, and utterly absorbing, Updike is a masterful biography of a national treasure whose writing continues to resonate like no one else's.

 The VB6 Cookbook
More than 350 Recipes for Healthy Vegan Meals All Day and Delicious Flexitarian Dinners
at Night
by  Mark Bittman

ISBN: 9780385344821
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 272
Price: $35.00

No Description

 Verdure
Vegetable Recipes from the Kitchen of the American Academy in Rome, Rome Sustainable
Food Project
by  Christopher Boswell,  Elena Goldblatt,  Annie Schlechter

ISBN: 9781936941032
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: New York Review Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 256
Price: $26.00
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No Description

 Virgin Diet Ckbk
150 Easy and Delicious Recipes to Lose Weight and Feel Better Fast
by J.j. Virgin

ISBN: 9781455577798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-02-18
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

The companion to the New York Times bestseller The Virgin Diet brings the groundbreaking health and weight loss program into your kitchen. With more
than 150 delicious and practical recipes, THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK is designed to show you how to incorporate anti-inflammatory, healing foods
into your diet to reclaim your health and reset your metabolism, while avoiding the 7 foods that are most likely to cause food intolerance. 

These tasty, easy-to-make recipes are free of gluten, soy, dairy, eggs, corn, peanuts, and sugar and artificial sweeteners. With mouthwatering suggestions for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, dessert and snacks, you'll lose weight fast while enjoying what you eat!. THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK will also help you to
stock your kitchen, provide delicious substitutes for common ingredients, and offer easy swaps for eating out and on-the-go.

 The Wahls Protocol
How I Beat Progressive MS Using Paleo Principles and Functional Medicine
by  Terry Wahls,  Eve Adamson

ISBN: 9781583335215
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Avery
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 432
Price: $33.00

An integrative approach to healing chronic autoimmune conditions by a doctor, researcher, and sufferer of progressive multiple sclerosis (MS) whose TEDx
talk is already a web sensation
    
   Like many physicians, Dr. Terry Wahls focused on treating her patients' ailments with drugs or surgical procedures--until she was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis (MS) in 2000. Within three years, her back and stomach muscles had weakened to the point where she needed a tilt-recline wheelchair.
Conventional medical treatments were failing her, and she feared that she would be bedridden for the rest of her life.
    
   Dr. Wahls began studying the latest research on autoimmune disease and brain biology, and decided to get her vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, and
essential fatty acids from the food she ate rather than pills and supplements. Dr. Wahl's adopted the nutrient-rich paleo diet, gradually refining and
integrating it into a regimen of neuromuscular stimulation. First, she walked slowly, then steadily, and then she biked eighteen miles in a single day. In
November 2011, Dr. Wahls shared her remarkable recovery in a TEDx talk that immediately went viral. Now, in The Wahls Protocol, she shares the details
of the protocol that allowed her to reverse many of her symptoms, get back to her life, and embark on a new mission: to share the Wahls Protocol with others
suffering from the ravages of multiple sclerosis and other autoimmune conditions.
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 War! What Is It Good For?

Conflict and the Progress of Civilization from Primates to Robots
by  Ian Morris

ISBN: 9780374286002
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 512
Price: $34.50

"War! . . . . / What is it good for? / Absolutely nothing," says the famous song-but archaeology, history, and biology show that war in fact has been good for
something. Surprising as it sounds, war has made humanity safer and richer.In  War! What Is It Good For?, the renowned historian and archaeologist Ian
Morris tells the gruesome, gripping story of fifteen thousand years of war, going beyond the battles and brutality to reveal what war has really done to and
for the world. Stone Age people lived in small, feuding societies and stood a one-in-ten or even one-in-five chance of dying violently. In the twentieth
century, by contrast-despite two world wars, Hiroshima, and the Holocaust-fewer than one person in a hundred died violently. The explanation: War, and
war alone, has created bigger, more complex societies, ruled by governments that have stamped out internal violence. Strangely enough, killing has made the
world safer, and the safety it has produced has allowed people to make the world richer too.War has been history's greatest paradox, but this searching study
of fifteen thousand years of violence suggests that the next half century is going to be the most dangerous of all time. If we can survive it, the age-old dream
of ending war may yet come to pass. But, Morris argues, only if we understand what war has been good for can we know where it will take us next. 

 Watching War Films With My Dad
by  Al Murray

ISBN: 9781780891095
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2013-11-26
Pages: 320
Price: $28.99

No Description

 Welcome to Mars
Politics, Pop Culture, and Weird Science in 1950s America
by  Ken Hollings,  Erik Davis

ISBN: 9781583947616
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 304
Price: $13.50

No Description

 Welcome to the World
A Keepsake Baby Book
by Marge Ferguson Delano

ISBN: 9781426213144
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 152
Price: $24.00

No Description
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 Western Garden Book Of Landscaping

The Complete Guide to Designing Beautiful Paths, Patios, Plantings and More
by SUNSET

ISBN: 9780376030108
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sunset Western Garden Book
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 416
Price: $32.95

The perfect companion to the best-selling The New Sunset Western Garden Book, the Western Garden Book of Landscaping is the ultimate source for ideas
and expert advice to make a readers dream garden or landscape a reality.   Completely redesigned and updated for today's homeowner and landscape
professional, this book has the proven, reliable, expert information that readers have come to expect from the Western Garden brand. Much more than an
idea book, this book is designed to inspire homeowners by showcasing the West's best garden design, and--more practically--to give Do-It-Yourselfers
enough information to tackle basic projects on their own, making their gardens look and function better. Useful for beginners and expert landscapers alike,
this book is ideal for those readers looking to install a new garden, renovate an existing one, or simply to make parts of their garden, whether a patio or
flower border, more stylish.  With gorgeous photography and the latest in garden design, this book includes the best in tips, guidelines, and step-by-step
instructions throughout.  Features includes:   More than 400 pages full of tips, advice and ideas for creating a dream garden
  Over 600 gorgeous full-color photos  Expanded and Extensive Photo Galleries showcasing stylish Western gardens  Expert Tips from expert landscape
professionals to make a reader's garden the best it can be  Fresh ideas for arbors, colorful effects with paint, fire pits, pools, and more   Up-to-date
information on designing gardens that can withstand drought, fire, wind and more  Creative and Innovative uses for major plant groups including lawns,
shrubs, perennials, and succulents   Beginners' Advice with tips, cool ideas, and secrets from first time gardeners who have already gone through a landscape
remodel and learned from it.
 Sunset magazine (www.sunset.com) is the premier guide to life in the West, covering the newest and best ideas in Western home design and landscaping,
food and entertaining, and regional travel in 13 Western states. Sunset Magazine has a circulation of over 1.25 million and a readership of 4.864 million.

 What I Thought Was True
by  Huntley Fitzpatrick

ISBN: 9780803739093
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dial
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 416
Price: $19.00

The eagerly anticipated follow-up to My Life Next Door is a magnetic, push-me-pull-me summer romance for fans of Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han.
  
   Gwen Castle's Biggest Mistake Ever, Cassidy Somers, is slumming it as a yard boy on her idyllic Nantucket-esque island this summer. He's a rich kid from
across the bridge in Stony Bay, and she hails from a family of fishermen and housecleaners who keep the island's summer people happy. Gwen worries a life
of cleaning houses will be her fate too, but just when it looks like she'll never escape her past--or the island--Gwen's dad gives her some shocking advice.
Sparks fly and secret histories unspool as Gwen spends a gorgeous, restless summer struggling to resolve what she thought was true--about the place she
lives, the people she loves, and even herself--with what really is.
  
   Huntley Fitzpatrick delivers another enticing summer read full of expectation and regret, humor and hard questions, and a romance that will make every
reader swoon.
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 What Should We Be Worried About?

Real Scenarios That Keep Scientists Up at Night
by  John Brockman

ISBN: 9780062296238
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-03
Pages: 528
Price: $19.99

Drawing from the horizons of science, today's leading thinkers reveal the hidden threats nobody is talking about--and expose the false fears everyone else is
distracted by.
What should we be worried about? That is the question John Brockman, publisher of Edge.org ("The world's smartest website"--The Guardian), posed to the
planet's most influential minds. He asked them to disclose something that, for scientific reasons, worries them--particularly scenarios that aren't on the
popular radar yet. Encompassing neuroscience, economics, philosophy, physics, psychology, biology, and more--here are 150 ideas that will revolutionize
your understanding of the world.
Steven Pinker uncovers the real risk factors for war * Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi peers into the coming virtual abyss * Nobel laureate Frank Wilczek laments
our squandered opportunities to prevent global catastrophe * Seth Lloyd calculates the threat of a financial black hole * Alison Gopnik on the loss of
childhood * Nassim Nicholas Taleb explains why firefighters understand risk far better than economic "experts" * Matt Ridley on the alarming re-emergence
of superstition * Daniel C. Dennett and george dyson ponder the impact of a major breakdown of the Internet * Jennifer Jacquet fears human-induced
damage to the planet due to "the Anthropocebo Effect" * Douglas Rushkoff fears humanity is losing its soul * Nicholas Carr on the "patience deficit" * Tim
O'Reilly foresees a coming new Dark Age * Scott Atran on the homogenization of human experience * Sherry Turkle explores what's lost when kids are
constantly connected * Kevin Kelly outlines the looming "underpopulation bomb" * Helen Fisher on the fate of men * Lawrence Krauss dreads what we
don't know about the universe * Susan Blackmore on the loss of manual skills * Kate Jeffery on the death of death * plus J. Craig Venter, Daniel Goleman,
Virginia Heffernan, Sam Harris, Brian Eno, Martin Rees, and more

 What To Cook Now
300 Recipes for Every Kitchen
by WEIGHT WATCHERS

ISBN: 9781250044549
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2013-12-24
Pages: 416
Price: $32.50

As the food world has changed so has the way&nbspwe think about eating and cooking. Whether you're a novice or seasoned cook, this complete guide on
cooking the Weight Watchers way-that is, satisfying, healthy fare-will supply you with all the tools you need for getting &nbspflavorful meals on the table
without spending hours in the kitchen. &nbspAn all-encompassing compendium that includes more than three hundred recipes-everything from speedy
weeknight dinners, &nbspweekend big-batch fare, basic "foundation" recipes (think stocks and sauces done easy!) or meals and menus ideal for entertaining
- this cookbook also includes the latest techniques and tools that real cooks will use again and again. &nbspIn addition to recipes, there is a Weight Watchers
New Basics section that includes the new thinking on mandatory kitchen tools that are&nbspuser friendly (like an immersion blender or handheld grater), not
laborious (think food processor); the well-stocked, healthy pantries that focus on packaged and frozen foods that provide the maximum punch (like intensely
flavored pastes such as pesto and herbs or anchovy); the latest thinking on food safety, as well as a complete produce primer for helping the healthy cook
choose and prepare veggie-and-fruit based dishes; and much more...
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 Wheat Belly (30 Minutes Or Less!) Cookbook

by  William Davis

ISBN: 9781443424868
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2013-12-03
Pages: 304
Price: $24.99

The companion to the New York Times bestseller serves up 200 easy, great-tasting, wheat-free recipes
Living wheat-free doesn't take extra time or work. The Wheat Belly (30 Minutes or Less!) Cookbook features healthy, delicious, visually appealing meals
and snacks--all conforming to the basic rules of remaining wheat-free and including no "junk" carbohydrates or grains. With the latest research, success
stories and tips and tricks, the Wheat Belly (30 Minutes or Less!) Cookbook features 200 delicious new recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, side dishes,
snacks, desserts and even special occasions.
Now, it's easier than ever to say good-bye to wheat with this new collection of yummy recipes that are quick enough for busy weekdays-- and good enough
for company.

 Why Soccer Matters
by Pele,  Brian Winter

ISBN: 9780451468444
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Celebra Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

Soccer. Football. The beautiful game. The world's most popular sport goes by many names, but for decades, fans have agreed on one thing: the greatest
player of all time was PelÃ©. Now the legendary star, ambassador, and humanitarian shares a global vision for what soccer can accomplish. Now he shares
his story, his experience, and his insights on the game for the very first time.
  
   Before Messi, before Ronaldo, before Beckham, there was Edson Arantes do Nascimento--known simply as PelÃ©. A national treasure, he created pure
magic with his accomplishments on the field: an unprecedented three World Cup championships and the all-time scoring record, with 1,283 goals in his
twenty year career.
  
   Now, with the World Cup returning after more than sixty years to Brazil--the country often credited with perfecting the sport--soccer has a unique
opportunity to encourage change on a global level. And as the tournament's official ambassador, PelÃ© is ready to be the face of progress.
  
   For the first time ever PelÃ© explores the recent history of the game and provides new insights into soccer's role connecting and galvanizing players
around the world. He has traveled the world as the global ambassador for soccer and in support of charitable organizations such as Unicef, promoting the
positive influences soccer can have to transform young men and women, struggling communities, ...

 The Wild Oats Project
by  Robin Rinaldi

ISBN: 9780385681056
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

No Description
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 Witches and Witchcraft

by  David Nash

ISBN: 9780747812913
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Shire Library
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 56
Price: $14.95

No Description

 Wolfgang Puck Makes It Healthy
Light, Delicious Recipes and Easy Exercises for a Better Life
by Wolfgang Puck

ISBN: 9781455508846
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 336
Price: $33.00

Acclaimed chef and restaurateur Wolfgang Puck shares his classic recipes made healthy along with easy exercise moves to help readers lose weight and feel
energetic.

In EAT, MOVE, LIVE, Wolfgang Puck shares the food and fitness plan that helped him transform from being overweight and out of shape to fit and
energetic. Now, he offers more than 100 health-conscious recipes, some modified classics from his earlier classics; others brand new. Readers will find
flavorful food for every meal, including snacks and desserts, inspired by Mexican, Asian, Italian, Indian, and French cuisine.

Puck will never tell readers that they can't enjoy a glass of wine or to cut out their favorite foods. Instead, he partnered with trainer Chad Waterbury and
journalist Lou Schuler to outline an exercise solution. They've uncovered a plan for the fitness-phobic out there who want to be able to indulge a little: an
adaptable 40 minute workout program focused on core stability, cardio fitness, and mobility that can be adapted to suit anyone's daily life.

 Women of Vision
National Geographic Photographers on Assignment
by  Geographic National,  Ann Curry,  Chris Johns

ISBN: 9781426212727
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: National Geographic Society
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 224
Price: $35.00

Women photographers have produced many of National Geographic's most powerful photo-narratives of the past decade. These talented photojournalists are
celebrated in this captivating photography book, covering places and subjects around the globe and sharing the same passion and commitment to storytelling
that has come to define National Geographic magazine, with more than 31 million readers worldwide.

Women of Vision is a tribute to the spirit and the ambition of these journalists and artists who have created riveting, visual experiences through the
insightful, sensitive, and strategic use of a camera. With an introduction by Chris Johns, editor-in-chief of National Geographic magazine, and a thoughtful
foreword by acclaimed journalist Ann Curry, this book presents both personal reflections and stunning selections of photographic assignment work from the
past decade, setting a new standard for excellence that will continue to inspire for decades to come.

From the elegant landscapes of the Mongolian steppes to the war-torn battlefields of Iraq; from the last great wildernesses of Africa to the flash and tumult of
the Jersey Shore, these stories explore the realities of our world and the depths of what it means to be human in the 21st century.
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 The Woman I Wanted to Be

by  Diane Von Furstenberg

ISBN: 9781451651546
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 416
Price: $34.99

One of the most influential, admired, and innovative women of our time: fashion designer, philanthropist, wife, mother, and grandmother, Diane von
Furstenberg offers a book about becoming the woman she wanted to be.Diane von Furstenberg started out with a suitcase full of jersey dresses and an idea of
who she wanted to be--in her words, "the kind of woman who is independent and who doesn't rely on a man to pay her bills." She has since become that
woman, establishing herself as a global brand and a major force in the fashion industry, all the while raising a family and maintaining "my children are my
greatest creation." In The Woman I Wanted to Be, von Furstenberg reflects on her extraordinary life--from childhood in Brussels to her days as a young, jet-
set princess, to creating the dress that came to symbolize independence and power for an entire generation of women. With remarkable honesty and wisdom,
von Furstenberg mines the rich territory of what it means to be a woman. She opens up about her family and career, overcoming cancer, building a global
brand, and devoting herself to empowering other women, writing, "I want every woman to know that she can be the woman she wants to be."

 Yin Yoga
An Individualized Approach to Balance, Health, and Whole Self Well-Being
by  Ulrica Norberg

ISBN: 9781626363953
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Skyhorse Publishing Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 160
Price: $18.50

A yin yoga practice incorporates poses designed to improve the flow of qi, the subtle life force essential to organ health, immunity, and emotional well-
being. The postures are moved through slowly and mindfully, gently allowing tendons, fascia, and ligaments to stretch as circulation improves and the mind
becomes calm. Experienced yoga teacher Ulrica Norberg describes how to balance yin and yang on and off the mat, sharing her own experiences and
offering wisdom for adapting the yogic principles in modern life. Readers will learn to develop their own individualized yin yoga practice, complete with a
yin yoga flow, visualization techniques, and ayurvedic health principles. Photographs and clear descriptions highlight proper alignment, ensuring the practice
will be safe and effective.

 Yoga Adjustments
Philosophy, Principles, and Techniques
by  Mark Stephens

ISBN: 9781583947708
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 400
Price: $28.95

No Description
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 You Are the Placebo

Making Your Mind Matter
by  Joe Dispenza

ISBN: 9781401944582
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 392
Price: $25.95

     Is it possible to heal by thought alone-without drugs or surgery? The truth is that it happens more often than you might expect. In You Are the Placebo,
Dr. Joe Dispenza shares numerous documented cases of those who reversed cancer, heart disease, depression, crippling arthritis, and even the tremors of
Parkinson's disease by believing in a placebo. Similarly, Dr. Joe tells of how others have gotten sick and even died the victims of a hex or voodoo curse-or
after being misdiagnosed with a fatal illness. Belief can be so strong that pharmaceutical companies use double- and triple-blind randomized studies to try to
exclude the power of the mind over the body when evaluating new drugs.       Dr. Joe does more than simply explore the history and the physiology of the
placebo effect. He asks the question: "Is it possible to teach the principles of the placebo, and without relying on any external substance, produce the same
internal changes in a person's health and ultimately in his or her life?" Then he shares scientific evidence (including color brain scans) of amazing healings
from his workshops, in which participants learn his model of personal transformation, based on practical applications of the so-called placebo effect. The
book ends with a "how-to" meditation for changing beliefs and perceptions that hold us back-the first step in healing.       You Are the Placebo  combines the
latest research in neuroscience, biology, psychology, hypnosis, behavioral conditioning, and quantum physics to demystify the workings of the placebo effect
. . . and show how the seemingly impossible can become possible.

 You Can Date Boys When You're Forty
Dave Barry on Parenting and Other Topics He Knows Very Little About
by  Dave Barry

ISBN: 9780399165948
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

A brilliantly funny exploration of the twin mysteries of parenthood and families from the Pulitzer Prize winner and New York Times-bestselling author of
Insane City.
  
 In his New York Times-bestselling I'll Mature When I'm Dead, Dave Barry embarked on the treacherous seas of adulthood, to hilarious results. What comes
next? Parenthood, of course, and families.

 In uproarious, brand-new pieces, Barry tackles everything from family trips, bat mitzvah parties and dating (he's serious about that title: "When my daughter
can legally commence dating--February 24, 2040--I intend to monitor her closely, even if I am deceased") to funeral instructions ("I would like my eulogy to
be given by William Shatner"), the differences between male and female friendships, the deeper meaning of Fifty Shades of Grey, and a father's ultimate
sacrifice: accompanying his daughter to a Justin Bieber concert ("It turns out that the noise teenaged girls make to express happiness is the same noise they
would make if their feet were being gnawed off by badgers").

 Let's face it: families not only enrich our lives every day, they drive us completely around the bend. Thank goodness we have Dave Barry as our guide!
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 You Can Heal Your Heart

Finding Peace After a Breakup, Divorce, or Death
by  Louise L Hay,  David Kessler

ISBN: 9781401943875
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 216
Price: $19.95

In You Can Heal Your Heart, self-help luminary Louise Hay and renowned grief and loss expert David Kessler, the protege of Elisabeth KÃ¼bler-Ross,
have come together to start a conversation on healing grief. This remarkable book discusses the emotions that occur when a relationship leaves you
brokenhearted, a marriage ends in divorce, or a loved one dies. It will also foster awareness and compassion, providing you with the courage to face many
other types of losses and challenges, suchas saying good-bye to a beloved pet, losing your job, coming to terms with a life-threatening illness or disease, and
much more.  With a perfect blend of Louise's teachings and affirmations on personal growth and transformation and David's many years of working with
those in grief, this empowering book will inspire an extraordinary new way of thinking, bringing hope and fresh insights into your life and even your current
and future relationships. You will not only learn how to help heal your grief, but you will also discover that, yes, you can heal your heart.

 You Must Remember This
Life and Style in Hollywood's Golden Age
by  Robert J Wagner,  Scott Eyman

ISBN: 9780670026098
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 272
Price: $32.95

The legendary actor and bestselling author of Pieces of My Heart offers a nostalgic look at Hollywood's golden age

 With a career spanning more than five decades, few actors are more qualified to recount the glamorous Hollywood era of the late 1940s and early 1950s
than Robert Wagner. You Must Remember This is Wagner's ode to a bygone age, to its incomparable style and how it was displayed, and to its legendary
stars.

 Wagner revisits the houses, restaurants, and other haunts of Hollywood's elite, offering an intimate view of their lives on and off screen. He fondly recounts
mythic figures simply entertaining at home among friends, away from the publicity machine and public eye that morphed into today's paparazzi culture.
Wagner also discusses the business of Hollywood and its evolution from an industry once dominated by moguls to one run by agents, and examines the
career arcs of his peers, carefully considering why some survived and others faded.

 Engaging and entertaining, You Must Remember This is a window into the splendors of an erstwhile era and an opportunity for readers to live vicariously
through one its most beloved leading men.

 Younger
The Breakthrough Anti-Aging Method for Radiant Skin
by Harold Lancer

ISBN: 9781455548903
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 272
Price: $30.00

Renowned Beverly Hills dermatologist Dr. Harold Lancer is the expert on whom Hollywood's top celebrities rely to maintain their radiant complexions and
to reverse the effects of aging. Now, he offers readers his groundbreaking, 3-Step Method to rejuvenate their skin at home. Based on years of clinical
research, Dr. Lancer's regimen stimulates the skin's own transformative healing power for lasting results. He provides a road map to help readers navigate the
mixed messages of today's dermatological advice, avoid expensive invasive treatments, and see through the empty promises of so many beauty products. He
recommends the most effective skin care products for every budget from drugstores, department stores, and spas. He suggests surprising lifestyle choices in
diet, exercise, and stress management that support beautiful skin. Whether the reader wants to maintain youthful skin or reverse the aging process, Dr.
Lancer's Anti-Aging Method offers a comprehensive program for ageless, radiant skin.
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 Your Life Calling

Reimagining the Rest of Your Life
by  Jane Pauley

ISBN: 9781476733760
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

IN 2014, EVERY BABY BOOMER WILL HAVE REACHED THE MILESTONE AGE OF FIFTY. FOR MOST, IT'S NOT AN END BUT THE
BEGINNING OF SOMETHING NEW. This is the awakening of a generation to the opportunities that lie ahead. Research has shown that people in their
fifties are more vital now than they were only ten years ago. They're saying, "I'm game, I'm up for it, I want to do more." Jane Pauley, one of America's most
beloved and trusted broadcast journalists, gives voice to the opportunities of her generation--and the next one too--offering humor and insight about the
journey forward. Your Life Calling is a fresh look at ideas that have been simmering since boomers first entered midlife with a different perspective on the
future than any generation before: that there was more to come--and perhaps the best of all. Jane is not an advice giver but a storyteller. Here she tells her
own and introduces readers to the fascinating people she has featured on her award-winning Today show segment, Life Reimagined Today. You'll meet
Betsy McCarthy, who traded in her executive briefcase for knitting needles; Gid Pool, who launched a career as a stand-up comic; Richard Rittmaster, who
joined the National Guard Chaplain Corps; Trudy Lundgren, who took her home on the road in an RV; Paulie Gee, who opened a successful pizzeria in
Brooklyn; and many more. Their stories are delightful, compelling, and inspiring for anyone asking "What am I going to do with my supersized life?"

 Your Personal Paleo Code
The 3-Step Plan to Lose Weight, Reverse Disease, and Stay Fit and Healthy for Life
by Chris Kresser

ISBN: 9780316322898
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2013-12-31
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

An effective and practical program based on the Paleo lifestyle, customized to fit your needs! 

As the Paleo movement sweeps the nation, the health benefits of following the lifestyle of our hunter-gatherer forebears are undeniable. But what happens
when we hit a wall and weight loss stalls, energy flags, or we're tired of restricted eating? We're not cavemen anymore, so why should we follow a strict
caveman diet? 

In YOUR PERSONAL PALEO CODE, Chris Kresser uses the Paleo diet as a baseline from which you can tailor the ideal three-step program-Reset,
Rebuild, Revive-to fit your lifestyle, body type, genetic blueprint, and individual needs. Kresser helps further personalize your prescription for specific
health conditions, from heart disease and high blood pressure to thyroid disorders and digestive problems. Along with a 7-day meal plan and delectable,
nutritious recipes, YOUR PERSONAL PALEO CODE offers natural solutions and an avalanche of groundbreaking advice on how to restore a healthy gut
and immune system; how to eliminate toxins; which fats to eat liberally; how to choose the healthiest proteins; and much more. Best of all, you only have to
follow the program 80% of the time; there's room to indulge in moderation while still experiencing dramatic results. Based on cutting-edge scientific
research, YOUR PERSONAL PALEO CODE is designed to be flexible and user-friendly, with helpful charts, quizzes, and effective action steps to help you
lose weight, reverse disease, and stay fit and healthy for life.
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 Zero Zero Zero

by  Roberto Saviano,  Virginia Jewiss

ISBN: 9781594205507
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 464
Price: $32.95

"Zero zero zero" flour is the finest, whitest available. "Zero zero zero" is also the nickname among narcotraffickers for the purest, highest quality cocaine on
the market. And it is the title of Roberto Saviano's unforgettable exploration of how the cocaine trade knits the world into its dark economy and imposes its
own vicious rules and moral codes on its armies and, through them, on us all.
             Saviano's Gomorrah, his explosive account of the Neapolitan mob, the Camorra, was a worldwide publishing sensation. It struck such a nerve with
the Camorra that Saviano has lived with twenty-four hour police protection in the shadow of death threats for more than seven years. During this time he has
become intimate with law enforcement agencies around the world. Saviano has broadened his perspective to take in the entire global "corporate" entity that
is the drug trade in cooperation with law enforcement officials, who have fed him information and sources and used him to guide their own thinking and
tactics. Saviano has used this extraordinary access to feed his own groundbreaking reportage.
    
     The result is a truly amazing and harrowing synthesis of intimate literary narrative and geopolitical analysis of one of the most powerful dark forces in the
global economy. In Zero Zero Zero, Saviano tracks the shift in the cocaine trade's axis of power, from Colombia to Mexico, and relates how the Latin
American cartels and gangs have forged alliances, first with the Italian crime syndicates, then with the Russians, Africans, and others. On the one hand, he
charts an astonishing increase in sophistication and diversification as these criminal entities diversify into many other products and markets. On the other, he
reveals the threat of violence to protect and extend power and how the nature of the violence has grown steadily more appalling.     
     Saviano is a journalist of rare courage and a thinker of impressive intellectual depth and moral imagination, able to see the connections between far-flung
phenomena and bind them i ...
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